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WHITNEY
MEANSj Pearl Slrrel, opposite the Park.
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Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
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Carpenters and Builders.

McfOBB,
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change

A. WHITNEY, No. 50 Ex.
Upholstering of all kinds
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done to

at

order*

Centennial Block, 3d Story, No. 2.

Plumbers.
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JAMES MUGLER, No. 91 Federal Street
—-—---

WM. H.

Real Estate Agents.

MOTLEY,

C< PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

Middle

180

Street,

jan5

Lecture.

Stair Builder*.

P>. P'AK KINGSTON'S,

1.

F. LIBBY, No. 25‘J Fore Street, cor.
Cross St.* in Delano’s "mill.
G.L. HOOPER, Cor. York and ITIaple
B.

Streets.
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Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

J. B. SO FORD,
,

J. A. MERRILL.

Address of

England

Embracing the leading Hotel? in the State,
the Daily Press mav always be found.

M. L.

at

Grand

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Rah;

/A/A Agents, both Male and Female, to sell
■I. vJ" usetul household articles. They will sell
to almost every house. Any one can sell them. We
have agents that never sold anything before, making
from four to five dollars per day and expenses.
Please call and examine the goods, every housekeeper needs them and wants them
We have a large
variety. N. B.—Business chances bought and sold
here. Call, or address with stamp, T. F BOWE,
119 j Exchange street, Portland.ja9dtf
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IIOISE WANTED.
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CITY

STEPHEN BERRY,

HALL,
—

BY

C.

BABCOCK.

MAKER

Dr. R

GAD

International

Proprietor.

Merchants’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins & Sons, Prep*

dtf

ADAMS,

31 1-3 EXCHANGE

HOTELS.

PORTLAND, ME.

A.

prieto?

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

DeWitt House, Qniuby ft March, Proprietor.

STREET.

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

93

HEATED BY STEAM.

prietor.

ATTORNEY AND

$3.00.
WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

1191-2

anglOdeoatf

PORTLAND, MB].
jan!8dlw

WINTER RESORT.

Adams

ROM VICTORIA HOTEL,
full Information apply to
ymiu

DE WITT HOUSE,

The

VllUV/1

vuuai

VIIV

Proprietors.
Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle

St.

aigwuu

fail*.

WEST NEWFIELD.
West Newfield House, R.G. Holuics5 Pro-

prietor.
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of America is her Women.9
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BATES
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kJF STATIONERY PACKAGES, and

0K& B

& peering

VB

Uy

the LLOYD

COMBINATION

for

SIX of
TWO

Afak DOLLARS. BRIDF A. CO.,
iS^ w. 769 Broadway, New York*

jat7

CELEBRATED

ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

Inealers in Printing Materials of every description

d4wt

AjDV

KTISI1VG AGENCY & PRINTERS’ WAREHOUSE,

105 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
;

Dealer in Wood and Meta) Type and all kinds ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
owest prices. Send for estimates.

Sheriff's

PRONOUNCED BY

EXTRACT
Ofa LETTER from a
GENMEDICAL
TLEMAN art Madras
to his brother at

CONNOISSEURS
TO BE THE

"OVLVGOOD

WORCESTER, May,
!

1

Aud applicable to
EVERY VARIETY

“Tell LEA '& PERKINS
that
their
Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and
is in my opinion, the
most
well

palatable,

as

the

as

most

wholesome Sauce
that is made.”

OF DISH.

Notice oi Foreclosure.
Notice is hereby givcD, that Benjamin A
Moody, Administrator of the Estate of Eben
Moody, late of Falmouth, in the County of Cumberland and State of Maine, deceased,conveyed to me in
mortgage by deed dated June 8th, 1875, and recorded
in Cumberland Couniy Registry of Deeds, Book 405,
Rage 553. the following described real estate, viz:
a certain tract of woodland situated in said
Falmouth,
being the same conveyed to said Eben Moody deceased, by deed from Rachel Moody, dated May 1C,
1865, recorded in said Registry of Deeds, Book 365,
the

PUBLIC

Page 428, being

same

that

&

PERRINS’

SIGNATURE is on EVERY BOTTLE.

c£c as
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS,
jy2MIawlyTli

new

YORK.

said

Rachel

Page 91;
ken; by reason
same, and give

said mortgage is browhereof I claim a foreclosure of the;
this notice for that purpose.

Portland, Jan. 2,

LEA

devised to

Moody by her late husband, excepting 40 acres conveyed by said Bache Moody to Olive Bucknam. Jan.
17, 1859, by deed recorded in said Registry Book 310,
the condition of
HIRAM WINCHESTER.

1877

w3wl

HAIR TONIC worth having-itis
Wood’s improved Hair Restorative>
other, and has no equal. The ImprovedI
has new vegetable tonic properties; restores grey
hair to a glossy, natural color; restores faded, dry,
harsh and falling hair; restores, dresses, gives vigor
to the hair; restores hair to prematurely bald heads;;
removes dandruff, humors, scaly eruptions; removes|
irritation, itching and scaly dryness. No article produces such wonderful effects. Try it,call for Wood’s,
Improved Hair Restorative, and don't be put ojfwith
anii other article Sold by all druggists in this place
and dealers everywhere. Trade supplied at manufacturers’ prices by C. A. Cook & Co., Chicago, Sola*
Agents for the United States and Canadas, and by
Weeks css Potter, Boston.
w6m36

the best.
ANEW
is unlike
any

—

IN

execution, and will be sold
bv public auction, to the highest bidder,
SEIZED
the third
of
A D.
and taken

SATURDAY,

81

Matured Endowments.
Annuities.
Dividends to Policy-holders..
Taxes.
Reinsurance.
Legal Expenses.
Salaries, Travelling Expenses,
Postage and other Office
Expenses.
Printing, Advertising and

BLOCK.

Nos. 121—123 Middle St.
corner of Chuich St.
The best local ion in the city
for Jobbing business. Fitted up with Counting-room,
Tables, and Elevator. Would make a splendid room

Light Manufacturing, plenty of Storage Room it
required. Rent reasonable. Apply to
II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32J Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rout©,
lor

HEATING STOVE
Cooking, Heating and Illuminating. Two
Stoves and a Powerful,Camp Combined.
-*

6,799

Florence Oil

without children.

To be Let,

THE

To Let.
fHHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
A containing all the modern improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf
jp

$2,668,963

37

Also
Interest due and accrued.$ 59,308 37
Rents due and accrued.
614 83
Excess of Market Value of Investments
over par.
25,327 50
Outstanding Premiums on Policies in force
on which a liability was calculated Dee.
61

GENTLEMAN
accommodated with pleasant
in
at

COOKING

294

Florence.
Chambers, Bath Rooms, Druggists, Barbers, Den-

tists; tor Restanrants, Oifices of all sorts, and Green
be found an indispensable article cf

The best of Oil always on hand and tor sale.
and Sales Room at

Office

Middle’St.

No. 267
a. k.

Hangs,

GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE,
to whom all orders should be addressed.
ja3dlm

453,668 72

Any information desired regarding the different
Plans ot insuring in the above Reliable Company,
working under the Mass. Non-Forfeiting Law,” will
be cheerfully given,
AGENTS WANTED,

MRS.

WINSLOW’S

SOOTHING

to whom Liberal Commissions will be paid.

SYKUP

For Children Teething,
the process ot teething, by softening
gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is
Sure to Regulate the Bowels,

N. S. GARDINER,

facilitates
greatly
the

STATE AGENT,

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give

rest to

No. 421-2 Exchange

Congress street, up stairs.

you-

llciiei and Health to Your Intants.

St.,

Me.

eod3w

TUB

Benefit

Life Insnrance Co.

We have put np and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAVIN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,
what we have never been able to say ot any other
medicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED, IN A SINOLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
urneiy useu. rsever uiu we Know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
terms ot highest commendation of its
magical eftects
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in iifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is ad-

ministered.
This valuable preparation has
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

beeu used with

Thousands ot Cases.

from May 1845 to January 1876

It not only relieves the child from pain, but in"
vigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity*
and gives tone and energy to the whole system. It
will almost instantly relieve

Griping of flic Bowels, and Wind
Premiums.861 832,914.67
Intel esl. 16 316,592.79

$81449^60746

Colic.
We believe it is the «est and surest remedy in
tiie world, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
from teething, or from any other cause.
We would
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
any of the
foregoing complaints do not let
YOUR

Follows:

Policy Claims.$19.282 541.48, being
Surrendered Policies... 4,2*4,344,82
Dividends. 19,224,524.15

TIIE

PREJUDICES

OF

52.8

“Mrs. Winslow’s

c.

10 0

Soothing Syrup,”

Having the fee-simile of “CURTIS & PERKINS’’

37.2

the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world.
aug29dtim

on

10<£o

$8M49,507.76

Total

NOR

23.7

23.8 p.
5.3

“

PREJUDICES,

others, stand between your suffering child and the
relief that will be SURE—ves, ABSOLUTELY
SUKE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timely
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
Be sure and call for

with board
Life and Endowment Polices, of the usual forms
on the most favorable terms.
The past experience of the Company shows that

issued

table
find excellent accommodation at

can

STOVE.

stove warranted to give satisfaction. These
stoves are made of the best Cast Iron, thoroughly and
handsomely galvanized inside and out, and fine Russia Sheet Iron
It is made to last. For cooking,
heating and illuminating, nothing can equal the

Every

standard, four per cent. §251,873 27

Surplus, as regards Policy-holders, N. Y.
standard, 4£ per cent.

Returned to members..® 12,791,410.45
Taxes and Expenses... 8,167,913.05
Reserve and Surplus... 30.100,184.26

rooms

of

novlldtt

mm

shirts

its

DIVIDENDS ARE LARGER,
consequently its iusurance cheaper than that
furnished by any other Company.

and

THE WOOTON
is

February,

universally acknowledged to be

of

King

1877,

at ten c’clock in the forenoon, at the Sheriffs office,
in Portland, iu said County, all the right, title, interest, estate, claim and demand of every name and
nature which Charles E. Stevens, ot Portland, in
said County, lias or had, on the 13th day ot October,
A. D. 1876, at two o’clock and forty-eight minutes in
the afternoon, be5ng the time of the attachment of
the same, on the original writ in the action on which
the said execution was obtained iu and to the following described Real Estate, to wit: A certain lot ot
laud with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Portland, on the Northerly side of Summer Street,
and bounded; beginning one hundred feet from the
corner of Clark and Summer Streets, and running
thence on Summer Street, westerly fifty-one feet to
land of Jeremiah Reagan; thence northerly at a
right angle with Summer Street one hundred feet to
the land ot a person unknown to ine; thence easterly
by said last land forty-five feet to the land formerly
thence southerly by said
belonging to one
Hasty’s land, and the land of Michael Lynch; one
hundred feet toihe point beginning; being the lot
marked “U,” on a plan recorded in Cumberland
Registry ot Deeds, Book ot Plans, No. 2, Page 5,
hereby referred to; said attachment and sale being
made to enforce and complete a lien which Hiiam 15.
Miiliken. of Deerinp, iu said County, has on said
described premises for work done and material
furnished by said Miiliken, to the said Stevens at bis
lequest; said seizure and sale of said eal estate,
being subject to all prior and legal claims on the
same, if au>.
Dated at said Portland. 28th day of December, A.
M. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
D. 1876.
w5wl

Hasty;

POSTERS nutl HAND-BILLS printedI
at this Office.

the

Desks,

most dnrable ever invented.
An enclosed stamp secures a catalogne.

Thurston,

GENERAL AGENT,

Free

St.

Block,

PORTLAmD.

sepl6

dty

Notice of

Foreclosure.
give public notice, that Benjamin A
Moody o Falmouth, in the County of Cumberland, and State of Maine, conveyed to me in
mortgage, by his deed, dated November 9,1875, and
recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds. Book 421,
Page 128, the following described Real Estate, viz:

IHEREBtY

One bait part, in common and undivided of a certain
tract of woodland, situated in said Falmouth, being
the same that was conveyed to Eben Moody deceased,
by Rachel Moody, by deed dated May 16 1865, recorded in said Registry Book 365. Page 428, being
the same devised to said Rachel Moody by lier late
husband, excepting 40 acres conveyed by said Rachel
to Olive Bui knam, Jan 17, 1859, by deed recorded
Book 310, Page 91; said 40 acres dividing the premises intended to be conveyed, into two parcels, one
containing about 40 acres, the other 60 acres more or
less, subject to a prior mortgage to me, dated June
8th, 1875, recorded in said Registry Book 405, Page
553; that the condition of this mortgage is broken;
by reason whereof I claim a foreclosure of the same
and give this notice lor that purpose.
HIRAM WINCHESTER.

Portland, Jan. 2, 1877.

Fishing Schooner Sargasso; thirty (30) tons
new

rigging;

anOdtf

in sails
cash. Apply to
I'EKLEY, ltUSSKLL & OO.,
No. 91 Commercial Street.
lor

AGENTS,

194 middle Street.

Charles Custis & Co.,

dtf

CLAIRVOYANT.
MADAMEN.S, mADDOX,tbe celebrated
JLvJL Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
now located at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite olie Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, <Sx\, and was never known to be at tault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting oi wkicn
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels jince she was
seven

rom

493 CONGRESS STREET.
dly

my5

Bay

Hills

9 A. M. to 9 P. M.

F.

E.

,

Veterinary Surgeon,
Proprietor of Kipley’sAlterative Powders
May

be

consulted on the diseases of all domesticated Animals.

OFFICE

AT WILSON’S STABLE,
29J Federal Street.

Houis—8 to 9 A. M,. 1 to 2 P. M.

oct25eod3m*

HALL’S RUBBER CEMEiNT;
For

all kinds of Rubber
warranted to stick. Sent
receipt of 25 cts.

repairing

Goods and

by mail on

Mustard!
MORRISON & WIIITTEN,
PROPRIETORS.
'-Ml* FORE STREET, Portland, Maiae.
ARTHUR B, MORRISON.

COMEBESSEI*

EAST

General Agency
—

K.

GIBSON,
688 Congress Street

I

the best and healthiest
This yeast is made
BREAD.
irom l*ure t»rain. Factory at
Blissvilie, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

and Ashes Removed.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
addressing

WHITTEN.

Makes

Vaults Cleaned

ianldtt

31.

Fleisclimann & Co.’s

SINK CLEANER.

ALL

WILLIAM

nol6eodly

The bestevei made; no iarnily should be without one
Sent by mail on receipt ot 20
cents. HALL’S RUBBER
TORE, PORTLAND, ME.

or

state win

noiu

a

woum commend itself to the
judgment
and sense of honor of the American
people.
If the Republicans were to insist on
abiding by
the result already ascertained, it is difficult to
see what could prevent the
installation of their
candidates. There might be vehement
protests and volumes of
declamation, but how any
of the votes could be thrown out
without the
concurrence of both bouses ie what hasn't been
shown yet. The surrender of this
ai mar

on

10 A. M.,

ground is

MISS MARIANA GAINES, Cor. Sec’y Woman’s
State Christian Temperance Union.

Some Objectors.
There are those who sincerely doubt the
wisdom of the plan of counting the electoral
vote submitted to the two Houses of Congress by their committees. The friends of
the proposed measure while regretting that
objections should be made will feel no desire
to dispute the honesty of those entertaining
them. For they are generally entertained in
no captious spirit.
The men who fear that
the scheme will not work well in practice
however admirable it be In theory, are disposed to recognize the fact that it is acceptable to the people and they will not press their
objections. They realize that the busiuess
interests of the country, naturally timid, are
heartily in favor of some sort of a speedy settlement and little disposed to closely examine
or criticise the method adopted to reach so
desirable a result. People are wearied of the
long contest and apprehensive of evil to come
from a conflict between the two Houses, and
they will insist, perhaps unreasonably, upon
the proposed plan. They will not stop to examine it and see if will really work a quick
settlement.
They will not stop to inquire
how the odd man of the tribunal is to be
chosen.
They insist that the experiment
shall be tried. The remedy may not be efdcaclous, but it is better than no attempt at
remedy.
Sugar and water and bread pills
are not disease-destroyers, bnt they amuse a
patient and tranquilize his mind.
There are other objectors. Republicans,
who firmly believe that Gov. Hayes has beer
elected President, that it is wrong to concede
that any doubt exists, and that by far the
greater portion of the compromise has been
made by the Republican party. That the
Republicans have yielded much more than
their opponents is true. It was to be expected,
for the Republican party has always been
capable of much greater sacrifice than its
opponents when patriotism has demanded
sacrifice. Now, as in the past, it subordinates its ambition to the good of the country.
As much sacrifice is due of right from the
Democratic party, but it is not expected for
“it is not in the nature of the animal.”
There is still a third class of objectors made
up of men who have doubts as to the constitutionality of the compromise. These men
are too apt to subordinate the end to the
means, to act as though the country was made
for the constitution, instead of the constitution for the country. They hesitated to save
the Union in 1861, because they feared the
salvation would be unconstitutional. The
same regard for technicalities impedes their
action now.

up for consideration, that a vast deal of time is
to be consumed over them. Legislators
are slow enough; but when
you come to Su-

sure

preme Court Judges, merciful Providence! what
hope is there that they will make up their
minds in a few weeks what electors were chosen in the three Southern states that the Democrats pretend to contest. It took twenty-

eight days for the canvassers to get at the figures. Judges begin late and adjourn
early.
They never harry; it seems to be a part of their
system to procrastinate as much as possible.
As for keeping suitors and witnesses waiting at
great inconvenience and expense, they act as If
they had an especial relish for that sort of

thing. I do not see for the life of me
how it is possible for a council of fifteen men,
of whom five are Supreme Court judges, to
arrive at a decision In respect to a matter about
which there is ground for differences of opinion
within six weeks.
Now, if these venerable

jurists dawdle

over the various propositions
which will be submitted to them, a quarter
part as long as they are in the habit of doing
when cases are before them, which to the aver-

lay minds do not look at all intricate or
perplexing, the 4th of March will come and
pass away long before they will have made up

age

•umi

TRADJC MARK.

AT

—

Federal St. Portland.
SCp2ydUm

and

unite oi

fanciful

objection

to

means

rrresiuent win do
an

imaginary

or

the novel tribunal pro-

ing all the tedious formalities which pertain
to judicature, what can be more certain than
that the inquiry would prove an interminable
one? Let anybody who has ever had the misfortune to be plaintiff or defendant in a law
suit calculate the chances of reaching a solution of this much more momentous problem
within the brief period when the issue dependent on the deliberations of this grave Sanhedrim is to be established or must fall al-

together.
Here seems to be a fatal defect in the contrivance by which it is sought to decide between
the Presidential competitors.
It is hardly
worth while to search for others until it is
cleared up. We shall be better able to judge
how much prospect there is of prompt action,
when the debate in Congress is finished. If it
lasts as long as I thiak it will the unpractlbility
of the new method of finding out who is entitled to the chief magistracy will be confessed
beforo it is over.
It is manifest that thelstrongest men of both

parties are a little in doubt as to the expediency
of controling the government during the next
Presidential election. Politics are getting into
a confused and chaotio state.
The late struggle
for the Senatorahlp in Massachusetts is not an

invigorating spectaole. There is a State which
above all others was entitled to lead the van in
the Republican column. When the Republicans
were organized and disciplined tbey not only
carried every thing before them but exercised a
wholesome influence on their brethren in less
favored sections of the Union. Latterly they
have ceased to bs an army; they have degenerated into sometbing like a mob. Wiser than
their generation, affecting superior virtue as

well as intelligence, looking disdainfully ascant
upon people beyond their borders, they have
discarded party usages, abolished the caucus
and just concluded au unseemly scrimmags for
Senatorial seat. There is nothing to be said

a

against the gentleman they hare elected, but
the way it was done is not creditable to them.
Such departures from the good old practice,
which made the party compact and invincible
are calculated to engender disgust of parties
and politics.
Of Mr. Boutwell, it is the simple truth to say
that he was eminently worthy of re-election.
He is the peer in point of ability and integrity
of any mao in the Commonwealth, prolific as
it is of every kind of talent. There is a vast
deal more of substance than of show abont
him. He is modest and unassuming. There
aie none of the arts of the politician about him.
He never meddled with conventions nor practiced any electioneering devices. He is the
beau ideal of a tribune of the people, frugal in
bis mode of living, courteous in his manner,
faultlessly circumspect in his conduct. Bis

experience of public affairs makes him a valuable Senator. His displacement Is a national

canvassers
recent histo-

ry records the fact that a commercial traveller of Birmingham who tracked his victim to
a holiday festival, entered the car of the balloon in which the worthy tradesman was
about to make an ascent, and began the conversation as the car cleared the first trees:
“Well, sir, "what can I do for you in cali-

■

coes

Tilden—Cronin—Grover—expressed will1
of the people of Oregon—$8,On0—reform.

auu iub

This is by no

Suppose these gentlemen should take a
notion to go behind the returns—to overhaul
the records of Louisiana for example; observ-

Russians, White Russians, Galicians, 60,000,000 ; 2. The Poles, distributed over Russia,
Austria, and Prussia, 0,500,000 ; 3. The
Czechs. 5,000,000 ; 4. The Siberian Servians,
Styrians, Carinthians, and the Serbo-Croats(
10,000,000; aud, lastly, the Sclavic element of
Bulgaria, more than 6,000,000. The tot a*I
number of this great people is 90,000,600.

laurels, since

miuu«,

vacant.

posed.

The Louisiana idea of government seems
to be that the crowd which first obtains possession of the police station house is entitled
to be recognized as the administration of the
State. This method of settling disputed elections has its advantages, but unfortunately
they are like the handle of a jug—all on one
side. In case the capture of the station
house is effected from without, it is apt to be
accomplished by Democrats who flock there
from force of habit; and if it is effected from
within, it is certain to fall into Democratic
occupation. Could not Gov. Nicholls show
some fairer title to the office which he claims ?

drummers

magnanimity

ought
that they are more patriotic
than partisan.
The one grave objection to the Congessional
project which will strike the reader, ie the danger it leaves open of a delay which will prevent
any choice at all of a President. In the first
place it is not to be supposed that it will pass
without a prolonged debate.
Then if it is
adopted,there will be so many qnestioBs coming

California, within a few years from
exclusively mining region, has taken a high
rank for her agricultural products. The surplus of the wheat crop last year amounted to
nearly sixteen million dollars; her flour to
more than two and a half millions; her wool
to nearly fifty million pounds and to the value
of eight million dollars. The annual product
of wine reaches seven million gallons. These
results have been secured, too, on a soil that

American

vantage

act of

satisfy the country

an

must look to their

an

that proves
very clearly the determination of the representatives of the party in the committee not to
put
themselves in the wrong by claiming too much.
They have certainly displayed a remarkable
deal of generosity, and their course
to

MRS. W. G. SARGENT, President. "3

The Sclavonic Committee at St. Petersburg has published an almanac which contains some very interesting statistics of the
Sclavonic populations. From these statistics
it appears that the Sclavonic family is divided
as follows:
1. The Great Russians, Little

Office hours
no9dtt

RIPLEY

ioi8

Temperance

•

years old.

Good testimonials given it desired.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies 50|cents.

w3wl

For Sale,

THE
burden,
measurement; well found
and
will be Bold low

PECK,

de29

Being tlie handsomest, the most convenient, the most symmetrical, the most
accessible, tlie most comprehensive, the

3

DISTRICT

political orthodoxy of the three Republican
Senators who have subscribed to it.
They are
on record as earnestly in favor of a
policy that
is not merely
technically, but moraly right,
and their report shows that
they were siocere in
their wish that a conclusion should be arrived

seemed at first unfavorable to cultivation j
and in a climate that threatened by its long
summer drouth to blast every growth in field
or garden.
A quarter of a century ago California imported five hundred thousand barrels of flour yearly. Now, after supplying
her own wants, there is a handsome surplus
for distant markets.

LEWIS C. GROVER. President.
JAMES B. PEARSON, Vice-President.
EDW. A. STRONG, Secretary.
BENJ. C. MILLER, Treasurer

SPARROW &

settlement of an extremely
embarrassing d'spute. The plan certainly involves very liberal
concessions on the part of ths Republicans.
And vet nobody will for a moment
question the

0. K.

jto

Surplus, as regards Policy-holders, Mass.

as

patient
takes the prescription which his physician tells
him is necessary for his cure; those who
condemn it qualify their censure with the admis.
sion that it opens nn a prospect of an amicable

the day after the opening of th? State Convention.
We hereby extend a cordial invitation to all temperance ladies
be present and unite in earnest ettorts
to make this meeting of the State Union—as well as
that of all the friends of Temperance—a mighty
power through God in pulling down the strongholds
of the enemy.
For this let us pray and Tabor.
Entertainment by the Augusta Union will be
tarnished to ladies attending the Convention.

Houses it will

Gross Assets, Dec. 30,1876.... ..$2,809,243 38
LIABILITIES.
Net Value of Outstanding Policies, Massachusetts standard, four per cent... .$2,522,493 15
Losses Due and Unpaid.
None.
Losses Outstanding, uot yet due.
19,151 00
Matured Endowments, due and unpaid
100 00
Premiums paid in advance.
7,301 21
Dividends due and unpaid.
8,321 72

Pleasant Rooms with Board.
and wife, or two gentlemen can be

Let us come together to pray, consult and plan for
the future.
The “Woman’s Christian Temperance Union” will
hold their Convention in connection with this.
The Convention will probably continue until
Thursday night.
The nsual reduction oi fare may he expected on the
railroads.
D. B. Randall,
j. s Kimball,
M. W Hall,
■'V. F. Morrill,
J- Band,
J. B. Lapham.
.Joshua Nye,
Henry Tallman,

Wednctday, Jan.34,f877,al

Furniture.

55,029 31

Appropriated

New York, Jan 19 1877.
The scheme of the Congressional committee
for settling the Presidential
election, is of
course a subject of universal criticism.
Tbe
approval which it meets is not enthusiastic
and the opposition it encounters is not
bitter.
Those who acquiesce in it do so with
something of the relnctance with which a

invited to meet in Mass Convention at

commencing

37

00
00
00
Oi)
00
Loans on Mortgages...1,437 810 00
Loans on Collateral.
52 950 00
Premium Notes.
341,045 98
Bills Receivable.
2,014 17
Loans on Personal Security.
1,500 00
Agents’ Balances.
6,926 74
Commuted Commissions.
3,958 81
Cash in hand and in Banks.
3,328 71
Real Estate, owned by the Company, cost 50,928 96

•

ila Defects—The
Massachusetts Senatar
ahip—Paliiical Poaaibililiea.

MASS CONVENTION IN AUGUSTA,

United States Bonds...$100,000
Oity Bonds and Loans. 92,000
National Bank Stork...
35,500
Railroad Bonds and Loans... 471,010
Corporate Bonds and Loans. 70,000

Total

Th* CanproniK Sckcne-lii
Merits and

lose

Christian
Union

Sweden and Aiphonso

Our Jiew York Letter.

parties, total abstainers, prohibitionists, and
Solitical
who have doubts with reference to
prohibition,

oi

oc31dtf

Offices in Third Story Merchants* National
Bank, uow occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water aud fire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

TO THE PEOPLE OP MAINE.

Woman’s

ADVANCE.

A medical book Is
now
in press
which was nearly ready a year
ago, but the
author held it hack all this time to wait for
the death of a man of whose
singular case he
wished an autopsy.

CONVENTION.

As the time approaches for our Annual Temperance Gathering, in reviewing the past wo see abundant reason to * thank God and take courage.”
The success of the various Temperance Organizations, both male and female, has been trnlv wonderiul. The priuclple of total abstinence, and we mav
add prohibition, was never more strongly intrenched
in the hearts of the people than
to-day. This should
encourage us to work on till victory crowns our eiforts.
Therefore, the men, women and children of Maine,
of all temperance organizations, and of no temperance associations. of all religious denominations and

The

ASSETS.

Portland,

of Spain.

08

Balance, December 30, 1876.$2,608,963

jal6

descent,—the King of

Foss,
Geo E. Brackett,
H. B. Taylor,
Owen B. Ohadbourne,
E. W. Stetson,
State Temperance Committee,

501,614 44

Receipts

TEMPERANCE

■J- Z SwANTON,
■E. s Kyes,
Jos, T. Grant,
G. O. Payson,

Rents... 10,89171
Commissions. 46,177 05
Medical Examinations.
6,369 50
Notes cancelled on Lapsed
Policies. 26,055 55
Surrendered Policies. 109,250 71

a&w4Gtf

STATE

IN

Among the reigning
sovereigns of Europe
of German descent are Queen
Victoria, the
Czar of Russia, the King of Denmark, and
King of Portugal. Only two are of French

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases Indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but aB a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

33,771 52

Stationery.,.

Vlntnal

regular attache of the Press Is furnished
Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon ns by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr
Journal.
a

GRANITE HALL, IN AITUIJ8TA,
Ob Tuesday, ni 1 o’clock P. N., Jam. i*3,
1877.

—FOR—

366 71
86,215 59
1,772 00
34 347 04
4,110 82
619 83
2,867 33

—

THOMPSON

on

day

DISBURSEMENTS.

STORY

Belo w the Post Office.

Samuel

Sale.

STATE OF MAINE, I
Cumberland, ss. f

on

—

SECOND

ROW, NEW YORK.

im EBTI^ING A CENTS

TWELVE

to loan on first class Real Estate
TVT V?
jjjLKJly X-i X Security, In Portland, or viRents
taxes paid, &c. on Comcollected,
cinity.
mission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379} Congress Street.
nol8Jtf

XjEST.

Agent,,

SoUd

Articles In one. The LLOYD COMBINATION. Can be used
&b a Pencil,Penholder and Pen, Eraser.renknife.Envelope
opener, Paper-cutter Rubber, Bowing Machine Thread
Cutter, and for Ripping Seams, Cutting off Hooks and Eyes,
Buttons, Erasing Blots. Ac. Size of a common pundl, is
heavily nickel plated, and will last a lifetime. Agents aro
coining money and say It Is the best selling article out.
Extraordinary inducements
Sample 25 cents, Six for 3 |
Bend for sample half-dozen and canvass your
to Agents.
town.
BRIDE & CO., 769 Broadway, N. V.

TO

GEORUE l\ ROWELL & CO..

FOR

$3,170,577

JAN. 22, 1877

Every

with

ANNUM,

Oub New York letter is printed
to-day in
advance of its usual date of publication. The
importance of the subject of which it treats,
and the deep interest felt in that
subject, are
reasons for departing from custom.
The
careful attention of our readers is called to
the letter, which sets forth some
objections
which have doubtless occurred to
many who
have considered the electoral
compromise

PRESS

MONDAY HORNING,

are

Losses.$132

.,

D. K. Locke, o Locke E
J. H. Bates, late ot
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

uu»
(gaga NOTICE,andwebestnave
se.ling
Ey” largest
E338 Stationery Packagein tho
It
contains
18
World.
BL—

©

LOCKE,

Advertising

31 PA..X

a

To Let.

HORACE DODD.

Newspaper

»

selves, and

FIKST-CLASSHouse.corner Franklin and Cum
berland streets. Apply lo
A
E. PONCE.
nov29
rttF

TWOboarders

narniirG

about leaving the state. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent,
novSdtf
42} Exchange St.

11HE

Boarders Wanted.
single gentlemen and a number

Gold Patent Lever Watch frca to all agents.
BRIDE &. CO., 769 Broadway, N. Y.

I

To Let.
well-known boarding-hoUBe, No. 31 Freest.,
having been lately repaired and put in firstclass order, will be let reasonably.
For particulars
apply to H. J. Libby & Co., or over First National
Bank, Middle street.
dec5tf

A«ENCV,

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

I

Balance Dec. 31, 1873.$2,589,351 83
RECEIPTS.
Premiums.$404,108 25
Interest. 176,421 73
696 00
Rents.
581,225 98

de9dtt

a private family.
Apply
de23dlm17 BROWN STREET.

WASBINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

GEORGE THORNTON, President,
SAM’L ATHERTON, Vice President,
GEO. B. WOODWARD, Secretary,
CHAS. G. WOOD, Treasurer,
JAMES C. WHITE, Med.Examiner.
SAMUEL WELLS, Counsel.

on

BOARD.

DODD’S

IbU sheets of paper, 18 envel01
o 1 valuable
opes, pencil, penholder, golden pen,and a piece
Jewelry. Complete sample package, with elegant gold-plated
sleeve bnttons, and ladies’ fashionable fancy Set, pin and

are

Ilea

ILLUSTRATED.

PAY

"t*3 MW
Jfaft

a

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers oi
all cities and towns ot the United States, Canada
and British Provinces
Office No. 6 Tremont Street. Boston.

and steady work for one or
"""1/ I 2A JL (wo
enterprising men or
women in each
countv.
PAHTICULA K8
FHiE
WEND
S3, for OUTFIT,
W ORTH 820
Address, J. LATHAM & CO.,
419 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.
jal7d4w1

BARGAIN"

Will Iia unlit Inw

ADVERTISING

to sell my new
IKiUs and very attractive book,“T/re
Women of the Century a grand Encyclopiedia. A
line chance for first-ciass canvassers; nothing like it;
meeting with splendid success.
B. B. RUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.
jal3d4wt

m

of

BUILDING,

BOSTON, HASS.

house
Mechanic street, Woodfords*
HALF
Corner. Enquire of GEORGE RACKLEFF,

S, B, NILE*,

HT
AlVirrPn —AGENT8
**

flYHE New two story French roofed house, on Cum1 berland near High street, containidg 14 rooms,
furnished and fitted ,for two tamilies, gas, Sebago,
bath room, furnace, and all modern conveniences of
flpot pIduu tinnui*

PROVIDENCE, K. I.

immensely.

Story First-Class Dwelling
House, containing fourteen pleasant rooms:
brick furnace and all modern improvements; situated
on Congress Street, between state and Low Streets,
next door to residence of
Payson Tucker, Esq.
Apply at office of
ROLLINS, LORTNG & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange Street.
Also to Let—Two New ami Desirable Houses on
Park Street, and one on Green Street. Apply of the
dec23dtf
above.

a

No. 5 Washington Building,

Nearly 800 pages; only $1.50; rich illustrations,

Three

FOR SALE-A

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

and a treasure as the beat ond cheapest Historj of
the Great Exhibition. Endorsed by Ufliccals, Press,
and Clergy
Is selling
One lady cleared
0350 in four week* Act quickly. Now or never.
For lull particulars, HUBBARD BROS., Publishers;
309 Main Street, Springfield. Mass.
ja6d4w|

NEW AND ELEGANT RESIDENCE.

THE

C. J. WHEELEK,

EXPOSITION

AND

DESCRIBED

de27dtf

New

677 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Active Agents wanted instantly to introduce the

Tor Sale.
House and lot at Ho. SI Newbury
K. KUBY.
St. A ppiy at bouse,

FOR SALE OR TO

Receive advertiscmei
for all newspapers in the
United States a.. .1 Canada, at their office,

SEARS’

LET.

Woodfords’ Corner.

?I*S»tamily

Newspaper Advertising Agents,

*'° matter bow slightly d »I UilOll/ltO abled. Increases now paid.
Advice and circular free. T. McMICHAEL, Atty.,
707 SansomSt., Philadelphia.
jan3d4wt

recently occupied l>y OUs Kalcr & Son, for sale.
J. B. THORNTON,
Oak Hill, He.
Ja'Jdtf

HOUSE,

[Corner Middle and India Street,
L
Portland.

I

tHT FLORENCE

Total Liabilities, Dec. 30, 1876.$2,557,370 11

To be Lei,
At 85 New High street, a Pleasant rent of
five rooms with modern conveniences, to a

COE, WETHERELL & CO.,

CENTENNIAL

CENTENNIAL

§10.00 per month. Apply
W. W. CARR,
197 Newbury Street.

novll

AGENTS JESS m BOOK GREAT

]JROPERTY

rent about

HOTEL TO LET.

AGENCIES.

overlooking the Park, and forming one of the most
It is also conbeautiful locations in the State.
venient to the principal places of business in the
City. It has all the modern conveniences of Steam,
Bath Rooms, Sample Rooms and Billiard Hall; also
EXHIBITON ILLUSTRATED
a first-class Livery Stable.
Demand equals the crowds at the Exhibition. One
Carriages always in waiting to fake guests to and
agent sold 40, two 30 each in one day. Over 400
from the trains.
Fine Ed graving*, costiug $20,000 OO, show
ROYAL QUITO BY, I
the best exhibits. Wide-awake Agents are quiting
EKE* HUHCU,
I Prop™®*®”all the inferior books for this. Get «he beat. Send
nov25
d3m
| for circular, terms and sample engravings.
I*. W ZIEGLEK Ac CO..
518 Arch St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
jan3dlwt

KIRKWOOD

a

a

Plum

_

COI7GHM, and all diseases
remedy
THROAT.
LONGS, CHKST and
mucous mumBHsNE.
POL OP ONLY IN BLOB BOXES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
C. N. CRITXENTON, 7 Sixth Avekce, New \ ork
jal
d4wt

ESTATE,

and

etor.

the

Office,

To Let.
chance to get good rent all to yourNOWseit.is your
small House, within 3 minutes walk of

City Building;

THE

Less loadiDg 20 per cent. 13,75/ 33

<le28dtf_

IS. F. lVnnl. Pi-nnriptnr

8KOWHEGAN.
turner House; W. G. Heselton. Piourt*

a sure

COR. OF FINE AND PARK STS.,
Neatly opposite C ity Building and Poet

REAL

Perry,

16

30,1876.$68,786

LEASE.

The New England Honae, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

Proprietors._

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
for
ot

The Proprietors, formerly of the Franklin House, Bangor, having leased this commodious Hotel for a term of years, are
uow prepared to entertain their old friends,
and the' travelling public generally.
Hotel is pleasantly situated on the

HOTEL TO

U. 8. Hotel. Junction of CoDgressaud Fed*
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott; Proprietor.
Commercial iSoow-L. O. 8aubc?n dr Co..

TRIFLING
WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.
USE

Lewiston, iTSc.

__

ttJl

sold 34 copies in one day. This is the only authentic
and complete history published. Send lor our extra
terms to Agents.
National Publishing Co. Pbilada., Pa.
de29
d4wt

d3m

7 5S Broadway, New York.

€3.

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson Alo.,

NASSAU, BAHAMA ISLANDS,

dc8

1ORTLAND.
House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 111 Federal St. J.
Proprietor.

CO.,

ROOMS

To

PHILLIPS.
Farmer, Propri-

Over Colby’s Rook Store.

&

To be Let.
in Second Story of Hopkins*
Block,
Middle Street, over store of Messrs C A.
ST. JOHN SMITH,
Vickery & Co. Apply to
dec?9dtf31& Exchange Street.

Apply to
F. SOUTH WORTH, 108 Newbury Si.,
or JT. T. McCOBB, 95 Exchange St,
novldtf
no21eodtt

Barden House. Samuel
etor.

—

LIDGERWOOD

HALL

J
P

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

Exchange St.,

M, ADAMS
51 1-1 Exchange St.

THE AMERICAN

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

of

on second floor, in Mechanic
Building,
Cor. Congress and Casco Streets; suitable for
lectures, entertainments, singing schools, &c., &c.
Will seat 350 people. For further particulars inquire
of J, M. FECK, at Photograph Rooms, 518
Congress
Street, directly opposite.
Per order of Hall Committee.^
jan8dtmal

Pro-

prietora.

F. C. NASH,

$2.00 per day.
parlor and bed-room

Hopkins,

A.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey ft Co.

eodlm

TERMS:

Inquire

Annual Meeting of this Society tor the choice
of officers and other business, will be holden
at the the Common Council Room, City Building, at
Portland, on Wednesday, Jan’y 31st, 1877, at 3
o’clock P.M.
ja!7d&wtdA, L, DENNISON, Sec’y.

Company,

a

dec15dtf

Danlorth House, D.Danforth. Prop, ieto

EXCHANGE STREET.

Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market affords.

ON

NORR1DGEWOCR,

BLOCK

jal2

House, Geo.

Melbourne street,

Cottage bouse nearly new,
containing 10 rooms, good cellar, hard and soft
water, gas &c. Large yard, 80 foot front; first class,
stable, shed &c. Rent reasonable to right parties

MILL BRIDGE.
Atlantic

NO. 37J WILMOT STREET.

to

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

F.

CENTENNIAL

_

LEWISTON.

MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law,

Situated in the very Center of the City.

jan20-13t*

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Hasten, Pro?

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advfce given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
Residence 39 Melbourne St.
jan8dti

Hotel,

8
LOWER

Simpson*

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hallj Grand Trunk Railway Depot, HI. W. Clark, Proprietor.

Constable of Portland,

Reserved Meat* 35 cl*.
dtd

To Let.
Part of House, No. 263 Congress Street;
rooms; Sebago water. Inquire within or at

jalSdlw

1>.

DEXTER.

YARMOUTH, ME.

MATT

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,ML. B. Davis, Proprietor*

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

Neighbor Jackwood

JAMES

RUFUS CUSHMAN.

TO LET

etor.

Coins and Caskets Always on Hand,

Robes,

Hi. -Chapio,

Tremout

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

dly

XllTCIICOCK,

augll

For

jal9dlw*

rrgpneivrH.

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Rooms, W. R. rfceld.

UNDERTAKER.

J. ,T. Trowbridge’s Great Drama ot New England
Lite, entitled,

IHE

vg.

P. & K. Dining
Proprietor.

Wild©,

T,

House,

ut

wmucj

Successor, to the late George Marsfon,

25th and 27th.

—

etor.
Tremont

OF

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand s on them and they shall be beale
302 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St,
nov8dtf

Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday,
and Saturday Evenings, and Saturday
Afternoon, Jan. 22d, 23d, 24th,

Terms hereafter will he but
Suits of rooms, including

ter street

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Proprl^

JOBBER,

A

or

Winter Street, a Seal floaty Bag.
The fiuder will be rewarded on leaving it at 44 Win-

Co., Proprietors.

PORTLAND. M.K.

JoJ

MANAGER.F. F. SARGENT,

THE

on

BOSTON.
Parker nouse. School St. H.D. Porker At

56 Market Street, Printers Exchange,

Grand Army Hall,

United States

Proprietor.

inst., in front of the Ladies* entrance
ONtothethe17th
City Hotel
Congress street, between
there and

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. iTl. Plummer, Proprietor

Watch and Chronometer Markers* Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Arc.,

ja!8dlw

Ticket* 25 cts.

(q<mI

MANUFACTURER

Ticket* 50 Cl*. Rpnerveil Seat* 25 Cl*To be obtained at Srockbridge’s Music Store and at
the door.
Doors open at 6£. Concert at 8 o’clock.
Bg^Holders of Course Tickets are reminded that
No. 6 is the proper one for this entertainment.

janlO

P.

MODEL

—

HRS II. K. II. CARTER. Soprano,
MISS AIVIVA C. HOLBROOK, Contralto,
jik. J. t;. tULiiimn, Tenor,
MR H. € BABNABEE, Basso.
MR. R NHUEBBEK, Cornet Soloist,
MR. HOiVAUD M. DOW, Pianist.

41

er,

FOUND~

January 15, 1877.janlSdtd

Maine Stock Breeders Association*

OFFICE

Lost.

No. 37 Plum Street.

24th,

Jan.

and

$j?ocb} Job

—

Wednesday Evening,

dtt

THE

—

For the Tear ending Dee. 80,1876.

our

Proprietors*

Concert

Insurance

to

LOST AND

Course of Entertainments.

ANNUAL MEETING.

MUTUAL LIFE

\1 anted.

AIJBUBN

AT

good

OF THE

THE

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
International Steamship Co will be hoblen at
the office or the
Company. No 28 Exchange Street,
on WEDNESDAY, the 24th
day ot January, inst.,
at 3 o clock p. m., for the choice of Officers for the
ensuing year, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Sec’y.

JOHN HANCOCK

in the
City. A liberal commission or salary, patd to the
men.
F.
W.
BERNARD,
right
Apply to
Chadwick Mansion,
ja!3dtfCongress St., Portland.

which

Elm House, Court. St. W.S. &A. Young

—

in

men

In a central and desirable location,
either for one or two families, with
modern conveniences and in good order.
Will lease if desired. Address HOUSE,
28 Exchange Street.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

d&wly

8ep29

Cumber-

every working agent
land County.
THE
5
of
address
work

KEITH.

HOTELS.

of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in
and foreign countries claims of American heirs.

COLLECTION

A.

—

Wanted Immediately.

A. A. UERRILIj & GO., 139 middle St

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

and author of “Seven Hour Svatem” of
fJrainma*-, will give a Public Lecture in the
Mechanics’ ftflall of this city, on lTlONDAV
KVEIVIIVG Bezt.'4'id men.
Subject,—How
to Speak! Howto Write !
Doors open at 7 o’clock; Lecture will commence
precisely at 8. Clergymen, Teachers and the public
Jan20d2t
generally invited.

AGENTS

.JOHN

ATTORNEY AT IAW,
OVER

Wanted.
to sell the “Boston” Gas Burner, the
best in the world; saves from 15 to 40 per cent,
in your gas bills; territory free; send 50 tents for
“BOSTON” GAS BURNER CO.,
sample
517 Washington St,, Boston.
Janiediw

Energetic

jan4

ENTERTAINMENTS.
PROF. HOWE, of Boston, Mass

Exchange,
Exchange Nt.
SHACKFORO, No. 35 Plum

SMALL &
Street.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

man a

No. Ill

NEW YORK CITY.
ja20eod2w

Rates op Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square dally first week; 75 cents per week

Free

M. A. OUINCY, Room II, Printers’

LAW,

Broadway,

145

BY

Book Binders.

—

COUNSELLOR

situation as foreman on a
farm; man to manage the larm; woman to do
the work ot the house. Reference given. Address
♦•FARMER,” Cumberland Mills.
jan20dlw*
married

a

TERMS $8.00 PER

misfortune. It will occasion far deeper regret
to his senatorial associates than it will to him.
I have no donbt he received the news with
characteristic equanimity. He gave the State
a full equivalent for all the honors she bestowed on him, and can better afford to quit
her service than she to have him do so.
These signs indicate a kind of breaking np of
great organization that has trifled too long
and most unwisely with its own strength. The
chastening effect of defeat might perhaps be
a

tried beneficially. To be in a minority for a
while would be as likely as any thing to subdue the propensity to break lines which is so
destructive of the power of any organization.
Parties cannot be successful unless they have

leaders,

in whom trust is reposed and to whom
reasonable obedience is rendered. The right of
private judgment can always be exercised at
the will of the individual. To waive it in the
interests of the common cause and the public
welfare often implies a higher conception of
moral obligation, than to assert it at the peril
of great principles.
Yarmouth^

BY TELEGRAPH.
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j

AmuiM II('port of lha Officer* of the

Stale

Prison and Jail Inspector*.

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 20.
W. W. llice, esq., warden of the State Prison,
in his annual report to the governor and council for the year ending Nov. 30,1876, says good
order has been maintained among the inmates
without resorting to severo measures.
Good
health has prevailed with the exception of a
few incurable chronio cases.
The number of
convicts has materially increased.
Sixty-five

convicts have been committed, making
the present number in the prisoD 171, against
148 last year. Of the 65 committed during the
new

year, 25 have come from Cumberland county;
11 from York; 5 from Washington; 3 from Penobscot, 3 from Androscoggin; 3 from Hancock; 2 from Knox; 2 from Kennebec and one

each from Oxford, Sagadahoc, Piscataquis and
Franklin. None are reported from Waldo.
Two have been committed by virtue of sentenc-

imposed by the United States Court. 3 bave
been sentenced for life; 1 for fifteen years;

es

3 for ten years; 1 for eight years; 3 for seven
years; 1 for six years; 5 for five years; 12 for
over three and not exceeding four; 15 lor two
or
or over and not exceediug three; 20 for one
over and not exceeding two; and 1 for one year.
The followingtable shows the crimes on account of which the commitments bave been
made:

Larceny.

Bubhery.
Assault and

Forgery

battery.

Breaking and entering.
Piracy.
Bane

..

Manslaughter.
Perjury.
Attempt to murder.

Obstructing railroad.
Receiving stolen goods.
Assault with Intent to rob.
Incest.
Assault with intent to’kill.

32
7
7
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Total. 65
The finances of the prison nave been unfavorably affected by the general depression prevailThe sales of the manufacting in business.
ures of the prison bave been made with unusuThe total
al difficulty aDd at reduced prices.
The
amoUDt received for them was $42,533.74.
of
the
expense
supnortiog
prison, including
salaries, amounts to $29,773.49, while the
profits of the income department have been but
$19,659.33, showing a deficiency of $10,116.16.
A large portion of this deficiency is made up
of the shrinkage in the appraisal of the stock
on hand from what it was valued at last year.
Some repairs bave been made on the prison
building at an expense of $2,796,05 Provision
will have to be made for the accommodation of
more criminals and the Warden recommends
the extension of the western wing of the prison
1

space for

Of\

...Ill

sixty-two additional

n(T~-A m.Alnu.nt

cells and a school

room.

In the thirteen coanty jails there are now
confined 315 persons, the cost of whose support
amounts to $58 300.
The cost of the arrest,
detection and conviction of the 65 convicts sent
to the state prison during the year will average
$200 per man, and of the 250 sentenced to jail
$100 per man, which added to the cost of support, $58,900, makes the total cost of convicts
to the various counties for the year $96,900.
Adding this to the State Prison deficiency,
$10,114 16, and this total is swelled to $107,014,
16, which has been paid directly during the
year for the support of the criminal population. The indirect cost of course would swell
In the light of
this amount very naturally.
these facts and another, viz.,that most of those
who come to the state prison have already served a term in jail, and that many, if not most of
those sentenced to jail are repeaters, while
only about 6 per cent, of those imprisoned in
the state prison ever return, the Warden thinks
that short sentences fail to reform offenders,
and that for a crime committed by a person
who has served a jail sentence the penalty
should be imprisonment in the state prison.
The following tables explains themselves:
Number received since July 2, ’24,. 2,219
Disch’d on expiration of sentence.1,423
Pardoned. 500
1
Discharged on writ of error.
84
Died.
4
Executed.
Removed to Insane Hospital. 11
Sentence commuted to jails.
4

Escaped...,...

21

2,048
171

Number of convicts Nov. 30,1875.
Number committed since...
Returned from Insane Hospital.

148
65
1

214
Disch’d by expiration of sentence.32
Pardoned. 5
Died. 3
Removed to Insane Hospital. 1

Escaped.

2

43
171
Present number, Nov. 30, 1876.
The jail inspectors, Messrs. William Wilson,

Rufus Prince and A. J. Billings, report that
the prisoners in the jails at Auburn, Augusta,
Bangor and Portland, have been- at work on
the counties’ account, and the jail at Wiscasset on shares with the contractors. Quite a
large amount of work has been done in each of
these jails and some profits have been realized,
the exact amount of which the reports of the
jailors do not indicate. All these jails, except
the one at Augusta, have been managed in a
The
manner sa'isfactory to the inspectors.
jail at Alfred is in good condition, and has
been well kept. Tbe jail at Belfast is either
insecure or tbe jailo' has not been sufficiently
vigilant, for there have been eight escapes during tbe year. Tbe jail at El'swortb is not in
good coodition, but may be made secure at a
moderate expense. The jails at Farmington,
nounou, raacoias, jsorriagewoca anu runs,
are ir fait condition.
These jails have no
workshops attached.
D' J. Starrett,the State Prison Instructor, reports that the whole number of convicts instructed during the year has been 75, average
number 67. The progress of the scholars has
been good and will compare favorably with
that of outside schools. Forty three are now
under his instruction who could not write when
they were committed, bnt most of whom now
write letters to their friends.
The physician, J. B. Walker, M. D., reports
three deaths—Charles Smith died February 8th
of phthisic pulmonalis. David Bartlett died
July 29tb of consumption, having served eight
Lewis F.
years and nine months in prison.
Butler died November 4th of consumption.
He had a severe cough when he entered the
prison, and the disease ran its course here as it
must have done elsewhere.
The disease was
probtbly hereditary. The general health has
been good.

MAINE.
Killed

on

the Track.

Bangob, Jan. 21.—Herbert H. Young, an
employe of the Maine Central Railroad Company, jumped off a shifting engine while in
motion Saturday afternoon.
Two cars passed
him fearfully mangling his legs. One was
amputated. He died at 10 p. m. A coroner’s
jury to day rendered a verdict of death by unfortunate accident, and that the Maine Central Co. and its employes are blameless.
over

Fire in Warren.
Wabben, Jan. 21.—The academy building at
this place, erected in 1839, which has been used
as a higb'scbool for the paot four
years, was

burned Saturday night. The fire department
were unable to get their machine on the ground
on account of the inaccessibility of the engine
house, the penny wise and pound foolish policy of the town compelling them to shelter the
engine in an out of way place which was
Death of an Author.
Biddeford, Jan. 21.—Mrs. Olivia F. Hayes,
daughter of the late Louis O. Cowan of this

city, died suddenly at Berwick Saturday morning. aged 35. She was better known as “Fenno
Hayes,” and has written several novels' and
been a regular contrtbutor to Ballou’s Monthly,
Portland Transcript, Youth’s Companion,
Nursery and other publications.
Biddeford,
has

Court Matters.
Jan. 20.—The Supreme Court

trial the case of Joseph Hobson vs.
B. Palmer, an action to recover §579.18
claimed for sawiDg lumber for defendant.
It
will be argued Monday
morning.
Wood’s Defalcation.
Post Sheridan loses nothing by Wood’s defalcation, his bondsmen being
to make
ou

Joseph

it good.

ready

Cight House Mite,

Jan. 21.-A petition
has been presented to the Supreme Court of
York county, Me., by Hou. Nathan Webb, C-

S. District Attorney, relative to the purchasing
by the government of the site known as York
Nubble on Cape Neddick, York harbor, for the
location of a light house. Said petition notifies the owners to appear at the May term of
court and have the damages settled and arranged for a complete purchase.
The island
contains about six acres and it is supposed to

he owned by A. G. Weeks and others.

Postal.
Jan. 21.—Postoflice changes in
Postmasters appointed—C. F.

Washington,
England;
Xnfts, East Madison, Somerset count)’. Maine;
Mrs. E. M. Merrill, North Norfolk, Peuobaco t
New

County, Maine.
C. Davis Miller was nominated
master at Skowbegan Saturday.

for

post-

The boat boose belonging to the Dartmouth
College navy was blown down Satutoay mgbt
and all ibe boats, shells and sculls demolished.
They wilt be replaced and a crew sent to tbe

London regatta.

Eose

__

_

Portsmouth, N. H„

j

House Committee Util! TryiJS loinOpinions of Republican Meuatora at* Indicated ia CaucuM.
volve Secretary Chandler, But Without !
the
Before
Mucceas—iTladlson
W'ella
Washington, Jan. 20.—The Republican
Augusta, Jan. 20.
Senators held a caucus this morning for the
Committee.
Mr. Keyes in the chair.
of conferring upon the bill for the setWashington, Jan. 20.—The Committee on purpose
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Allen of Hallowell.
tlement of the Presidential question. Priends
the Privileges of the House in counting the
The committee reported adversely on muniof the measure aro desirous that prompt action
electeral vote had before them to-dayOsborn D.
they wished an excipal corporations being required to keep a full Roberts, who testified he was cashier of tho should be taken, therefore
pression of views by their political friends,
Second National Bank of New York. He exand complete record of all persons moving into
more
definitely
ascertain to
that they might
hibited two certificates of deposit in the bank
and out of their limits.
wbat extent antagonism in tbeir own ranks
by Z. Chandler, dated Oct. 21,1876, one §3,000,
On order authorizing trial justices to renew
goes.
the other §2,000.
Senator Edmunds, whoso position on the
executions issued by other trial justices in
They were made payable on his own order committee
which framed the bill enabled him
on the return of
the certificate: Tha endorsecases of removal, disqualification or death of
to
fully comprehend the force of all its provisment read, “Pay S. B. Packard or order. Z.
the tri»l justices who issued such executions Chandler. Pay James E. Ayr. S. B. Packions, presented a careful analysis of its princistress upon its
ard,’’ and James E. Ayr transferred the order pal featuros, placing peculiar
originally.
which is the ground of objecconstitutionality,
Lanier
to
&
Co.
Winslow,
He
state
could
not
Referred—Petition of Vinalhaven for reim- how the facts of these
to many. This led to a very full express
deposits were made pub- tion
bursement of money paid to the state in 1864,
ion of opinion from the most of the Senators
lic. He did not know whether any transacRead and assigned for Monday— Act prohibitIt was evident from this that the
present.
tions of money were made through his bank by
ing the killing of seal within one mile of the leading Democrats for political purposes. Be- bill did not meet with very hearty approval,
main land or inhabited islands of Casco Bay;
though a disposition was manifested by some to
sides the certificates of deposit above referred
act to ameud chap. 813 private and special
vote for it simply as a measure of expediency.
to, there was an account of Z Chandiei, a*
laws of 1870, to extend time for location and
The Democratic Senators also held a caucus
chairman of the National Republicau Commitof
Somerset
resolve
for
this morning lor the purpose of considering the
construction
railroad;
tee. An account was also kept iu that bank by
line of policy to be pursued in discussing the
the appointment of a commission to reconstruct
Governor McCormick.
the laws relating to fisheries and protection ofpresent bill. Thurman and Bayard are of the
G. W. Partridge, the private secretary of Z.
Democrats ought not, at presfish.
Chandler, was asked whether he had in his pos- opinion that the
ent at least, to enter into a discussion of the
session or unier his coutrol, any letters or teleCommittee on Engrossed Bil's reported as
is probable that this course wiil
measure.
It
sent by Z. Chandler to any
engrosstd the act authorizing the contract be- grams inwritten or South
be pursued.
There are quite a number of
person
Florida,
Carolina, North Caro- Democratic
Senators wbo are disposed to optween the Bucksport & Bangor Railroad Comlina, Louisiana and Oregon, or any letters or
will probably give in their adbut
it,
they
or telegrams received by him from persons in
pany and the Europeau & North American
eston and finally vote for it.
those Slates.
Railway Company.
Democrat. Waal an Amendment—A GenWitness in reply produced copies of letters
Senate adjourned till Monday at 2 p. m.
eral Desire for a Full Discussion.
whioh were privately examined by the commitHOUSE.
A prominent Democrat of the Bouse while
tee, when two of the letters were read and put
iu evidence. They were writtpn respectively
Mr. Cleaves Speaker pro tern.
favoriug tbe plan of the joint committee as a
by J. B. Stockton, dated New Orleans, Nov. 11,
basis for a statement of the electoral question,
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Perry of Augusta.
to the effect that if steps were taken immsdiat
says he aud others of the party will insist on an
The House non-concurred with the Senate
ly the affidavits of ten or twelve thousand Reamendment before giving to it their support.
under rule adopted fixing time for reception of
Tbe amendment is in the direction of the Judipublican voters could be obtained showing they
were deprived of the exercise of
the ballot by
cial feature of tbe bill. The Democratic caucus
orders and petitions and in passing order relatviolence and intimidation.
to-morrow will further consult upon the subject
ing to trustee disclosures.
The writer was chief deputy of Marshal Pitand probably arrive at a conclusion as to the
Other papers were disposed of in concurkin. He says if you could send a trusty person
course they will pursue.
There are many more
to
draw
here
with
or
authorize
some
one
members of both parties wbo do not give the
funds,
rence.
the
fur
such
sums as may be
needed
to
have
bill
their
unqualified approval than thero are
The committees have reported favorably on
proper testimony taken throughout the bullmemhers who approve it
All want the subact to prevent the taking of trout in Great
such
be
could
dozing parishes,
testimony
piled ject fully discussed before final action. Tbe
Works Stream and its tributaries in the towns
up of frauds and outrages so damnable -s to
is
that both Houses will
general impression
preclude the possibility of any President taking
of Amherst, Clifton and Bradley ;on petition of
agree upon some plan for settling all questions
his seat who was elected by such frauds.
connected
with
the
electoral
vote.
Hector Sutherland for lot of land; the resolve
Several other letters op the political situation
Morion to Speak Against the Bill.
in favor of petition of Olof Ljrengren and Magwere read, among them the following:
Senator Morton will on Monday deliver a
nus Jeppson for lot of land; for giving Chas.
Washington, D. C Dec. 22
speech in opposition to the joint committee’s
To
on
order
John
T.
land.
Carolot
of
North
G. Perry
Unfavorably
Crames, Thomamlle,
bill on the subject of the count of the electoral
lina:
vote.
abolishing imprisonment for debt; on legislaDear Si.:—Your favor of the loth received
The Chicago Board of Trade Endorses It
tion in regard to trial in appellate court by a
and contents noted. What you state in relaChicago, Jan 20.—A resolution was introjury of three instead of twelve men; on peti- tion to North Carolina and other Southern
duced at tbe Chicago Board of Trade yesterday
states. I fully believe, is entirely correct.
t-on of town of Mariaville for aid in maintainapproving tbe plan of compromise on electoral
It would have been a great national calamity
ing roads and bridges; on order for payment of to the South, as well as the North, had Tildeu count, was voted on to-day, and deoided by
the President to have been carried, though the
succeeded in getting himself elected President.
bounty on bears killed in 1874.
vote was very close.
No man who countenances and uses the means
Read and assigned/or Monday—Act to set off
The President Will Sign the Bill.
be has to promote his own election, should
certain real estate from the town of Bridgton
et er be entrusted with such great and responsiIt is ascertained today that the Preside! t has
and annex same to town of Harrison; an act in
ble
trusts
as
are
to
the
Chief
giveu
Executive
an
act
to
to
relation
said it is his intention to sign the bill providing
amendatory
executions;
ot this nation.
The sooner such turbulent Tilrelating to offences against
for the counting of the electoral vote in case it
chap. 119, R. S
habitations, dwellings, &c.; also amendatory to den Democracy gets down and accepts the sit- passes both Houses of Congress.
better
for
the
uation, tbe
country.
chap. 120, R. S., relating to larceny and receivVery truly, yours,
ing stolen goods; act authorizing Orchard
Z. Chandler, Chairman.
Fort] -Fourth Congress—Second Session.
Beach Railroad Co. to operate such part of their
(Signed)
road as they desire.
Witness stated that telegrams sent from and
Passed to be engrossed—Act to amend charter
received by Z. Chandler from time to time
of Penobscot Log Driving Co.
SENATE.
were destroyed.
He did not think there was
The Committee on Fisheries reported favoraanything in them about furnishing money or
Washingion, Jan. 20.
troops.
the
During
morning hour the message of the
bly cn act amendatory of chap. 125, public laws
Thomas C. Jojnder, telegraph operator at
President
in
to
the occupation of Petersregard
of 1876, fixing the close time in all waters of ! Franklin, N. C., testified he did not take
burg by the military on election day was disof
the state, for land-locked salmon from Sept.
bis
office.
copies
telegrams passing through
cussed, Messrs. Withers and Morton particiHe remembered hearing
messages going
15th to March 1; prohibiting trout from being
pating.
but could not tell the exact phrasethrough,
Mr. Morton piesented the credentials of
taken for purpose of sale between October 1st
ology.
William Pitt Kellogg as United States Senator
and March 1st,or for any purpose from October
The messages, so far as he could remember,
Irom the state of Louisiana for six years from
were 8’gned Chandler and addressed to Thomas
March 4th, 1877. He asked they be read and
to January 1st; fixing close time for black bass
B. Keogh of North Carolina.
to
were
on the table.
laid
They
So ordered.
June
1st.
Also
the
from April 1st to
regulates
the following effect:
The credentials are signed by S. B, Packard,
manner of taking the fish, and prohibits their
“We think Hayes elected, but if possible
governor of Louisiana.
hold your state,” and “We think Hayes electKesolutions of tbe Vermont Legislature,
exposure for sale during close time.
but wish to add your state.”
ed,
and
favoring the present as a favorable time for
Petitions, bills, etc., presented
referred—
Witness
said
one
of
the te'egrams was rather
measures looking to the resumption of specie
Petitions for repeal of Calais court bill: reloDg; did not think it mentioned aDy means of payment were presented and referred.
monstrance of citizens of Machias and East
bolding on to the state.
At the expiration of the morning hour on
Machias against changing oi repealing the
Madison Wells, president of the Louisiana
motion of Mr. Edmunds the Senate took up
present game law; petition of citizens Ellsworth
was
examined and asked
Returning Board,
the bill reported by the special committee in
for amendment of game laws.
whether there was not a vacancy in that board
regard to the count of the electoral vote.
The vote of yesterday including the petition
which was not filled, and why.
Mr. Edmunds, the chairman of the commitfor extension of charter of Aroostook SteamThe answer of witness was in the affirmatee, spoke of thecvenly divided will of the peoand
be
said
the
was
filled
not
tive,
boat Company and of N. Tnrney for lot of land
vacancy
ple in the choice of a President, and said if
because the members could not agree upon a
there was any one duty which Congress owed
was re-considered and the petition admitted.
man.
to the people greater than another it was that
Ordered, That the joint committees of the
Dr. Kennedy was proposed by Democrats to
some means be provided for the settlement
of
legislature report finally on or before Monday.
fill the vacancy, but a portion of the board obthe difficulty. Any result reached through a
Jan. 29,and that thereafter the House hold two
jected to him. There were four members act- calm and orderly administration of law would
session each day, the morning session to begin
ing as this board, all of them Republicans.
be a beneficent act for the republic.
On tbe
at 9 o’clock.
They never resolved to reject or admit another contrary it Congress should fail to do this our
as
of
member
the
board.
Mr. Kobie of Gorham moved the House adperson
posterity under this or some other form of
Q.—Why did you not as the president nut government would feel that Congress had failed
journ to meet Monday at 2 p. m.
the proposition to the board?
in the performance of a great duty. In the
Mr. Chase of Bridgton moved that the time
A.—I did not propose to have the proposition
committee partisan feeling was laid aside and
of meeting on Monday be at 10 a. in., so as to
acted on instantly, but asked the question of
nearly all solemnly united in reporting the bill
as a just one.
He then explained at length
give the committees .the afternoon in which to the board, When would they take action?
no vote was ever taken on the
the
Q.—Then
provisions of tbe bill.
work.
admission of Kennedy as a member of the
Mr. Edmunds spoke until 2 40 p. m., argurMr. Bobie commended tbe industry of his
board?
ing that the biil was constitutional.
A.—None. It "was several days after the
young friend from Bridgton, and withdrew his
Upon the conclusion of his remarks the Senboard had commenced examining the returns
ate held a short executive session and then admotion.
that Zacharie, representing the Democrats,
journed until Monday.
House adjourned till Monday at 10 a. m.
protested against further proceedings unless the
HOUSE.
vacancy in tbe board was filled, but the vacanThe House resumed consideration of the rescy was not filled.
olutions from the committee on privileges relaWitness said the result of the canvass was
MARINE NEWS.
tive to the power of the House in counting the
made a matter of record, and the returns showelectoral
vote and was addressed by Willis.
ed the number of votes rejected.
At the end of Willis’ address the matter was
Lawrence objected to further questioning on
Missing Bath Vessel.
in order to allow the House to go inpostponed
as
this point,
tue subject was a matter of record
Bath, Jan. 20.—Schooner Jennie Crooker, and as no refusal bad been made to inspect the to committee of the whole on the Indian appropriation bill, pending which Payne, chairHoboken for Providence, reported missing, is
report of the Returning Board, and to take man
of the committee on the electoral vote,
probably the J ames A. Crooker of this port, copies of the record. Lawrence said the Re- gave notice he would call up the bill reported
Board were held as in contempt of the
turning
left
New
York
James
L.
which
Brown,
from that committee on Tuesday, the debate on
Capt.
House, because they declined to produce the the bill
to continue until Wednesday evening
for Providence Dec. 5th, since which nothing
records before the committee. The could not
he should call the previous question.
has been heard of her. She was built in 1867
produce the records, because law required such when
In committee of the whole speeches on the
archives to be deposited in the office of the Secand was of 102 tons. She is owned by J. B.
political question were made by Messrs. Tarbox
of State.
Drake of Bath, and the captain.
of
There is no retary
Mass., and Chittenden of New York. The
Members of the committee present overruled
bill making appropriation for the support of
schooner Jennie Crooker.
LawreLce’s objection.
Yeas—Lawrence and
the Indians was then considered. Without disMcDill, 2; Nays—Field, Marsh, Tucker and
posing of the Indian appropriation bill the
Knott, 1. Field asked witness to state whether committee
of the whole rose and the House at
the record he refused te prod uce showed the
WASHINGTON.
4.55 adjourned.
whole number ot votes cast in Louisiana, and
witness repled he could not state, or he had not
FOREIGN.
charged his memory with it.
Louisiana mailers.
Q.—Dn vnu nr not. know whether the nhstraeJan.
is
no
20.—There
tion
present
of votes made by the Keturning Buard
Washington,
THE EASTERN QUESTION.
prospect of a change of the government policy
changed the result of the election?
concerning Louisiana. The President to-day
A.—I cannot, without the figures, correctly
War Deemed Inevitable.
in
effect
what
has
be
heretofore rerepeated
answer.
London, Jao. 20.—No one in London speaks
peatedly said on that subject, namely, that he
Mr. Field remarked that the witness refusing
of
was not prepared to recognize either stite govanything else now but the Eastern question,
to answer a categorial question, he would move
and all the papers devote lengthy editorials to
ernment, pending the Congressional investi
to make the fact known to the house.
the
It is universally felt that next
but
would
be
subject
to
disgatmn,
prepared
Mr. Field—Did you eliminate or abstract
suppress
turbance aud preserve the peace.
spring will witness one of the most terrible
from the total vote as many as 10,000 votos.
Information has been received here that the
struggles that Europe has seen for centuries.
A.—I do not know.
Nictiolls government has eojoined the old
The Conference,
Q—Did you aDstract 100 or 1000 votes?
state
tax
collectors
from
over
Kellogg
turning
A.—1 do not know.
Constantinople, Jan. 20.—Sefvet Pasha
their money to the Kellogg State Auditor
of
intimidation
and
murder
Q,—You spoke
justified the note he read at the conference to(Johusou) who was returned reelected. These Did any statements to this effect accompany day by the decision ot the grand council
collectors are tow in New Orleaus for the purthe returns of the supervisors of elections.
Before the dissolution of the conference
pose of making their final returns from tbeir
A.—No.
General Ignatieif spoke on behalr of the Creseveral parishes
Gen. Augur having yester
tans.
Chandler
Denounces
the
Secretary
day reinstated the old State Librarian, re
Lord Salisbury said Europe would gladly
‘‘Troops” Despatch as a Forger).
moved by Nicholls, it is believed by the Lousee the Porte extend reforms to its entire terriisiana Republicans in Washington that a propSecretary Chandler denounces as a deliberate tory.
er maintenance of the statu quo
will require
forgery the following alleged despatch:
The departure of the ambassadors does not
the interposition by the natiuuat authority in
New Yoke, Nov. 8.
imply a mpture of diplomatic relations, as the
To Governor if. L. Stearns:
the latter case as w< II as that of the Librarian.
charges d’affaires remain.
The moneys are requited to subsist the charily
Hold Florida for Hayes and Wheeler,
Opinions as to the Result of the Negotiahospitals, the pubiio schools aud the adminis- Moni-y and troops will be sent you.
tions.
tration of the state.
Z. Chandler.
(Signed),
New York, JaD.
Marshall Pitkin has just presented the matter
21.—[Herald cables.]—
to the President and urged that to inaintain
The Spectator characterizes the resulr of the
both the status quo and to preserve these public
conference as a humiliation for Europe, inasFLORIDA.
much as all the great powers united in
moneys from being squandered, action should
making
be promptly taken by him. The Morrison
the demands.
The Saturday Review thinks the Turks in
committee, which returned from New Orleans,
Ke-Connt of the Electoral Vote.
will resume their session in Washington tosetting the Russian demands at defiance offendNew York, Jan. 20.—(Tallahassee despatch
morrow morning. Marshal Pitkin of La., will
ed all the governments of Europe.
to the World.)—Gov. Drew has approved the
be the first witness.
The Economist says war alone can now settle
act of the legislature requiring the board of
the Eastern question.
The mUsiasippi Investigation.
canvassers to make a canvass of the electoral
It is reported that M. Bourgany, one of the
The Committee on Elections to-day continThe board met yesterday.
vote.
Attorney French envoys, had a fight in the conference
ued the examination of Gibbs, the Democratic
General Kanney, having bees one of tbe counwith Edheim Pasha.
The former, who was
Presidential elector from Mississinpi. No new
sel for the Democratic electors, declined to act,
offended at the latter’s lauguage, grappled the
facts regarding the conduct of the late election
and Mr. Corley, commissioner ot lands and imTurk who drew his scimetor. Candordy pulled
in that state were elicited.
migration, was designated in his place.
back his colleague and the row ended.
The District Police Commissioners.
The canvass was then gone into, and all reA Vienna correspondent says tde Porte has
turns found to be regular were counted and
The investigation regarding the acts of the
intimated that soon after the closing of the
footed up—24.434 for the Tildenjelectors, and
District Police Commissioners was continued
conference it would spontaneously offer consid24,340 for the Hayes electors.
erable concessions to the powers which it now
to-day by the LeMoyne committee.
In the quo warranto before Judge Whi te the
R P. Ball testified that Mayer Richards rerefuses to yield to compulsion. The corresponmatter reached an issue on Friday.
The
rehim
as
a
brother
mason
to
inform Murde at adds that the ministerial press ofjVienna
quested
lagh that nnless the attacks of his (Murtagh’s) spondents pleaded, first, that the Hayes elec- say: It is Europe, not Russia, which has been
tors received a majority of the votes cast; and
paper upon the police force were immediately
unsuccessful at Constantinople and therefore
discontinued, certain scandals would inevitably secondly, that the canvassing board so legally there is no need for Russia to take up the
counted and declared, and adjourned without
be bronght out which would be damaging both
gauntlet thrown down by Turkey. The prosday, and their existence ceased.
to Richards aud to Murtagh, aud be of no benpect of Russia being left to deal alone with
Complainants demurred to the second plea
efit to any one. Richards explained that other
Turkey,
says the Vienna journals, is rather
and
the
demurrer
was sustained by the
court.
favorable to peace.
persons besides himself knew of the scandals.
Russia will probably drop
A jury to try the issue was waived and the
Ball complied with this request, and in comSlavonic agitation if she can gain the freedom
case submitted to the court on tbe question of
of the Dardenelles. Gen. Tchernayeff prophepany with Benjamin F. Floyd, Murtagh’s
Decision not ancies in his usual way about the certainty of
brother-in-law, called on Murtagh New Year’s fact raised by the first plea.
nounced.
day. Murtagh replied that there was nothing
war. “I have good reason,” he says, “for sayiu these charges aud that be intended to make
ing Russia it quite prepared. The Grand
it warmer than ever for the gamblers and their
Dube
has never been seriously ill and if TurLOUISIANA.
friends. Messrs. Ball and Floyd reported this
key does not consent to Russia’s fair demands
answer to Richards, who thereupon said, "Well
respecting the freedom of the Dardanelles, war
those thiDgs must be brought out.”
will ensue. The Russian agents are now awaitCasauave Arrested—Republican Differ*
The Geneva Award.
ing orders in Vienna and Belgrade to proceed
encs Stilled—A Plot to Capture the State
to Crete and the Salvonic provinces in case of
The bill of Mr. Reman provides that all
House.
war.”
claimants under the Geneva award may sue in
"NTv.ar Ort.TPAVsJ .Ian. 9A —TfilAcrrftr.Ii m an era
A Paris rumor given for what it is worth, asthe Gonrt of Claims, and may appeal to the
Barnes
returned
this
It
is
undermorning.
United States Supreme Court. When the appeal is determined upon such appeal is to take stood the Sergeant-at-Arcus leaves Monday Germany will probably offer to mediate beprecedence in the Supreme Court of all other with Casanave. Kenner of the returning board tween Russia and Turkey.
reported on Saturday afternoon that legislative
cases.
warrants to the amount of §80,000 were cashed
Forcigu Note*.
by prominent Republicans.
METEUBOLUIUCAIi
At a conference of Republican leaders held
The Torte is going to publish a manifesto
INDICATIONS FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
tonight all differences [of opinion were amica- giving an account of the conference.
HOURS.
bly adjusted and it is thought the prominent
American schooner Francis Lewy has been
party men both here and iu Washington will sunk by collision with a steamer in Formosa
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal )
henceforth work harmoniously together. Four
channel
and six of the crew drowned.
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
>
Packard metropolitans heretofore concealed in
The recent hostile utterances of the German
Jan. 22, (1 A. M ) J
the Supreme Court building and evidently a
press have caused much uneasiness in Paris.
For New England,
party of observation, were detected Saturday
and the Middle States, risiug followed by fallMINOR TBI/EUKAH8.
night aud at 2 o'clock Sunday morning the
ing barometer, slowly rising temperature, clear
building was reiuforced by Col. Augur’s batSome capitalists have purchased the block
or partly cloudy weather, south to west winds
talion of militia.
The men, it is stated, conbetween ddd^ud 44th streets and Vanderbilt
and southeast to southwest
in the former,
fessed that their instructions were to take adavenue, New York, for an opera house for
in the latter, with light rain in Virginia.
vantage of an unguarded momeut to recapture Strakosch ior $300,000.
the building.
Many prominent citiaens of Brooklyn have
signed a memorial to Congress asking $30,000
Snicide of ihe Engineer of Ihc Ashtabula
MINOR TELEGRAMS).
to erect a monument over the remains of the
Bridge.
Irene A. House, who shot her husban d a
prison ship martyrs.
Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 20.—The body of year ago, has been duly prononneed a lunatic.
Chas. Woolins, who was buried in the quickCharles Collins, chief engineer of the Lake
Balde., Adamson & Co.’s glue works in Philsands of a well 40 feet deep at Mohawk, SaturShore and Michigan Southern Railway, was
were
burned
The
Saturday night.
adelphia,
day noon, was rescued at midnight apparently
found at his residence to-day. in oue baud loss
was §100,000.
well but died soou after.
was
grasped a revolver, while another pistol
at
St.
from
Six
The furniture factory of Upland & Herrick
prisoners escaped
jail
and a razor were lying beside him on the bed.
Joseph,
He undoubtedly committed suicide by shooting
Mo., Friday night, three of whom were mur- at Rockford, III., was burned yesterday. Loss
derers.
and it is believed that anxiety on accouutof the
$50,000; insurance $25,000. The night watchlate accident at Ashtabula affected his reason.
Keen, Cook & Co., booksellers, of Chicago, man perished in the flames.
His family were absent at the time of the suifailed Saturday. Liabilities, §100,000. Nomcide.
inal assets larger,
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Some French refugees in New York are goThe Illinois Henatorahip.
ing to celebrate the rise of the Commune in
Daily Domestic Receipts.
Springeield, 111., Jau. 20.—The 21st ballot Paris.
water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
By
to-day resulted as follows: Logan 07, Palmer
ashore
at
Steamer Perit,
Chatham, cannot be W. True & Co.
85, Anderson 13, Haines 1, Parish 1 The 221
got off. About 2000 barrels of potatoes have
aud 23d ballots resulted in no choice. Adsold
her
and
at auction.
Foreign Biporis.
from
saved
been
journed,
SAGUA. Scbr Oliver Dyer—2,107 shooks and
Capt. Richard It. Locke of Portsmouth, a hogsheads, 15U0 leet ot lumber,
New Yoek, Jan. 21.
17,200 boons.
He
veteran of the war of 1812, died Saturday.
The Times’ special from Springfield, 111.,
LIVERPOOL. ENG. Br Steamship Polynesian—
was a Dartmoor prisoner.
says Logan will hardly hold the full Republi4.080 bush corn, 121 rolls pulp, 17,104 bush barley,
Senator Anthony was quite sick Saturday,
can vote after Monday.
Meantime the Demo0,810 bush wheat, 128,800 lbs potash, 812,000 lbs bacon,
from the effects, it is supposed, of eating paicrats are getting round to Anderson, who, in
331,415 lbs beef, 73,100 lbs meats, 29,700 lbs tongues,
laurel
buds.
103,200 tbs butter, 4,50u lbs maple sugar, 1,009 bbls
tridge which had led on poisonous
spue of the hitter hostility in bis own Congressflour, 9,98 bush oats. 25,16) ibs mutton, 94n lbs suer,
ional district, is likely to ge the support of the
He was improving at last accounts.
130 lbs poultry, 6000 lbs tallow, 4000 tbs pork, 102,349
entire party in caucus, wbicn will ensuie his
E. A. Burke, accredited to Washington by
1500 tbs sausages, 12 bags sumac, 259 bbls
apples,
electiou. Ihe German members, sixteen In
Niebolls of Louisiana, vijited the President
1bU,0U0 lbs lard, 14 sewing machines, 260 eases match
number, threaten to bring out a candidate,
Saturday morning, accompanied by the Demor splints, 1 keg bladders, 250 packages leather, 64
packages sundry merchandise.
cratic Louisiana Congressmen.
probably Washburn.

[Si'ecialjto Press.]

FROM AUGUSTA.

THE COMPROMISE BILL,

j

_

Hoaton Stock Market.
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Jan. 20.]
Second Call.
13.000 Eastern ltailroad new 3}s. 51}
5 Boston & Maine ltailroad. 00}
Sales at Auction.
8 Boston & Maine Kailroad... 99}
>9.do... 99}
>3,000 Eastern Railroad 3} new bonds. 511
15.000 Boston & Maine Railroad 7s, 1894.110}
(151 47 Eastern Railroad scrip. 51}
12.000 Bath City 6’s, 1878.100}

Frankfort, January 20.—American securities—
5’b, 102J.
Liverpool,January 20.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton—the
market is buoyant: Middling uplands at 7d; do Orleans at 7 3-16; sales 20,000 bales, including 7,0oo
bales for speculation and export; additional sales late
yesterday after regular closing, 5000 bales. Receipts
New

of

jan22

ireefc8

MARRIED.

3,474,500

In Saco, Jan. 1, Jas. A. Hooper of Biddeford and
Miss Alice A. Murch of Dayton.
lu Saco, Jan.
Wm. E. Edgecomb and Miss Ellen
E. Bragdon.
In Bath, Jan. 11, Wm. A. Cahill and Miss*Maria

25,400

3,154,775

9|

Erie preferred.******* 17a
Michigan Central. 4S*
122
60*

Shore
5.5a
Illinois Central.58
Lake

Pittsburg U.\.. 92i
Chicago (Jt Northwestern.36

DKPABTURfi OF STEAJIMU1P4.
NAME

Chicago & Northwestern preferred ex. 56*
New Jersey Central.
314
Rock Island.
101*
St.

Paul....mm.. ,!!.'

18*

Wyoming.New

York.

Victoria..,.New

York.

MARINE

of

Mixed; 6IJ@62c

for

new

Sch

Freights to Liverpool—the market is dull; Cotton
9-32d; do compressed per steam at 19-64
@ 5«16d; Wheat per steam at 6* @ 6}d and nominal.
•CHICAGO, January 20.—Flour is quiet and Arm.
W ieat is in good demand and a sbaae higher; No 2
Chicago Spring at 130} cash; 1 30* seller lor February ; 1 35 seller March: No 3 uhicago Spring at 1 16 @
1 17; rejected at 109.
Corn is dull and a shade
lower at -*3*0 cash; 41c seller for February; 4;§c
seller lor March; 49*c seller for May. Oats steady
and unchanged. Rye is steady and unchanged. Barley is tairly active and a shade higher at 63$. Pork
is unsettled and lower at 16 70 @ 16 75 for cash; 17 05
seller for March. Lard is dull and uominal at 10 70
@ 10 75 for cash; 1100@11 02* seller for Marcn.
Bulk Meats are steady and in fair demand; boulders
at 6; short rib sides at 8}; short clear sides at 8*.
Dressed Hogs—light at 7 00 @7 15; heavy at 7 35.
Whiskey steady and unchanged.
cteceipis—16,u0o obis uoui, 19,000 bush wheai.,11G,
000 oush com, 21,001 bush oats 5,000 bush barley.
2,500 bush of rye.
Shipments—4,800 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat, £4,000 bush corn, 6,000 hush oats, 4,000 Juigh barley.
000 buBh rye.

SPECIFIC, a remedy which
performed marvelous caret* in our

very

midut.

no23

IFROM MERCHANT

NEW STORE I
NEW GOODS!

sndtf

YYiibor’s Cod Liver Oil
and Lime. Persrns who have been taking Cod Liver
Oil will bo pleased to learn that Dr. Wilbor has succeeded, from directions of several professional gentlemen* in combining the pure oil and lime in such a
manner that it Is pleasant to the taste, and its effects
in lung complaints are truly wonderful. Very many
persons whose cases were pronounced hopeless and
who had taken the clear oil for a long time without
marked effect, have been entirely cured by using
this preparation. Be sure and get the genuine. Manufactured only by A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston.
Seld by all druggist.
jan22sneodlw

having

Respectfully

invites an examination of bis Goods
which consist In part of

Black Cashmeres, Alpacas, Cheap Plaids,

Prints, Ginghams, Skirts, Flannels,
Tickings, Shirtings, Quilts, Turkey Bi d
Table Linens, Napkins, Shirt Fronts,
Handkerchiefs, Fancy Towels, Crash
Brown and Bleached Cottons, Thread,
Cloths for Men’s and Boy’s Wear, Lasting. Frocking, Paper Collars and Caffs,
Suspenders and Small.Wares, Ac., Ac.
dtf

janlS

mechanical devices, medical, or other
V compounds,
ornamental
,1 designs, trade-marks, and
v labels,
Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc.
nventions that have been
Patent Office may
by
1ill
A stil
1, in most cases, 1«
I | I secured by us.
Being
'ill opposite the Patent OtA A/ flee, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

Snnff,

Costiug but 35 cts.,

Walker, Paragon, Pavilion, Nellie, Philanthropist,

W R Page, J W Sawyer, and C H Macomber.
BOSTON—Ar 19th, schs Jos Wilde, Reed, St Martins via Bermuda, where 6he put in for
repairs; Eagle, Robbins, New York; El Dorado, Brown, do;
Aliston, Fitzgerald, Port Johnson.
Cld 19tb, sch Danl Webster, Haskell, Hayti.
Ar 20th,
barque Arietta. Nichols, Rosario; brig
Julia E Haskell, Haskell, Palermo; schs G H Macomber, Paiker. Azua; Eagle, Robbins, New York.
Cld 20th. briff L M Merritt.. Herriman.Trinlii.nl*
sell Lulu, Snow, Baltimore.
NEWBUUYPOKT-Ar 19th, sell Neltie Langdon,
Collins, Darien.

head; shipments 500 head.
Milwaukee, January 20.—Flour is gquiet and
unchanged. Wheat is weak; No l Milwaukee at
1 384; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 32}; seller for February at
133*; seller March at 135*; No 3 Milwaukee at
kjhib

iuo

quiet

and steady; No 2 at 344c.
Rye steady and in good
demand; No 1 at 744c. Barley is dull and easier;
No 2 Spring at 81c; No 3 do nominally at 39c. Provisions are unsettled and irregular; Mess Pork
nominally at 16 874. Lard—prime steam at 10 95.
Dressed Hogs weak at 6 90 @ 7 00.
Receipts—10,000 bbls dour, 18,000 bnsh wheat.
Shipments—10,000 bbls hour, 1100 bush wheat.
Detroit, January 20.—Flour—no sales reported;
the market is nominally steady; choice White at 7 50.
Wheat—there isnothing doing to-day; extra White
Michigan nominally at 153; milling do at 151 bid;
No 1 White Michigan at 1 484; milling at 144 bid;
No 2 White Michigan at 1 31; No 1 Amber do 1 42.

Corn quiet and steady; new No 1 Mixed at 4Jc bid.
Oats are steady; White 444c bid; No 2 Mixed at 38c

bid.

for New York.

PROVIDENCE—Sid I8th, brig Atalaya, Cole, for
New York.
Ar 19th, sch C H Eaton,
Curry, Calais.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 19th, sch
Bedabedec, from
New York, (see Mem.)
V1NEVARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, barque Arietta,
Nichols, Rosario via Montevideo; schj Morelight, Allen, Baltimore for Calais.
Passed by, scbs Hattie E King,
Crowley, Brunswick, Ga, for Bucksport; Amos Walker, Poland,
Charleston for Portsmouth.
Sid 18th, brig Giles Loring; scbs Wigwam, Nettie

FOREIGN FORTH.
Ar at Sydney, NSW, Dec 11, ship Ladoga, Pierce,
Melbourne.
Sid Dec 12, barques Shamrock, Panno, Valparaiso;
lcth, 1 Sargeut. Leighton, Callao.
Ar at Dunedin 7th inst, barque Josephine, Stahl,
New York.
Ar at Honolulu
i

Dec 24, barque Alden Besse,Noyes,
Portlaud.
Sid im Messina 12th inst, brig Lizzie H
Kimball,

3,165 bush wheat, 5,315 Storer, New York.
Arat Texel 18tb, ship Sandusky, Lowden, New
Orleans.
Shipments—none.
Ar at Liverpool 18th inst, barque C W
Cochrane,
Cleveland, January 20.—The Petroleum market Given, Charleston.
is unchanged at 27 lor standard White.
Sid 19tb, (not belore) ship St John Smith,
York, for
Augusta, January 20.—Cotton market opened
San Francisco.
and strong, but closed quiet; Middling uplands at
Ar at Plymouth 18th inst, barque J E
Holbrook,
124c.
Leavitt, New York, with wheel broken.
Sid Im an English port 15th, barque Nettie MerriNew York, January 20.—Cotton is quiet; Midman, Masters, united States.
dling uplauds at 13 l-16c.
At St Marc 3d inst, brig Morancy, Redonet, unc;
Charleston,January 20.—Cotton market strong; sch St Croix, Leland,
unc.
Middling uplands at 13c,
j Ar at Trinidad 7tn inst, sch Chas A Jones, Kent,
Savannah, January 19—Cotton firm; Middling
Boston.
uplands at 13.
Sid fm Point-a-Pitre 7th inst, sch Charles Sawyer,
Mullen, New York.
Mobile, January 20—Cotton is quiet and firm;
In port Dec 24ib, brigs Mary E Daua. O’Neii, from
Middling plands 12$ (& 124c.
Bucksville, SC, ar 13th; Mechanic, Gould, from PortNew Orleans, January 20.—Cotton is
strong
land, ar 12tb, for St Thomas.
and 4c higher; Middling uplands at 121c.
Ar at St John, NB, 15th inst, brigs Ellen H, DeMemphis, January 20.—Cotton market is firmerlang, Brunswick, Ga; Josie A Devereux, Estes, from
Middling uplands 12$ @ 124c.
Boston
Ar at St John, NB, 19th, sch Neliie Clark, Clark,
Wilmington, January 20.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 124c.
Cld 19th, brig Mattie B Russell, Atherton, for
20.—Cotton
is
Galveston, January
steady; Mid- Havana.
dling uplands.l24c.
Louisville, January [20.—Cotton is firm; Mid(.Latest by European steamers.!
dling uplands 124c.
Cld at Cardiff 2d inst, Afton, Perkius, Havana; 1th
Norfolk, January 20.—Cotton is unsettled and Martin W Brett, Peterson, do.
holders are asking higher; Middling uplauds at 124c.
Ar at Falmouth, E, 5th inst, Augustine Kobbe,
Carver, Adelaide for Plymouth.
Sid im Gloucester, E, 4th inst, Alaska, Tucker, for
European Market*.
Key West.
Ar at Holyhead 5th inst. H G McFarland, McFarLondon, January 10—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 95
Receipts—722 bbls flour,
hush corn, 622 bush oats.

for money and account.

20—12.30 P.

M.—American

se-

States bonds, 1867’s, 1091; new fives
1074. New York Central, 994.
London, January 20—1.30 P. M.—Erie Railway
tshares, 94 do preferred 194,

land, Liverpool for Matanzas.
Ar at Adelaide Nov 11, Marathou, Emery, from
New York.
Ar at Bombay Dec 14, Ivanlioe, Herrlman, from
Calcutta
Sid llth, J B Brown, Kcazcr, Calcutta; 15th, R B
Fuller, Gilmore, do.

"1)11

k-1 UHUbl

viwuuo

ble

COLDS.

as

respondenco strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO t'HARUE INTJCSS PATENT I*
NKCIREU
We reler to officials in tbe Patent Office, and fo
iuventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO..
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, JJ.f.
Utf
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complaints can readily be
cured by the

DIZZINESS,

great medicine

SORE

RACDER’4

of the

use

PIANOS & ORGANS.

GER.IKAN

THROAT.

W. H. IVJ3R.8’

SNUFF.
Without

DEAFNESS.

a

doubt it is the

people’s remedy, being

PAINS

sold at

a

which, for purity of tone, perfection ot action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

price within the

THE

always sure

the

cure

uate of cases,

use

W. H. FURBI SH A SON,

the

as

thousands who by

BLADE

endorsed by tho highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, arc sold lor
4Jo*li or luHtallineuta by

difficult and obsti-

most

SHOULDER

to

General Agent* for Maine.

its

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME,

have been snatched

FARRINRTOX BLOCK.

from the grave can truly
|

AND

dtf

nov28

testify.

LUNGS.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

Many people, Laving

STATE OF MAINE.

the expensive

tried all

DROPPINGS

remedies,

J. Sawyer in her own right and Phillip
W. Sawyer, both of Vinalhaven in the county
of Knox, by their deed dated the 10th of June, A.
D. 187G, and recorded in the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds, book 421, page 433, conveyed to
me, the undersigned, in mortgage, a certain parcel
of real estate situated in Freeport, in the county ot
Cumberland, and bounded as follows: Beginning on
the easterly comer ot land now occupied by George
Randall, thence Northeasterly by the road leading
to Porter’s Landing, so called, to the large pine tree
on stump standing on the side line ot said road,
thence Northwesterly six rods to a stake and stones,
thence Southwesterly eighteen rods to land occupied
by saul Randall, thence Southeasterly by said Randall’s land six rods to the place of beginning. And
the condition of said mortgage having betn broken,
I. the undersigned, by reason thereof claim a fore-

SARAH.

spent the

and

last dollar upon articles

IN 1HE

of

THROAT.

no

use

merit, find, by the

of one small box of

German Snuff, costing

LOSS

but

OF

cure

35 cents,

great a

so

that they would i.ot

be without the same for

MEMORY.

hundreds of dollars.

It

closure.

does not

LOSS

sneeze

your

Dated the eigth day of January, A. D. 1877.
WILLIAM A. MITCHELL.

jal3U3w

head off, but gently pen-

OF

or

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

reach of all, while it is

IN

to paAll cor-

as

tentability,

well as dangerous

HEADACHE.

DIPHTHERIA.

UIUU

Washington.

ami advise

auction Dec 27 for 15 600f.
Sch Ellen H Gott, Piper, from Georgetown for Norfolk, with coal, was cut through by ice io Chespeake
Bay 9th, when she filled and suLk. Cargo insured.
Sch Bedabedec, before reported ashore on Horse
Neck Beach, was hauled off 19th atter
discharging,
and towed to New Bedford.

George

(IUU

remote from

are

send us a mod el or
sketch ot your device; we make examinations free of charge

All of these disagreea-

CATARRH.

company of ship-carpenters have handed together at Calais for the purpose of building a vessel
ot about 500 tons, to be sold when finished and tbe
earnings divided equally.

Philadelphia
NEW LONDON—Ar 18th, sch PC
f
Bird, from St

bush Com, 000 bush Oats.
Cincinnati, January 20.—Pork nominal at 17 00
@ 17 25; sales at 17 75 seller for March. Lard is inactive; steam rendered at 10} on spot; 11 for buyer
March; kettle atll}.@12. Bulk* Meats are in
light demand, bnt holders are firm; the demand is
chiefly for speculation; shoulders at 6$; short rib
at 8}@8} on spot;
8f seller for March; 9 buyer for
March; short clear sides at 82 @ 9 Bacon is quiet
and firm; shoulders at7 50; clear rib side3 9 80; clear
sides 10 @ 12*. Green Meats are nominal. W'hlskey
firmer at 105 Hogs dull; packing grades at 6 00 @
6 25; extra butchers at 6 50 @ 6 70; receipts of 1600

those who

WILL CUKE

A

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 9th, ship Grace Darling,
Gilmore, Nanaimo.
Cld 18th, ship C F Sargent, Swett.for Guano
Deposit, to load for Europe.
Sid 9th, baruue Am Lloyds, Ames. Yokohama.
WILMINGTON, CAL— In port 9tb, ship India,
Patten, lor Guano deposits, to load for Europe.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 9th, barque
Eureka,Wallace, Honolulu.
GALVESTON—Sid 18tk, sch Grace Andrews, Andrews, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar at SW Pass
15tb, ecb Joshua
Grindle, Freetby, Porto Cabello.
FERNANDINA—Cld 15tb, sch Cbromo, Wooster,
St Croix.
KEY WEST—Ar 18th, barque Danl Draper, Duverge, Havre.
SAVANNAH—Cld 18th. fceh Charlpa TT Fahors
Keene, Boston.
Ar 10th, barque Martha A McNeil,
Watt, Liverpool
Sid 10th, ship Flying Eagle, for Liverpool: ech 11
Curtis, for New York.
BRUNSW ICK, GA—Cld 16tb, brig Kremlin, Wyman, Rio Janeiro.
CHARLESTON—Ar 16lb,sch Carrie Bonnell, Harris, Baracoa.
In the oiling 16th, ship Martha Bowker, from
Havre.
ALEXANDRIA—In port 17th, ech E R Emerson,
for Georgetown, frozen in.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar I9tb, ech Wyoming.Foss,
from Cardenas.
Cld 18th. barque Pohono. Sangster, for New York;
ech W G It Morey, Eaton, Havana.
NORFOLK—Ar 17th, ech Georgietta, Curtis, New
York; L A Snow, from Portland,
BA I /TI MO RE—Below 18th, schs Hattie L Fuller,
from Brunswick,Ga; Hattie McG Buck, from Bucksville, SC.
In Annapolis Roads, 18th,
barque Josephine,
Reed, from Dublin; brigs Rabboni, Coombs. Turks
Island; Adelaide, Stover.from Martinique; schs Eva
May, Andrews, from Turks Island; isaac Orbeton,
Crockett, Boston; Thos N Stone, Pitcher, do; Mina
A Reed, Strout; and 50 others, where
they have been
from 10 to 20 days, frozen in.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sch Margie. MoFadden, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th. scbs Ida Mav,
Lamson, St
Pierre 18 days; Cora. Vangilder, Providence.
Ar 19th, ship Freeman Clark. Dwight, San Francisco U2 days; sch Charlie & Willie.
Luce, Provi-

obtained for

^r’

German

New York.

MEMORANDA,
Ship Freeman Clark, Dwight, at New York from
San Francisco, reports,—Was 34 days to the Equator
in the Pacific and crossed in Ion 115 W, and 41 days
to Cape Horn; then 42 days to the Equator in the Atlantic, and crossed in ion 38 W; irom thence 10 port
25 days.
Had no occasion to lurl royal from the
Equator to port.
Sch C J Willard. Wallace, from Philadelphia for
Portland, with coal, is frozen iu at Port Richmond,
Pa, where the ice is a foot thick
Brig Ennis, from Newcastle, Eug, for Marseilles,
before reported at Cagliari in distress, was sold at

taken

Store, No. 549 Congress Street,

RIDER’S

AX0HAXGE.1

Johnson.
Sid 18th, barques N M Haven, for
Matauzas; Mary
Hale, for Havana.
Passed through Hell Gate 18th. schs llyue,
Oliver,
from New York lor Boston; A D
Henderson, Henderson, do for do.
Passed do 19th, schs Kolon, Jasper, Hoboken tor
Boston; Wm Connors, French, Fernaudina for New
Haven.
*<KW LONDON—Sid 17th, schs
Allegro, Keller,
for Porto Rico; B D Prince, Hall, (from Camden) ror

000

ai

*

snjtf

0

1

the dealers tell it.

All

jan20

Liverpool 20th inst, ship Alice D Cooper,
Hnmphreys, Norfolk 20 days.
Sid fm Havre 18th inst, snips Mary E Riggs, Percy,
United States; Transit, Percy, Key West; barque
Montebello. Kelley, do.
Ar at Bristol, E, Jau 18th, barque Estella, Poole,

C

Shipments—6U0 bbls flour, 1,700 bush Wheat, 30,-

London, January

Sole Agent lor Geo. Ticiiianu A Co.
New York.

TABLE

Nautilus, Orne, Southport—master.

schs E H King, Bunker, Gonaives; Albert Mason, Rose, Wilmington. NC.
Cld 19tb, ship Spartan, Jackson, San
Francisco;
barques Isaac Hall, Ryder, Lisbon; Atlantic. Lanfeir. Barbadoes; brigs F I Henderson,
Henderson,
Pernambuco; Manlius, Todd, Sagua ; sens Lizzie
Heyer, Poland, Sagua; Geo S Tar bell, Higgins, Port

Seed is steady and in good demand at 9 00. Dressed
Hogs at 7 40 (g;7 50.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 1800 bush wheat, 20,000
bush Com, 000 bush Oats, 0,00 Barley.

nt

has

NEWS

dence.
Cld 18th,

Toledo, January 20.—Flour is quiet. Wheat is
strong; No 3 White Wahasli at 144; Not White
Michigan 140; Amber Michigan seller for February
at 1 49 seller for March 1 52$; No 2 Red Winter on
the spot and seller Maich at 144; seller February
1 45$; seller March at 148; No 3 Red at 135; rejected do at 115. Com firm; high Mixed at 46c;
No 2 on spot at 45|c; do seller February 46*c; seller
March at 48c; ao
lay at 51$c; rejected at 44$c.
Oats are quiet; No 2 at 36*; rejected at 31}. Clov r

<curities— Cnited

{

earneatly

wc

him to fake LORINCS’S VEGE-

enireut

Ar at

|

per sail at

,
J1-16

SURGICAL lNSTHl’WENTS,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,

j

.Glasgow..

Sunday, Jau, 21,
ARRIVED.
Sch Gertie Lewis, Prout, Bay of Island, NF, in
ballast.

steamer

28c.

nu ^

PILES,

Berry.

w

jbuiuju

or

H & A Allan.
Sch Oliver Dyex, Falker, Sagua—Geo S Hnnt& Co,
Sch Albert Clarence, Hawes, Norfolk, Va—Isaac

60c lor Yellow Southern on dock; oid
Western Mixed is nominal at 60 @ 62c. Oats—receipts of 12,992 bush; the market is dull and slightly
in buyers favor, hut prices are unchanged; sales oi
15,U0u bush; 43@55c for Mixed Western and State;
40 @ 551c for White Western and State, including
York No 3 White at 47 @ 4?jc; White State at 55
@
55Jc; Mixed Wes'ern at 43 @ 47c. Hay firm at 80c
for shipping. Hops are dull at 10 @ 15c for yearlings;
12 @ 25c fur new Eastern and Western:
12@25cfor
New York; 23 @ 25c for new California. Ooflee—Rio
is quiet and unchanged at 18@211c gold tor
cargoes;
18 @ 22Jc gold for job lots. Sugar is quiet and in
small supply at 94 @ 9|c for fair to good
refining;
9jc for prime; refined is a shade firmer. Molasses is
quiet; 40 @55 for Porto Rico; 38 @ 45 for English
Islands; 45@57 lor New Urleaus. Rice is steady
and in moderate demand. Petroleum
dull; crude
at 144c; refined at 26jc; cases at 30 @ 31c;
naptha
at 144. Tallow steady; 63,000 lbs at 81c.' Naval
Stores—Rosin is quiet at 2 40 @ 2 50 for strained.
at
is
46
Turpentine
quiet
@ 46jc for spirits. Eggs
are dull and lower at 33 08 34c tor State and Pennsylvania ; 30 @ 33c for Western; limed at23 @ 25c.
Coal is dull at 3 50 @ 4 25 per ton for Anthracite per
Leather is steady; Hemlock sole, Buenos
cargo.
Ayres and Rio Grande, light, middle and heavy
weights at 28 @ 29c; California do 25 @ 28c; common
do at 24 @ 24c. Pork on spot is firmer; futures are
quiet; 575 bbls of new mess at 17 60 @ 17 75; second
call se.ler lor January at 17 25 hid and 17 75 asked;
seller April at 17 60 bid and 18 00 asked. Heel'ts
quiet, tseet nams are hrm. Tierce Beet' is steady;
100 tes Philadelphia mess on p t. Cut Meats—Western quiet; middies are quiet at 9* @ 9§ for
long clear;
9} tor short clear; 500 boxes long and short clear
seller February at 9$.
Dressed tlogs are easier at
8 30 @ 8 35 for Western.
Lard opened firm, but
afterwards declined and closed heavy; 150 tes of
prime steam at 11 25; 5o0 do seller January at 1125 ;
2750 do seller February at 11 22* @11 25; 7250 do
seller for March at 11 32* @ le 40; V5U0 seller April at
11 42* @ 11 52*. Butter—dull ; 12 @ 30c for Western;
18 @ 35c for State.
Cheese steady at 7 @ 14c for
common to prime.
Seeds—Linseed is Quiet. Whiskey is unsettled and lower.
Wool is firm; Domestic fleece at 30 @ 56c; pulled
at 22 @ 40c; unwashed at 12 @31: Texas at 13(a)

vuiu

DEAD AUIIE

SCHIOTTERBECK,

O.

Dealer in anil Manutacturcr ot

j

8ICK

sale and to let by

(CHIB IllVtV
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»

PERIODICAL

for

A.

1

IN-

FLATULENCY,

DIGEST ION,

30

Namrday, Jnu 20.
ARRIVED.
Barque Tidal Wave, (Br) Halcrow, New York, to
load oil for Europe. Vessel to Geo H Starr.
Sch Leonessa, Achorn, Boston, to load for Charleston.
Sch Radiant, Hardy, Boston, to load lor Winterport.
Sch N J Miller, Dunton, Boston tor Eastport.
Sch John A Dlx. Pinkham, Cape Porpoise.
Sch Defiance, Thorndike. Rockland for New York.
Sch E Arculatius, Hall. Rockland tor Fall River.
Sch J C Dobbin,-, Castine tor Baltimore.
CLEARED.
Steamship Polynesian, (Br) Brown, Liverpool—

Domestic markets.
New York. January 20—5 00 P. M.—Ashes are
dull and unchanged at 4 75 for pots.
Cotton quiet at
1-lOc advance; sales 852 bales; iutures—fair business, closing at 1-S2d advance. Flour receipts 3,190
bbls; the market is strong, with only moderate export and home trade demand; sales 7,800 bbls; No 2
4 75 @5 25; Superfine Western add State 5 75 @ 6 00;
common to good extra Western and State at 6 10 @
615; good to choice Western and State at 6 20 @
6 30; common to choice White Wheat Western extra
at 6 35 @ 7 80; Fancy White Wheat Western extra
at 7 83 @ 9 00; common to good extra Ohio at 6 10
@ 8 00; common to choice extra St Louis at 6 10 @
9 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 5 75
75; choice to double extra at 8 80 @ 10 00, inading 1500 bblsoflow grade extra at 6 10 @6 25;
1100 bbls medium extra at 6 30 @7 00; 2200 bbls ot
Minnesota at 6 50 @ 10 00; 1700 bbls Ctiy Mills extra
at 6 00 @7 25; the market closing quiet; Southern
flour is quiet and unchanged; sales 550 bbls; common to fair extra at 6 10 @ 1 25; good to choice at
7 30 @ 9 25. Rye flour is quiet and steady; sales of
175 bbls at 4 50 @ 5 20 per bbl for superfine. Cornmeal unchanged; sales of 650 bbls; Western, Jersey
and Penn at 2 85 3 10; Brandywine at 3 60. Wheatreceipts 4976 bush; market is a shade firmer, with
fair milling demand, and limited export and speculative inquiry; sales 48,000 bush; 135@138 for ungraded Spring; 140 for No 3 Milwaukee in store;
1 46 for No 2 Chicago in store; 1 55 for Arnbe*Kansas
in store; for No 2 Milwaukee 147 bid afloat and held
at 1 48 @ 1 50. Rye is quiet and steady at 81 @ 88c
for Western; 91 @ 95c tor Jersey, State and Canada.
Barley—unchanged, with moderate maltiDg demand:
10,000 bush of choice ungraded Canada at 112; 9800
bush two-rowed State at 68c. Barley Malt is quiet
but steady. Corn—receipts of 19,490 bush; the market for new Is lc lower, with light demand for export
and home use; old is dull and unchanged; sales of
27,000 bush; 60 @ 70ic for new no’grade Mixed; 61Jc
steamer

C08TIVENE89,

ELECTKIC BATTERIES

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Hogs—receipts 5,000 head; the market is rather
and prices are firmer ail round; medium
to fair at 5 75 @ 6 10; light at C 00
@ 0 10; best shipping at 6 40 @ 4 70.
Sheep dull and unchanged; receipts of 90 head.

new

.Liverpool.Jan

fflinatvre Almanac.January 22.
Sun rises.7.23 High water. 4.30 PM
Sun sets.5.011 Moon sets.12.15 AM

more active,

for

DATE

face

the

ou

hand and made to order.

on

.Feb
Celtic.. New York .Liverpool... .Feb *
Hecla..Boston... Liverpool..
Feb 3
Frisia...New York..Hamburg.Feb 6

Chicago Cattle market*
Chicago, January 20—Cattle—receipts 1570 head;
shipments 2700 head; the market is dull and rather

Yellow;

FOR

beiug

Shoulder Braces,
Spinal Supporter?, Club Foot Shoes, Ac.,

|

earth vufTeriug from DYSPEPSIA,

Huntsville..,.New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Feb l
City of Brussels. ..New York Liverpool.... Feb 2
Clyde.New York. .Havana.Feb 3

Providence Print Clotha market.
i^itoviDENGE, R. I., January 20.—The Printing
cloths market has been active during tho week, with
a noticeable increase of sales at last week’s
quotations. closing very strong at 4$c extra and 4|c for
standard 64 x 64 cloths, cash to thirty days, for spots
and futures. Sales of the week, 83,000 pieces.

ryIm

FROM

Marathon. Boston.Liverpool_Jan 23
Columbus.New York. .Havana. Jan 24
Batavia.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 24
Sardinian.Portland.- Liverpool.Jan 27
Ethiopia.New York .Glasgow.Jan 27
Elysia.New York. London.Jan 27
City of Merida.... New York. .Hav &VCruz.Jan 27
Etna.New York .Aspinwall_Jan 27
City of Berlin.New York. .Liverpool.... Jan 27
vVisconsin.New York. .Liverpool_ Jan 30
Abyssinia.New York .Liverpool ....Jan 31
City of Vera Cruz.. .New York. .Havana.Jan 31

St. Paul preferred.1..... 484
Ohio & Mississippi.
<3$
Delaware & Lackawanna.! 744
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 16*
Missouri Pacific.
1*
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 2
The following were the closing quotations Gf Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central'Pacific bonds.
.106$
Union Pacific. 1034
Land Grants.
i-)ig
8inkiug funds.
95
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.
14$
Guaranteed........ 13

fiasier. hllf. Tinminnllv
3 50; choice 4 80.

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,

NOTICES.

human

a

STOCKINGS,

ELASTIC

DYSPEPSIA!
If the™ be

In this city, the 21st inst., Charles H. Kinsman
23 years.
lu this city, Jan 21, Eva May Hastings, only daughter ol Edward F. and Carrie M. Waite, aged 2 years
4 months 5 days.
LPrayers this Monday afternoon at 2£ o’clock at the
house, No. 21 St Lawrence street,
In this city, Jan. 20, Philip Sturdivant, only relearning child oi John H. and Mary F. True, aged
3 yeais 3 months.
In this city, Jan. 21, Ella L., wife of Thomas S.
Laugblin. aged 36 years 6 months. lEsstern papers
please copy.
In Mowdoin, Jan. 11, suddenly, Mrs. Appann Merry man widow of the late Capt. Timothy Meiryman,
aged 76 years 0 months 19 days.
In North Bridgton, Jan. 9, Mr. Geo. H. Richardson, aged 37 years.
In Georgetown. Jan. 7, Louisa P., wife of Moses
Riggs, aged 61 years,
in Wbitefield, Jan. 7, Abagii Cunningham, aged
81 years.

Western Union Telegraph Co,. 76J
Pacific Mail.
242
New York Central & Hudson R R.’ .*
’.!!! ! 1102*

Panama.
Union Pacific Stock, ex..

Surgical Instruments,

SPOKEN.
Dec 6, lat 22 02 S, Ion 22 09, ship Corsica, Stetson,
from San Francisco for Havre.
Jan 5, lat 24 09, Ion 61 40, brig Ernest, from Fernandina for Demarara.

•f the

aged

:

Erie.

That cures liilioniinr». Mirk-llratlarhr.
lor «ilP at au ,t,e
mil Dyspepsia is
ilrugIt is
■ ists at Portland.
entirely a vegetable comon
marl:
square bexes.
jounci, Trade
dfiw&w Iws-n
jal3

Palermo Dec 29. H II Wright, Meyers, for
New York; Harry Smith, Weeks, do.
Ar at Shields 3d insf, Rufus E Wood, Davis, from
Antwerp.
Sid fm Troon 2d in>t, Fanuy H Loring, I.oring, lor
Cardenas; Aberdeen, Salvage, Demarara.
Sid fin

J. Thompson.

DIED.

NOTICES.

THE LITTLE GIANT PILL,

Naples.

SPECIAL

1,237.500
3,083,900

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, Jan. 20.—Evening—Money at 4 per
:ent. Governments active and strong. State bonds
lull and nomiual. Exchange—long at 483}; short at
185}. Gold opened at 106}.
Tbo Stock market
to-day was dull and strong.
The toliowmg were the
closing quotations 01 >.ovsrnment securities:
United States 6s, 1881, coup.114}
United states 5-20’s 1865, old,.
109}
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.1104
United States 5-20’s. 1867.113}
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .117
UuitedStates uew5’s.112}
United States 10-40s, coup.113}
Currency 6’s.
123}
United States new 4}s. 168}
were the
ot
closing
quotations
.fc,’low'ng
o
dlocks

American.

SPECIAL

eod&wlw

decrease.$1,761,500

Specie, increase.
L«gal tenders, increase.
Deposits, increase.
Circulation, decrease.
deserve, increase.

were

“Oh my back!” IIow often we hear these words.
Pain in your back, nine times out of ten, arises
from Kiduey Disease.
Hunt’s Remedy, used as
directed, will cure all Diseases of the Kidneys,
Bladder and Uiinary Organs.
Infallible Eye Wash cures Swollen Eyes.

flank Statement.
New York, Jan. 20.—The'following is the weekly
-tatement of the New York City Banks for the week
January 20th as compared with the previous

Loans,

11,000 bales, of which 5.700 bales

Futures—partially l-32d dearer.

Sid fui Castellamare Dec 25. Clara Jenkiui, Coombs
New York.
Sitl fin Calcutta Dec 11, Cora, Coombs, New York.
CM 5th, Adelaide Norris, Kobinsnn, Savannah.
Ar at Leghorn 2d met, Albert W Smith, Lufkiu,

REMOVAL.

etrates the organs of the
head and loosens thefou

SLEEP.

The Eastern Branch Office of the Sew
York Life Insurance Company,

matter, which is simply

WANT

poison,

the head.

in

Bo

will .hereafter bo located in the

wise, and procure a box;

OF

if

you don’t

yourself, remember

VITAL

your wife

in the

that

child, who

or

for years past has

ENERGY.

Centennial

it

need

GENERAL

member

that

35

jams

CHRONIC
CATARRH.

AGENT.

dlw

Remember that HILL & PH IX-

cents

will buy the box, and a
few pinches will effect
the cure; and when at
last health and not disease surround the family
table, you will bless the
day that you were wise
enough to purchase a
box of

CAUSED BY

MORRILL,

W. F.

whi h has rendered life
curse, and made death
almost welcome as a relief from the living agony
of day and night. Ke-

a

WEAKNESS,

Block,

Office with District Society.

The relations existing between the undersigned
and the Home OiUce and Policy-Holders in Maine
uid Vermont under this Agency remaiu unchanged.

com-

plained of that Catarrh,

GENERAL

same

XEY

be found at

can

stand under
until

they

where

great bargains

Furnishing Goods,

R/EDER’S

HOUSE,

PREBLE

Saturday night,

will offer

their old

in Gents’
to

previous

moving their stock to their NEW

German

STORE ON RIDDLE STREET.

Snuff.

jal9

Dou’t take any other preparation until you have
tried this. Kemember, it costa but 35 cents. It
your druggist cannot procure it, send 50 cents to the
Agents, and receives box by return mail.
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, Agents, 26 Tremoni

Overseers

of

of the Poor of the town
Yarmouth will receive proposals for superintendTHE
ot the Alms House and
for
in

sain town,
Faim,
one year, until 12 o’cloclt on THi KSI>AY, the 13th
day of February. Those who apply will please to
ing

Street, Museum Building, Boston,

octll

d3t

the number in the

state

family.

serve the right to reject
any
deemed satisfactory.

WS&Man6m

or

The Overseers reall proposals rot

P. N. BLANCHARD,) Overseers
C. T. GRANT,
ot Poor.
E. J. STUBBS,’
Yarmouth

Woodbury & Moulton,

!

)

Yarmouth, Jan. D, 1877.

jal2d3w

Investment Bankers,
EXCHANGE

G7

ST„

OFFER FOR BALE

a

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Haddles,
picnic parties, and

very nice article for family use,
board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

on

w m.

SUarp,

Commercial Klrrei, Foriland, Hr.
Ju22
dtl

7 percent. Bonds.

rubberboots

GUARANTEED BV THE

Mercantile Trust
OF

Co.,

warranted not to crack at

NEW YORK CITY.

Hallos Rubber Store,

CAPITA!, $2,000,000.00.

210 Middle St., uuder Falmouth Hotel,
Pure Milk lor Family list.
WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
anil citizens in geueral who contemplate a
change
lu their supply of
milk, that 1 am prepared to furDish a superior quality of
pure milk at reasonable
rates; all orders lett at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 1$
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
where the flattering testimonials of some now
taking will be shown to those who wish to investi-

1

Slates Bonds.

This security commends itself to Executors,
Guardians, Trustees and the most conservative
Investors for the following reasons:
1st—Each loau is a drat lien on Improved Real
Estate.
2d—Loans do not exceed 50 per cent, of the present
appraised cash value of city property, and 331-3 per
cent, ot Farm property.
3d—The Mortgage belongs to the Investor and
not to the Company.
janUsneodtf

PTANflQ

riiUlUU

I

and

ORGANS.!

ED* B* ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
celebrated ITebcr IPinno, ami
other makers, at extremely low prices.

gate. 1 shall employ
person.
dec25

for

Tuning

attended

to

as

REMOVAL.
onnwAv, n. d.,
has removed to

I

111 India

HR.

THAYER,

rHE
aug2isdtt

Mechanics’ Hall Huilding,

peculiar

to

all forms.
the

female organism

X13

janlo

EXPERT,

MIDDLE STREET,
dlw

Notice.
niOKlii: W. llAltvtv, lately of the firm
ot
LF

]
can

improvements. Apply at
NO. 70 Bit AC IS EXT STREET.

SEWING MACHINE

DISEASES
Those diseases

Chase, Ivnight & Co., is now with Charlos
Co., where he will he glad to meet hts

L Walker &
a9tom«ra

Janl7dlw*

be

Fred L.

cured

without resorting to a local treatment so paiutul to
Reference to a large number, cured
the patient.
during the past year, can be baa by calling at my oflice.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 P.
M.
leb!7sneodt
Portland, November 30, 1876,

jan20tf

For Item.
elegant and convenient Cottage, with

Fred L. Stevens.

to the Citizens of Portland for their liberal patronage during the past year;
and trusts that by l-orrcct and <»entlemanly
deportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of EVE nud EAR, THROAT
and
skilitully Heated. Also

Respectfully tenders thanks

in

Hull

new,
all the modern

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

CHRONIC

Ki.Oppo.itr Pnigaui

Four Houses troin Congress Street,

nly

augz*

boys but deliver the milk in
CYRUS LOWELL, Agent.
dlw*tf

no

b. ii.

lias the
Orders

cltf

Jaf_

These bonds take the form of a First Mortgage on
Improved Real Estate, and are guaranted principal
and interest by tl o above named Company, which
lias a paid up capital ot Two Million Dollars, our
million of which in kept invested in United

]

vill put your
terfret order.

he

StevcnT

HKllINu

HACIll.Vt: in
JalOdlw

?IO Per Day

made hy energetic salesmen with our
Shods, Call at i-’j Exchange Street, between
f and 10 A. M.,or enclose $1.00 foi
sample, directions,
^ Ec.y to Box 1032 Portland, Maine.
ja20deodtt
\

DAN

THE
MONDAY

PRESS.

MORNING,

JAN. 22,

187!

TIIH PRE89
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei Ar Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeiord, of Phiilsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J.O.Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

CITY A'-NT VICINITY
Hew Advertisement* To IJ iy.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Wilber’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Statement—Portland Gas Light Co.
Flowers and Ribbons—Johnson & Clark.
The Subscriber—Howe & Day.
Kid Gloves—Owen, Moore & Bailey.
Fine Stationery—H. C, Bagley.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Office Hours.
From 8.C0

Sundays

from 9 to 10

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Delivery
a m

a m.

Portland, Me., Jan. 9, 1877.
Arrival and Departure oi mails*
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30

aud 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the

Intermediate

or

West.

Arrive at 5.10 p m.
via Boston and Maine
and 8.20 p m. Close at

Way Mails

Railway. Arrive at 12.20
8.30 a in and 2.30 p m.

Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p ra
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.

Bangor, Mattawamkeag,

and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40
a m,
Close at 6.30 a m.
3.00 p

Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.00
a in and 2.20 n m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
6.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Saturday at 12 m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to Bailing oi steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhcgan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T- R. Arrive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
in.

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the iourth Monday
evening of each month.
MASONIC.
At Masonic Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Blue Lodge-Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters-Greenleaf R. A.C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Monday.

Commanderies

day ; St. Albans,

of K. T.— Portland,
second Thursday.

fourth Mon-

Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Coin-

mandery, Weduesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednes-

day in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

RITES,
Lodge—Yales Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Council P. ot J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.,
third Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S.P. R. SM fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

could see the Press door on the other, and just as
plain as if the lights were turned up. The direct
rays of the light from the Argus stairway fall withiu
about two and a half feet of the
stairway. Bright
nights when the Exchange street doors are open it is

light enough so you can see all the way np stairs.
Cross-examined—That night the light on the
Argus stairway was turned up just the same as
w hen you (Strout) were in there last
night.
John II. Dougher, printer in Press office—That
was a bright
moonlight night.
F. W. Green, printer for defendants—I was not on
duty that night, but called in there about twentyfive minutes to 12, and remained there about an
hour; the entry I noticed was well lighted; the
Argus light was burning brightly; the doors on Exchange street were bolh open; tbo back doors were
Abut; that was a clear, bright night.
Cross-examined—I did not know there was anybody in the elevator-way when I went in or when I
came out; I aid not
go by the elevator when I weut
in, as I went in through the girls* room, but went by

it when I came out.
J. B. Tooey—Residence, Boston. At the time of
the accident I w’as tender of bar and billiard room at
the St. Julian Hotel; I saw plaintift there that
Right; could not state about his condition; can’t
remember whether he was at the pool table; I recollect of seeing Mr. Swett there; slightly remember of
seeing Mr. Dow there; they were playing a “wet
game”; don’t know who drank.
Cross-examined—One hundred to one hundred and
fifty were there in course of the evening, I should
think. My recollection is plaintiff came there after
ten o’clock.
G. A. Dow, harness maker—I saw the plaintift
the night before I read of the accident at the St.
Julian Hotel, playing pool; Swett and Tooey were

there;

we

tiff did.

played

a

“wet

game”; I left before

plain-

should say plaintift, when I lelt, bad been
drinking pretty strong; should say he and I were
there together three-quarters of an hour, might have
been an hour.
Cross examined—I don’t remember being with him
there any other time for a week before; I should
judge he came in about 11 o’clock; I cant’t swear I
saw plaintiff’take anvthinp'. hut t.hp.v all rlrank- tn.
gether; I saw an account of the accident in the next
I

morning’s ^rgus.
G. W. Swett.—I remember of being at the St. Julian in the fall of *75 with this gentleman sitting
here (plaintiff) and another fellow who just testified
(Dow); can’t remember what night it was; we were
playing pool ana drinking; some drank beer and
some whiskey; plaintiff drank with the rest of
us;
he played with us; think I went there beioie he
did,
but not certain.

Cross-Examination.-1 can’t remember what night
it was; I never saw plaintiff there more than one
night to my knowledge; I can’t tell where I stopped
that night; sometimes I get a little “started;” I
hadn’t been at that house for some time before.
C. A. Sloman, compositor in Press office. I heard
the conversation between Colley and plaintiff* at
time of accident; plaintiff stated he didn’t remember of coming down stairs; because of that remark
I went up on the Argus floor to see how the elevator
was, and I found it on a level with that floor, so that
he could not have fallen from
there; that was a very
pleasant night, a clear moon.
C. W. Hanson, policeman. 1 remember of seeiug
plaintiff the night of his injury at Atwood’s saloon;
I was eating oysters with officer
Huston; plaintiff*
came in there: I asked him about liis saloon: he said
he had got it about fitted up and was going to open
to-morrow. I noticed something about him peculiar,
so much so that I and Houston
spoke about it; I
thought he had been drinking.
Cross-Examination.—I don’t swear he had been
drinking anything, but that is my impression: he
acted that way; if I was going to swear either way I
should swear he was intoxicated.
In answer to a question by Mr. Strout whether he
would swear that Parker was intoxicated he replied
that he would.
L. H. Cobb recalled. There appeared an account
of this accident in the next
morning’s Press and the
next evening’s Advertiser, but there was none in the
Argus till Monday morning.
C. A. Sloman recalled. I measured distance from
the edge of the elevator to the door-way and found
it 6 feet; to the middle of the door was
feet.
A. Houston, policeman. I was at Atwood’s eating
clams with officer Hanson between 10 and 11 o’clock
the night plaintiff was injured; plaintiff came in
ami went in to conversation with Hanson, telling
about his new place of business; I called him a.
drunken man; Hanson and I conversed about it afcer
he left.
jxuuus, manuiaecurer oi wines ana cider. I
in my store, behind my desk
writing, on the
night of the injury, and plaintiff came in there and

——————

Brief Jolting*.

The regular Monday evening lecture in the
Mechanics’ course is postponed this week.
Officer Miles and Hanson closed several open
Revenue cutler J. C. Dobbin, for Baltimore,
put into this harbor Saturday.
The

Haverly minstrels
Monday evening.

next

The second mate of

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Hall, No. 100
Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, fiist and third Monday in each

month.

Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Carans No
L 3 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening; No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday Evening.

Bos worth Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics* Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.

Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Printer’s Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
street. Open day and evening.
Business meeting
every Monday evening at 7$ o’clock.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Corner
Congress and Casco Streets. Every evening.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.
Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Mondav in each month. Delivery
of books, 2 to G, 7 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Library Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streetB, at o’clock.
Portland Institute and Public Library—
In City Building. Open and free to all from 10 to
1 and 7 to 9.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday
evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings, at
their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union—Corner
Congress and Browm streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Sovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 2
meets every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at7£
o’clock.
Portland Fraternity-No. 4J Free St. Block.

Every evening.

Independent Order of Good Templars—
Arcana. Monday; Mission, Wednesday, Williams*
Block, Congress street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons
of Temperance Hall, Congress Hall; Iron Clad
Thursday, at West End.
Portland Society of Natural History—
Atthei< library room, City Hall, on the first and
third Monday evenings ot each month.

Nnpreme Judicial Court.
before

judge

virgin.

room, recalled—Mr. Foster of the Press was the
person I notified as to the danger before the iujury.
The danger I referred to was in Thurston’s employes
"'"“B---------

--

was

taken to
saw

had fallen down the eledid not see the man’s face; man

a man

job office; there i9 but very
job office. After the plaintiff
the carriage I returned to the editorial
the accident:
called me to examine

Mr. Pullen and talked about

room;
Mr. Pullen went out and

soon

Light on the Argus stairway was
burning brightly. I could see objects very distinctly.
The rays of the Argus stairway light came nearly to
the head of the stairway at the main entrance. I
noticed the gate to the elevator was mostly closed;
the hall-way.

there

of

foot or two*
lighted and

aperture
the composing room were
lights
light was coming into the entry irorn that room
through the different windows, and from the editorial
room through the closet window, opposite the elevator. It was a bright moonlight night. The Exchange street doors at the foot of the stairs were
open. The moon shone in on the stairway and its
light was diffused through the entry. I could see
the slats of the gate, not the scratches or marks, but
could recognize it as a gate as well as in broad daylight.
Last night I tested the condition of the entry with
the lights over the compositors’ stands turned down,
and also with all the lights turned down; I could s^o
the door of the Press office from the foot ot the
Argus stairs with perfect distinctness.
Cross-examined—I should judge the width of the
stairway from Exchange street was five feet; no
window in the stairway, except the one over the
doors. No doubt 1 was out the first part of the
evening of the accident; do not recollect whether I
turned down .my gas then. Our orders are to turn
dowu the gas when out of the room, but we sometimes forget to do so; that is the theory, but not
always the practice. It is my custom to remain in
the office after 10 o’clock, but I can’t swear what I
I have no recollection of
was doing that night.
seeing the Argus gaslight in the stairway when It
gave a dim light.
F. L. Colley, printer, in the employ of defendants—
The first I knew of the accident a man came and
said a man was in the elevator; I went down; I
asked plaintiff how he came there. He said, “I
went up in the Argus office to see Mel.; when I came
out I opened the door and walked right oft, and that
is the last thing 1 can remember.” I says “Don’t
you remember coming down a flight of stairs.” He
^ajs “No.” I asked him where he was hurt. He
says “on the back.” I asked him where he lived;
he told me; 1 asked him if ho wanted a drink of
water; he said he did; I was as near him as I
could get without touching him; I could smell his
breath; could not tell what kind ot liquor it was;
that was a bright moonlight night; on going to the
hall-way 1 found it light. I examined the hall-way
last night with the lights in the composing every one
turned down. From the further end of the entry 1

The

might

have been

in

an

elevator-way.
C. E. Adams, son of C. H. Adams, deceased, who
formerly kept the Adams House. Geo. W. Swett of
Windham stops at our house most of the time when
in the city; we had a running accouut with him in
1875. I am acquanted wilh his hand-writing. On
the register under date of Sept. 8, 1875 I find his
signature. The registure is put in, The name of
Geo. W. Swett does not appear under date of Sept.
17, 1875.
G. E. Pennell. I have examined all the hotel
registers in the city. I do not find the name of Geo.
W. Swett on any of them Sept. 17, 1875, nor under
any date for two weeks prior to that time with the
exception of the Adams house register.
Evidence closed.
Arguments to be submitted this A. M.
A. A. Strout—S.'C. Andrews for plaintiff.
T. B. Reed for defendants.

JANUARY

a

Superior Court.
TERM, 1877, 8YMONDS, J.

CRIMINAL

PRESIDING.

Saturday.—In the case of State vs. W. S. Maims
the jury went out at about 4 o’clock and remained
until midnight, when they were unable to agree, and
were discharged.
It is understood that they stood

B.

D.

Verrill for defendant.

Municipal Court.
BEFOHE^JUDGE KNIGHT.
Friday.—William Ludkins. Assault and battery.
Fined $10 and costs, and ordered to recognize to
State with sureties in the sum of $100 to keep the
peace three months. Committed.
Saturday.—Edward Gorman. Common drunkxuiriy uays.

was found between the rails badly mangled
and life extinct. It is thought that ho slipped
in going from one car to the other and was run

His wife was on the train. He was about
30 years of age and leaves a wife and two children. He resided on Cumberland street, where
his body will he carried to-day.
John E. Willis, a deputy sheriff of Gorham,
N. H., was instantly killed at West Milan Saturday afternoon. He attempted to jump upon
a freight train and was caught aud drawn
unover.

Election

of

instantly

killed.

Officers —At

the ship Circassian, rethe New Jersey coast,

It

said that John L. Barker and Mr. Severus of the United States
hotel] are to succeed
Mr. Frans Foss at the Park House soon.
A young man named Dunn was hauled
up
yesterday by officers Hanson and Miles, for
is

fast driving.

Messrs. Davis & Co, of Toronto, are
making
arrangements to ship ten refrigerator cars of
beef per week to this city.
A barrel of ashes fell from a sled
upon a little son of Nebemiah Curtis
Saturday morning,
and broke his ankle.
Howard Thomas had his horse and
sleigh
s.olen on India street Saturday
but it

evening,

subsequently recovered by the police.
A horse belonging to Randall & McAllister
went off their wharf
Saturday, but struck upon
a mud scow in the dock and was
rescued but
was

little injured.
The horses attached to one of Davis’s hacks
run away, overturning the carriage near the
head of Preble street, Saturday, but inflicting
but little damage.
There was a very large and interesed audience at Allen Mission last evening.
This evening there will be a gospel temperance meeting
to be addressed by J. It. McKelvey and others.
The public are invited.
Holders of tickets to the concert of the Weber

Quintette,

at the West Chanel this evening will
find free conveyances in waiting at the western
terminus of the Congress street car route before
the concert, and at the chapel after its close.
Miss Campbell did not have a large house at
her benefit Saturday afternoon and in the

evening she

did not raise tho curtain. Benefits
are sort of played out.
The fourth class in chemistry at the High
School have been studying breadmaking the
past week. Saturday morning they carried

large loaves of nice looking bread to school

as a

result of the experimenting.
The coroner’s jury held an

inquest at Bethel
regard to the recent accident on the
Grand Trunk at Gilead, by which N. B. Mitchell was killed, and returned a verdict that no

Friday,

in

to blame.
A snow slide from Brown’s

one was

block, smashed
Schlotteibeck’s sign, Saturday. A lady passing

tte sidewalk was thrown upon her face
on the sidewalk
and badly bruised. She was
taken up nearly insensible and carried into Mr.
Schlotterbeck’s and resuscitated.
on

Slate Board of Health.
In the hearing before our Legislature for the
establishment ofja state board of health, Dr.
French read the following forcible letter from

Judge Shepley:

Portland, Dec. 29,187(5.
Messrs. Geo. F. French, M. D., A. K. P. Meserve, M. D., O. A. Horr, M. D., committee
of the Maine Medical Association,
Gentlemen,—I have carefully examined the
proposed act to establish a state board of
health. Both the general features and the details of the bill meet with my entire approval.
The promotion of the common welfare is, in
the Constitution of Maine, one of the declared
purposes of the formation of a free and independent state. It would seem therefore that
among the primary subject of legislation should
be such sanitary regulations as tend to protect
the public health and are conducive to the prolongation of human life. But legislation alone
upon the subjects of hygiene, ventilation,drainage, sewerage, contagious diseases, and the
manifold causes and sources of preventable diseases, will not avail much unless euch legisla
tion be supplemented by the executive action
and supervision of some competent and efficient board of health whose duty it shall be to
see. not only that the existing regulations are
CUIU1V/CU,

UUl HISVJ

liU

suglicab

OUUL1

lur-

ther legislation upon these and cognate subI
jects, as the public welfare may require.
most earnestly hone the proposed bill may
meet with the approval of the legislature of
Maine. I sincerely believe that the passage of
this or some similar measure is au imperative

pullic duty.

There is but one clause in the bill to which I
would subject an amendment, that in the pro
vision in the fifth section depriving the members of the board of any compensation for their
The board should be composed of
semces.
men whose services would be of almost
inestivalue
to the state; I see no reason why
mable
the state any more than au individual, should
wish to avail itself of the time, labors, and scientific attainments of such men, in the prevention and cure of diseases without paying a
reasonable compensation.
Heartily sympathizing with you in your philanthropic labors for the commou welfare of our
beloved state, I am most respectfully yours,
G. F. Shepley.
Educational.
The Committee on Education will meet at
Hallowell, Feb. 2d and 3d, Friday and Saturday.
Friday will be occup'ed in visiting the
schools of Hallowell. Ou Friday evening Mr.
Burr of the Hallowell classical school, will
read a paper on “School examinations and promotions. A discussion will follow by Messrs.
Woodbury of FarmiDgton. Jordan of Lewiston,
Corthell of Calais, Wilson of Hallowell, and
Files of Augusta. The special points fi r discussion will be “Moral effects of the marking
system,” “Should the grading of the pupils
depend entirely, on written monthly or term
monthly examinations.” “Should a minimum
grade be rigidly adhered to in promoting pu-

pils.”
Saturday morning

report

a

on

spelling

re-

committed at the last meeting, will be presented. A report will be made on the examination and grading of the schools in Hallowell.
Base

Ball.—Several
important changes
hare been made in the game of base ball by
the natioual league, they having resumed the
lively for the dead ball. This is to be made by
authorized firm—and to come In a sealed
box, to be broken by the umpire on the field.
Other important changes in the rules are;
The home club in all cases goes first to the bat.
A player not going to bat a minute after being
called by the umpire is declared out, as also
when he runs to the first base inside the foul
an

line. When a runner is struck by a hit ball ho
is out The object of this last would seem to
he to allow every advantage to the “out”, and
it is further decreed that the runner must go
around and back of a fielder who obstructs his
a

ball.

Temperance.—The

Reform

Club

held a
very interesting meeting last evening in Mechanics’Hall, which was crowded fo its utmost
capacity. Enthusiastic remarks were made by
Messrs, Babson and Hyer and fifteen members
of the club, and a number of ladies, alter which
the pledge was presented by the President, S.
F. Pearson, and thirteen sianatures was nli-

Temperance Independent Union held a
very large and successful meeting at the Preble Chapel last evening. Earnest and effective
remarks were made by members of the Union,
The

also by several of our most influential citizens.
The pledge was presented and thirty signatures
obtained.
M. Ii. A. Coukse.—The next entertainment
in this course will he given Wednesday evening, when the Barnabee Concert Company consisting of Mrs. H. E. Carter, soprano; Miss

Holbrook, contralto; Mr. J, C. Col
lins, tenor; Mr. H. C. Barnabee, basso; Mr. It.
Shuebrnk, cornet soloist, and Mr. Howard M.
Dow, pianist, will give a grand conceit. This
is one of the best musical combinations now

Anna C.

travelling,

and a

delightful

concert may be ex-

pected.
the

aunual

meeting of the Knightville Temperance Iteform
Club, the following officers were elected:
President—Charles A. Maxwell.
Vice Presidents—David Gibson, John K.
Short, Devi Seavey.
Secretary—Fred S. Bozzell.
Financial Secretary—Wm. Sinnett.
Treasurer—Daniel Brewer.
Chaplain—Bev. B. F. Pritchard.
Sergeant-at-Arms—E. L. Littlefield.
Trustees—Wm. Sinnett, Ira F. Tibbetts, E.
L. Littlefield.
This club holds public meetings every Sunday at 2.30 p. m., and also Tuesday evening at

7.15.
Acknowledgment.—The Woman’s Temperance Society returns it thanks to the following
for favors in the way of supplies to the
coffee house aul donations of money to that aud
the soup fund: Wm. Allen, Portland Star

parties

Match Co., Clark Barker, Shaw Hammond &
Carney, Elias Thomas & Co., S. Bounds &
Son, Jackson & Eaton, Smith, Gage & Co., I.
B. Smith of Boston, J. D. Browne of Hartford>

Loring, C. F. Libby, Chas. A. Browne'
S. E. Spring, Wm. Sawyer, Chas. McLanghlin’
Geo. W. Moulton of Falmouth, Dirwanger.
Prentiss

Woodford’s Corner.—This village is fast
growing and every week some new industry is
added.
Dr. C. W. Foster has taken the drug
store of Dr. Stone, and H. II. Tukey sees
dentist is needed aud he has accordingly
opened an office. L. S. Perry has started a job
printing offioe to do the village printing. Armiugton & Bailey have opened a shop where they

that

Hall

tained

Two Men Killed on ibe Grand Trunk.
Mr. Woodbury B. Jackson of this city, a
brakeman on the Grand Trunk, was run over
and killed near Oxford, Saturday afternoon.
He was missed from the top of the car by the
second brakeman, and on going back bis body

der the cars and

at Music

cently shipwrecked on
shipped in this city for Europe Saturday.

path to capture

Libby, Co. Attorney.

the ele-

taken up into the
little clear space in the
was

The court said it was cumulative but if question
pressed he should admit it.
Mr. Strout concluded to withdraw the question.
D. G. Parker, plaintiff, recalled. I swear to it
that I did not go to St. Julian hotel that evening.
I was there before that time, and played pool, but
don’t recollect of ever seeing Swett and Dow there.
I was not there for three or four days before my
iujury, might possibly have been there Monday
before the injnry occurred Friday.
I heard Mams’ testimony. At the time I was at
his store I was not intoxicated “no-sir-eo,” I don’t
remember of Colley speaking to me any thing about
the injury; do not know 1 ever saw him before. I
did not undo any gate when 1 went off unto the
was

uiu.

to

L. H. Cobh, night editor of the Press—About 12
o’clock I heard groans. About ten minutes aftervator; went down;

objected.

—

leaving tlie gates and doors

wards I heard that

talked with me; he had the appearance of being
somewhat intoxicated; most of his talk was in regard to my filling an order for him the next day; I
am no judge of the
degree of intoxication; he had
the appearance of being intoxicated by his movements and conversation, some repetitions in his talk.
Perhaps he may have oeen there 10 to 15 minutes.
Defence put in Argus of Sept. 18, 1875, containing
this notice:—“Dwight is going to open his saloon tonight and the boys will be there sure.’
Rebutting.
J. Hicks, policeman. I met plaintiff in door-way
of Atwood’s saloon the evening of accident I
says
“hullo Parker.” He says “hullo.” I says “when
are you going to open.” He
says “to-morrow night.”
Mr. Strout asked witness whether at that time
plaintiff was intoxicated or sober.
Mr. Reed

six to six.

Saturday.—Dwight G. Parker vs. Portland Pubishing Comp my. To recover compensation for injuries received in tailing down the elevator-way in
“Piinters’ Exchange,” September 17th, 1875. Ad
damnum $25,000.
George H. Lefavor, foreman of Press composing

suppers and
vator open.

was

are

a

propose to manufacture by jig sawing, all kinds
of useful and ornamental articles.

which will cover ail the loss he sustained.
Chchcii Dedication.—The new Methodist
church edifice at Duck 1’oDd was dedicated last
Thursday afternoon. Tho sermon was preached by Bev. I. Luce.
Rev. B. Russell offered
tho dedicating prayer.

The services were very
interesting throughout. In the evening Rev.
H. W. Bolton of Lewiston delivered a very in-

teresting

lecture to a

large audience. Thursday

morning Rev. Mr. Luce preached an excellent
sermon as did Rev. Mr. Russell in the afternoon.

Steamek Notes.—The Allau mail steamer
Polynesian, Capt. Brown, sailed Saturday afternoon at 2 30, taking 15 cabin and 20 steerage
passengers. Manager Hickson of the Grand
Trunk was among the cabin passengers.
The Prussian, Capt. ltitchi e, is due here to-

day.
The Death Rate. —The number of deaths
in this city the past week was lfi, from the fellowing causes:—Consumption 3, cancer 1, disease of the brain 2, old age 2, pneumonia 1,
drowned 2, scarlet fever 2, of kidneys 2, bowels
I. The week before the number was 13.

nt

Free

Street
FKANKLIN COUNTY

Rev. Mr. Inglis, the Evangeli st, held his
first service in this city at Free street church
yesterday afternoon. Some time before the
service began the church was filled and at the
opening every inch of available space was filled, while many were turned away for want of
room. The space usually occupied by the pastor was devoted to the large choir of 100 persons under the direction ot Mr. W. L. Fitch.
The pulpit was carried several feet in front of

position and every possible place for a
seat was occupied.
Rev. Mr. Inglis, who has previously labored
witli Moody and Saukey, is an EDglish gentleHe is of midman of very pleasing address.
dle statue w ith a full beard upon a rather pleasant face.
He spoke with perfect ease and his

at

The present term of the State Normal School

iarmington,

at times rapid, is always very
distinct. He talks with his hands as well as
with his touguc and liis gestures are as forcible
as his language.
He is alive to bis work and
is no doubt a very powerful revivalist.

delivery, though

The service opened with a hymu by the
choir, after which Rev. Mr. McWhinnie of
Free street church offered a fervent prayer for
the success of the work about to be undertaken. Without any preliminary remarks as
an introduction, Rev. Mr. Inglis arose and read
a portion of
the nineteenth chapter of St.
Luke.
His theme was “Immediate Salvation.’’ His leading idea was that salvation
should be attained first and we should work

an

PYhnrt.iAf.inn

fur ainnnri

fn

nnmn

SERVICES.

As early as 6.30 o’clock last evening Free
street church was packed with persons and the
committee hiving charge of the meeting were

obliged

to refuse further admittance.
Those
who arrived after that hour were iuformed that
Capt. Dutton was holding an overflow meeting
(a revival expression) at Union Hall.
Not-

withstanding this notice so great was tho desire to hear liev. Mr. Inglis that many were
satisfied oven to stand in the entry rather than
not hear at all.
At 7 o’clock promptly Mr. Inglis appeared
in the pulpit in front of the large choir and
simply announced the number of the hymn to
be sung. The choir sang with fine effect “To
the Work.” The pastor then read the third
chapter of the first epistle of St. John.
Mr.
Inglis then offered a very earnest prayer for
the conversion of sinners and the success of
the wotk begun.
Another hyrnff was then
sung and Mr. Inglis arose and announced his
text as found in St. John 8, 16: “For God so
loved the world that He gave His only begotten
Son that whosoever believeth in Him should
not perish but have everlasting life.”
He announced the points of his discourse:
1st, God
loves; 2d, God gives; 31, man believes; 4th,
man has hope.
From these heads the preacher
argued that God so loved this world that He
gave his only begotten son, whereupon man be.

lieves and is saved. His discourse was a stroDg
appeal to the feelings of the audience to “take
God at his word,” as he expressed it, and accept the offers made iu the Bible.
He introduced many anecdotes in his discourse to illustrate the several points.
The discourse was

well received aud will no doubt have the desired effect.
At the close of the service a deeply interesting prayer meeting was held in the vestry and
several persons called upon Mr. Inglis in the

enquiry room.
Ibis afternoon and to-morrow Mr. Inglis
will give Bible readings at this church, from 3
to 4 o’clock, and he will preach at
7£ o’clock
at the same place Monday and Tuesday even-

church.

Rev. Mr. Hixcks’ Discourse Yesterday.
—The announcement that Rev. E. Y. Hincks
would deliver a commemorative sermon upon
the late Chief Justice Shepiey drew a large
congregation at State street church yesterday
After giving a sketch of Judge
morning.
Shepley’s life, such as has in substance already
appeared iu the Press, the preacher wen 1 on
to describe his character and estimate his use-

said,

an

intensely

ethical

character, possessing a marked hatred of evil
and glowing love of the righteousnees of God.
These

nobler elements of Puritan manhood
were not marred by acerbity or asceticism.
Intense conviction was made winning by tenderness of feeling and kindness of manner.
There was sympathy with youth and power of
gaining its confidence and regard. One carrying such mental and moral endowments into
public station must have beau very useful.
The example of honorable and unselfish service which his career afforded to young men
was of greatjvalue.
His judicial services can
A most accomhardly bs over-estimated.
plished lawyer and a man of lofty character,
ho strengthened public regard for law by his
loDg service upon the bench.
The highest usefulness of this life lay iu the
service which it rendered to the church of
Christ. Judge Shepley’s true wisdom led him
to take a practical view of religion, and his

piety

led him freely to devote his gifts to his
Master’s cause, He was one of the original
members of the State street church and a most

efficient promoter of its activity and purity.
His attendance upon its week day as well as
its Sabbath services when his health permitted,
was a fact as fixed as the daily revolution of
the earth. He was heartily identified with the
work of the church at home and abroad; an

advocate of temperance reform, a cordial friend
and. active assistant of the Christian edneatioual institutions of Maine. So this eminent citizen, patiently, humbly and thoroughly served
his Master in the church.
We feel today the
power of his example drawing us on to lives of

consecration.
Neighbor Jackwood.—This evening the interesting New England drama “Neighbor
Jackwood” will be brought out at Grand Army
hall by an excellent company of amateurs.
The play has been carefully rehearsed and will
he pat on the stage iu excellent manner.
The
scenery has been painted expressly for this
piece by Mr. Richards, and the stage effects
are provided by Mr. Page.
The company give
their service?, playing for charitable objects
and they should at least be greeted with fall
houses. This evening the company will play
for the benefit of the Maine General Hospital,
Tuesday evening for the benefit of the coffee

house, Wednesday evening for the Female Orphan Asylum, and Thursday evening for Boswoith Post, G. A. R. Entertainments will also
be given Sa’urday afternoon and evening.
Gorham.—The fourth entertainment in the
Gorham course, consisting of an instrumental
and vocal concert under the direction o£ the
Gorham cornet band, came off Friday
and proved highly entertaining to the

last week’s

as

shipment.

Business Changes.—The following

cent business

changes

in the state:

Jonesport—W. Rumery, gen. store, admit
Rumery; now \V Rumery & Co.
Paris—H. G. Brown &Co., furniture; dis.
1 ortland—Davis &
Bartland, r. boots and

evening
large au-

ject—“The Centennial,” Friday evening Jan.
2Gtl, if fair weather. Should Friday evening
be stormy the lecture will be the Tuesday evening following.
Grand

Trunk will sell tickets to Yarmouth and return
for fare one way, to persons attending Cumberland Conference, Jan. 23 and 21, from the fol-

shoes, new—Augustus T. Davis and C harles P
Hartland.

Searsport— L. Curtis, Jr., drugs;

sold out.

oc"i_

TOE PORTLAND

Navigation

School

and

thorough knowledge

a

of

practical Navigation.

“A

Drowning Man Will

Caleb

at

Ii he catch it, it will do him no good. Thousands of people, who have neglected colds and
coughs until they have become dangerous, will
rush to almost every nostrum for relief. This
is why so many experiments are tried by the
sufferers. Go to your Druggist, buy a bottle of
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, and use
it with confidence. It will benefit at once and
ultimately cure. It is no straw, it is a cable
well-tried, bold on to it and be saved..
50 cents and SI a bottle. Sold by all drug-

The best Pianos, for the least money, ever offered
to
the citicens of Maine.

McPkail’s Gold Medal,

Square & Upright,

EveryDollar'sworth

THE

gists.

jan22eod&wlw.

Periodicals.—Harper’s for February is received and for sale by the following newsdealers:
Wentworth’s, No. 553 Congress street, corner of
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Also at the newspaper and periodical depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the book, periodical and
newspaper establishments ot C. R. Chisholm & Bro„ in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.
Harper’s

Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall, aud D. Wentworth, 553Congress, corner of Oak street.

publication is

use

them.

IN

There is no doubt but the present condition of all
kinds of business and industry is fearfully depressed,
and It behooves every family to look carefully to
their expenses. Winter is coming on when children
are liable to Croup, Whooping Cough, etc.
Coughs
and Colds will prevail everywhere, and Consumption
with other throat and lung diseases, will carry oil
many.—These diseases should not be neglected.
Doctor’s bills are expensive, and we would advise
our people to use Boschee’s German
Syrup, It
never has failed. One bottle at 75 cents will
keep your
whole family well during the winter, Two doses will
relieve any case. Sold in all towns in the United''
States, and by vour Druggist
se20

Saturday afternoon,

at the office of W. H. Anderson.
The reports of the President and
Treasurer were read and accepted. From them
we learn that the liabilities of the association
are about $8,000,
The election of officers was

Personal.

George E. B. Jackson, Sullivan C. Andrews,
and William E. Gould have been appointed appraisers of the estate of the late Hon. F. O. J.
Smith.
Severe Accident.—Dr. Hutchinson slipped
on a door step ou Slate street
Friday afternoon
and was severely injured. He was taken home
and will cot be out for several days.

Overcoats,

er

Black Plain Beavall Wool for $10.00.

or

We never sold them less ’than
$1-1.00, The cloth cost $10-13. To
sec them will do you good.

Heavy Black Beaver Ulsters

Styles to

suit all.
Prices the lowest possible, consistent with the best Material and Workmanship.

partnership heretofore existing between
under the firm
THE
ot HOWLAND & DEMOND, is tbis

RICHARDSON.
The ‘largest assortment of first-class iustruments
in the Stite.

Warerooms,

us

~

notice]

LESS THAN

YOU

CAN BUY THE CLOTH.

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,
Now 233 Middle

St.,

Copartnership Notice.
FULLER is admitted to an interest in
business on and alter Jan, 1st,
1S77,
firm name of

AG.my

under tbe

AUG, P. FULLER & CO.
The new firm will continue the business of manufacturers of Varnishes aud Japans, and dealers in
Lubiicating and Wool Oils.
AUG. P FULLER.
Portland, Jan. 1 1877
ja3dlm
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills.—These deservedly celebrated and popular medicinas have effected a revolutiou
in the healing art, and proved the fallacy ot several
maxims

which have for many years obstructed the

The false supposition
progress of medical science.
that “Consumption is incurable” deterred physicians
from attempting to find remedies for that disease,
and j^tients afflicted with it reconciled themselves to
death without making an effort to escape from a
doom which they supposed to be unavoidable. It is

proved, however, that Consumption can be
cured, and that it has been cured in a very great
number of cases (somes of them apparently desperate ones) by Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in
now

other cases by the same medicino in connection with
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills, one
or both, according to tbe requirements of tbe case.
Dr. Scbenck himself, who enjoyed uninterrupted
good health for more than forty years, was supposed,
at one time to be at ths very gate of death, his physicians having pronounced his case hopeless, and
abandoned him to his fate, He was cured by tbe
aforesaid medicines, and, since his recovery, many
thousands similarly affected have used Dr. Schenck’s
preparations with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompany each, making it not absomteiy necessary

to

personally

see ur. scnencK un-

less patients wish

their lungs examined, and for this
purpose he is professiodally at his principal office,
Coiner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday,where all letters tor advice must be addressed. Schenck’s medicines are sold by all druggists,
deod&wlm
jal

Real

Joseph Kids,

At 50 ct§. per

pair.

We have just purchased at a great
sacrifice from the Importers their whole
stock of One Button Joseph Gloves and
offer them to our customers at the above
remarkably low price.
The assortment Includes all sizes from
5 3-4 to 8, in Blacks, Colors for Street,
Operas and White for Evening Wear.
Every one should examine this lot as the
Goods are all fresh and desirable, and
are one of the best bargains in Gloves we
have ever been able to offer.

Moore & Bailey.
Owen,
ja22

French Flowers and Ribbons at
Cost.
All

our

One

lot Gloves, E50 cents, inelnding
Trefousse Gloves in small sizes.

Trimmed Hats ior
hall value.

No. 7
jan22

Fine

Clapp’s Block, Congress

St.

give

can

CREAM !
Hands

uni

OPP.

and

HINDS, Proprietor,

de23

POItTLANO,

Face,

Apothecary,
dlmis

ME.

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

or

Tar

or

Solution,

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Forest Tar

Troches,

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Sore

Forest Tar Salve,
Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
or

and for Piles.

Forest Tar Soap,
Rheum, Skin Diseases,
Chapped Hands,
or

Salt
the Toilet and Bath.

Forest Tar Inhalers,
Catarrh, Consumption,
Inhaling
or

Asthma.

for

a

a

F5r*t-

S,
St.,
dim

is ready to furnish Sleighing Parties at shortest
notice and lowest prices; any turn out irom a nice
single team to six in hand, A 1. Call and see him.

dtf

are

Notice.
hereby cautioned against harbor-

of tbe crew of the British
“Tidal Wave.” from Marseilles via Sandy
Hook, as no debts of their contracting will be paid
or

CO.,

Amount of Capital Stock paid in.$349,250,00
Capital invested in Real Estate, Fixtures
upon it and Machinery, valued at. 236,1C3 74
Owing by the Company, about....
11,100.Q0
Lasi valuation of Real Estate and taxable
propei ty of the Corporation, as fixed by
the Assessors. 335,001.00
J. T. McCOBB, Treasurer.
State of Maine, Cumberland County, Jau. 7, 1877.
Sworn to before me.

Elastic

Stockings,
Supporters,

TRUSSES/TRUSSES
The aboye

the best Manufacturers and
in the Country.

from

are

VIRUS

!T*FAeCINE

hand-iO

Whittemore’s

constantly

on

Patent

Elastic

Cratch

auv

by Captain or Consignee.
L. A. HALCROW, Master.
jan2tfd3t*

Laundry Soap-

-

Williams, Watson & Co.,
195 COMMERCIAL

Cor.

C.

janl

FRYE,

& Franklin

Congress

bave

con-

CHOICE YEKMONT BUTTER.

Commercial Street.
HOWH cfc DAY.

138

janza

dlw*

1»J

A full line of Ladies’ Hand-sewed
Kid of the finest quality, especially
der leet, at

PORTLAND, ME.

Sts.,
eodlf

~

For Sale by Grocers

generally.
dtr

de9

GOLD ID SILVER WATCHES
At Half Value to Pay Advances.
We have

on

hand about

500 Gold and Silver Stem and

Key
Winding Watches Gold Chains,&c,
FOR

—

we

have

’

A B RAM S

PRINCIPAL

LOAN OFFICE.

9 Market Square, Opposite U. S. Hotel,
®^UUJ(3 BALLS.

dc16dtjalteod

MUSIC!
A Roll Manic Folio given to persons baying Sheet music to the amount of 91.00,
retail p»iee.
A fine music Binding Folio given to
persons buying Sheet music to the ameunt
of 93.00 retail, price, by

K.

HAWES,

177 Middle Street.
PIANOS

AND

ORGANS

great Inducement offered for cash,

or

sold

instal-

on

ments.

110 Violins, lOOO Harmonicas
large Stock of Musical Instruments bought
Bankrupt Stock selling very cheap. Call and
get bargains, at
jan31 177 mi DOLE STREET, deodly*
and a
from a

FOB

—

1877.

1877.
_

Rubbers.
93.00

MEN'S HEAVY BOOTS

COjIL.

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

MEN'S LIGHT BOOTS
MEN’S OVi B SHOES
LAUIE8’ IMT. SANDALS
LADIES’ CRO. SANDALS
BOYS’ ROOTS
MISSES’ IMT. SANDAI.S

3.00

.03
.AS

.43

a.-JS
.33

....

Also (to arrive)

Embroidered

FOR SALE AT

BY

230

a

fine lot of Men and Women’s

Over

Canandian

Shoes:

ST.

MIDDLE

„,
dtf

—

Randall

McAllister,

&

COMMERCIAL,

ST.
diatf

For Comfort, Elegance and
■I. C. Brunell A- Barnard’,

.u

The French Last

peri or grade

Boots in French
adapted to ten-

IEAVIW & DAVIS

North American Flower

Block.

THE PREMIUM

WOOD FI1P !

The best and cheapest out door pump in the
market. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a
circular.

KENDALL &

If

WHITNEY,

Agent*. Portland, Hie.

dtf

your Sewing Machine troubles you, call

Fred

L.

on

Stevens,

113 MIDDLE STREET,
a

WINDOW

few

block,

of Po.t Office.

tail

BIG BONANZA.
Convex

instructions
Painting
Glass from Photographs in Oil Colors by
COMPLETE
to
address
receipt ol $1.00.
for

on

a

method, sent
ja3dlw

new

on

any

22C

F. L, WATERMAN,
Harrison Ave., Boston, Mass.

Co.,

to contract with a
to do the State Printyear, subject to the
of the Legislature, will give a hearing to
interested therein, at the Senate Chamber,
ESDAlf, January 23.1877, at 12 o’clock M.

approval
a 1
A*wrtieB
ou IL

STREET,

no25d3m

S.

BALLKAD,}

Augusta, Me., Jan. 13,1B77.

AT my

Chairman.

janl5d7t

Horses Wintered.
farm, on bay and grain at S10 per month.

Horses
Suuny yards and running water.
taken and returned,and carriages stored without extra

charge. Apply

uov23dtf

FRED
jttl9

Drapery Work of all kinds
Prices.

at

ouce.

at very

Low

GEO. M. BOS WORTH,
CORNER FREE

AND

wh21

COTTON I1A
dtf

AUBURN FOUNDRY MPANY,
Iron Founders and
NICKEL
(LiceDeedby

the

PLATERS.

United Nickel Co., of New York.)

AUBURN, MAINE.
All Orders will have Prompt Attention,
eod&wly STu&Th
Jau6

HILL A PUINAEY’S
new

store will be at NO. 341 MID-

C. P. MATTOCKS,
31 i Exchange Street.

STEYEUS7-

L.
Sewing Machine Expert.

site loot ol Free s'rect.

Jal9_d3t

NOTICE.
ALL persons

are

hereby

cautioned

against

trust-

ing or harboring any of the crew of Austrian
Bark "Jedauestl Dubrovacke," Mattieoich, Master*
from New York, as no bills ot their contracting will
be paid by Captain or Consignees,
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.
dtf

Jan20

HASKELL SILK

CO.,

Manufacturers of Sewing and Machine Twist.

and

GEO.'

SHADES

DLE STREET, store (ormerly occupied by E. S. Doten & Co., oppo-

He repairs aud adjusts all kinds,
dlw
jal9

dtf

would respectfully invite public attention to tbeir
fine display ot FLOIVBKS and PLANTS,
which will be kept constantly on hand and made up
by the well-knowti Florist, JOHN BELL, of
Portland, who will give his special attention to all
orders for Funeral Mowers, Boquets or Floral Decorations.

Your patronage ia respectfully solicited.

Special inducements in prices and styles.

—ANI>—

pkebl’eLdavis,T’ } LEAVITT & DAVIS

WIDER

—

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.

specialty. Sold by

a

AT

Durability,

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.

aagll

PAPERS

ROOM

—

Committee appointed
Boots! THEsuitable
arty,
parties,
ing
Binding for the ensuing

Congress St., Farrington

(STORE 444 CONGBE8S

wish-

VOMMEKCIAL STREET.

—

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

Ladies’ Fine

STREET,

A cake of this poap will be given to any one
ing to teat it upon application at the Factory,

PALMER’S PRICES

FOB SAI.E BV

MOULTON,

Abo Br:ck Shape Butter front Bangor;
a few more Macnignn and Maas Apulen
at very low prices; Oat Meal. Buckwheat
null lir«ham Flour in lar«e and small
quantities; u few very choice Cheeses
(Clvermore) Cheese for family use; choice
Factory Cheese from different parts of the
State; also choice Brand* of Flour.
HEAD CENIKAL WHARF,

4!>T
y7

CHINESE

C.

Shoulder Braces,

Justice of the Peace.

Subscriber* are ready and
stantly on hand

FEEBLE'SiviI3'

W. ROBINSON,
City Hotel Stables,

ALLingpersons
trusting
Bark

BATTERIES,

or

Sleigh Barge Champion.

dec27

ELECTRIC

JJ7U

LIGHT

For Sale by all Druggists.

J.

Apparatus for Deformities, Dislocations and Fractures,

statement of the condition ot the

A. F.

dtl

advanced money on, and the time
we otter them at lees than
halt the original cost.
Solitare and Cluster Diamond Biage,
Pins, Minds, &c. CALL AND SEE AT

447 CONGRESS ST., Farrington Rlsah.

J VJil AHV 1, isn.

The

510 CONGRESS STREET,
Nearly Opposite Casco St

of

THE PBKBLE.

jan22dlt

CO.,

having expired

Surgical and Dental
INSTRUMENTS,

60

ally found in
Store, at

GAS

&

General Auctioneers & Commission Hereiiants

which

d3t

sep6

Class Book

PORTLAND

or

DOW, LICHTENSTEIN

FOR LADIES AND GENTS WEIR,

ST.,

opposite foot of Free.

—

Paper Hangings

jan'.'2

jan!8dsf

—

341 MIDDLE

Books,

The following is

Hard Skin, Sunburn,
Salt Rheum, Ac*, Ac.

A. S.

call, as we know that we
do you good. Remember the

Stationery,

everything

on

noon and atternoon untd the stock is closed
out, it
Store of E. T. Elden & Co, No. 5 Free St. Block, in
Portland and said County, the following described
personal property, to wit: A Large and Valuable
Stock of Dry and Fancy Goods. The Stock is large
and fresh and contains a full assortment of the moat
desirable Goods in the market. Sold In lots to suit
the public.
Dated at Portland, January 17, 1877.
MATT ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
F. O. Bid ley dc Co., Auctioneers*

de27

Blank

bo

on

place,

School Books,

an<l

sundry writs, and will
ATTACHED
sold at
public auction, commencing

THUKSDAY, the 25tb, day of January, A. D. 18T7.
at 2$ o’clock in the afternoon and continuing fore*

Lowest Market Rates,

STATEMENT.

Chapped

vur

us a

dlw

4=02 Congress

HONEY & ALMOND

Rough

9I1UII IIIUVV

tlUU

cganl stock ot Gent’s Furnishing
Goods on Monday, the 33d, trocn
our present quarters to onr
new,
where we shall be pleased to see
all onr old friends and patrons
and be happy to make the acof new ones.
quaintance
We
shall continue to keep a full stock
ot the latesi styles anil finest qual>
•ties, and shall not be undersold
by any onr If you are in want of
auything in our line don’t fail to

one-

JOHNSON & CLARK,

STATE OF MAINE, I
j
Cumberland, ss.

by

to

GEO.
large

our

SHERIFF’S SALE.

THE BEST IN TOE WORLD.

unforeseen circumstances we shall be obliged to vacate our store on Congress St., bat
bave leased ibe large and commodious store at 241 MIDDLE

Owing

AT POST.
For the next thirty days wc will offer
stock of

ROODS.

This Soap is manufactured by a new Patent procea*

dtf

Flowers & Ribbons

—

dtf

REMOVAL.

Importers

H. C. BAG LEY

HIND’s

For

AGENT.

KID GLOVES ! H1LL&PHINNEY
300 Doz.

OF

—

PORTLAND.

HOUSE.
dtf

Valuable Stock

3 Free Street Block,

BY APRIL 1st UNDER PREBLE
Jal9

janlfldtd

find Fancy Woods, Designs, Saw Blades,
Machines, Hand Frames, and all Material for fine
Scroll Carving, at

wants

FOB

WEDNESDAY, Jan, 24th, at 10 o’clock A.
VI., at our Salesroom, 31 and 37 Exchange St
shall sell 20 New and Elegant Chamber Sets, il
Marble top Library and Extension Tables, Parlor
Suits in variety, Easy Cbairs. Book Cases, Parlor
Desks, Dining Room Cbairs, Sitting Room Chain,
Full Dining Sets of Crockery, Sc., Sc.
we

de9

Amateur Workers

Thurston,
.GENERAL

BROKEN LOTS AND JOB LOTS

AUCTION.

can

one, warm,
nice and comfortable.
Former
price $14 00.

SOLD

Block, Portland.

Jal9

All Interests of C. F. Washburn in tlie
firm of Brown & Washburn ceased July
1, 1876. The business is continued as
heretofore under the firm name of Brown
& Washburn by nte.
A. 1). BROWN.
Portland, Jan. 12, is77.
jan!3dtl

•

3 Free St

Iel6

Everybody

BY

SAMCEL THURSTON, Gen’J Agent.

name

day dissolved by mutual consent.
Debts due to and from the firm will be adjusted by
Dernond Brothers, who will continue the Hardware
business at the old stand.
PARKER HOWLAND,
WM. R. DEMOND.
N.
Gorham,
H., Jan’y 12, 1877.
jal7dlw*

&~HAMLIN,

MASON

Samuel

SIO OO !

NOTICE.

of Boston,

system.

Bine, Brown

copartnership under

firm name of DAVIS & CARl’LAND,
and have taken tbe store No. 2lu Middle street, formerly occupied by Augustus Robinson, for tbe purpose of carrying on tbe retail Boot and Shoe business and would solicit tbe public patronage.
AUGUSTUS 1. DAVIS,
UHOS. P. K. OARXLAND.
jatSdtw

to-morrow at! o’clock at the

Free Lecture.—This evening Prof. Howe
the author of the new system of
grammar, is to give a free lecture upon language at Mechanics’ hall.
This is preliminary to a course of lectures to be given in this

30 shades and kinds to select
front just as good as others sell
for $5.00.

A general clean out desired.
Spend your Dollars where they
will do yon all the most good.

COPARTNERSHIP.
a

General Agent.

■ EOJUU At

COPARTNERSHIP.

WE tbe

3 Free Street Block, Portland.
SAMUEL THURSTON,

CHENEY,

dlyeom

Forest

Presumpscot Park.—The annual meeting
of the Presumpscot Park Association was held

$2.50

ELEGANT NEW

1837.

WAREROOJUS,

ALL WOOL PANTS

SALE

—

VETERAN,

Piano Stools, Piano Covers.

Prices!

OF

—

DRY

Attention is solicited to this Stock.
ALL WARRANTED.
Cash purchasers cannot afford to ignore it.

must be disposed of at some price
before that time. We don’t iuteud
to remove a dollar’s worth. We
arc bound to sell them.

SCARCITY OF RONEY.

those who paid full fare over those roads
in coming to the meeting. The meetings open
at ‘J o’clock to-morrow morning.

ence to

vur

our

IMPORTANT

Billings & Wheclock’s
commended by all who

Look at

Furniture and General Merchandise every
Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. in.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt!

~vwmT~

a

Straw.”

C. W, ALLEIf.

of

F. 0. BAILET & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Under Preble House.

CLOTHING

BAILEY*

Regular sale

FURNITURE

endorsed by Prof. J. K. Paine and other eminent'
artists.

Persons afflicted with Salt Rheum should
use the “Forest Tar
Soap” daily. jan20-dlw

F. O.

,

...

the School, 199 Franklin Street.
Apply
C II. FARLEY, 4 Exchange
Street, or by letter to
CAPT. E. BREEN, 1S9 Franklin Street, Portland,
nov24eodtf
at

On or before April 1st we shall
remove from onr present
quarters
to store

wi

"alearoonu .13 and 31 Exchange

will open December the 1st, 1879.
Conducted by Copt. K. Breen, where the use and
adjustment of Nautical Instruments will bo given,

street.

Forest

new

( OR. tONGBK & PREBLE STS.

February Magazines received at H. C.
Bagley’s, opposite the Preble House, 482 Congress

Auburn, Lewiston, New
Mechanic Falls, Pownal, Falmouth
and Portland. Free return checks over the
Portland & Rochester and Portland & Ogdensburg will be issued by the clerk of the confer-

Gloucester,

city upon his

House,

F. O. BAILEY A CO..

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

ME.

References—Andrew J. Graham, 563 Broadway,
New York, Author ol Staudard
Thouopraphic Work,
cod6in

ESTABLISHED

lowing stations:

postponed until
same place.

nography,
NO. 696 CONGRESS STREET,

Newell

B.

Pho-

Teacher of Standard

M^ne.__

are re-

Bristol—John Hastios, oil; sold out.

dience present. The next entertainment will
be a lecture by Rev. E. W. Hutchinson.
Sub-

Conference.—The

store

Under the Preble

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The steamer Wm. Stioud which takes the
place of Belle Brown, on the St. Croix, this
winter, being under an English register, is
obliged to laud her freight for Calais at St. Andrews, from wheuce it goes by rail to Calais
and St. Stephens. This inconvenience is a
just
cause for cousiaerable fault
fiuding by Calais
merchants. Tho steamer New Brunswick made
heavy shipment Thursday, from 1100 to
“RJfher
2000 barrels of frozen
herring, about the same

and

Practical

large and elegant

COUNTY.

no further turf reoord, as his purchaser
got him expressly for family use. His best
public record is 2:31, private, full mile, 2:26.
Private trial for J mile, 35 seconds.

bare this day formed

It was, he

to the

ST.,

A. W. Brackett of

Pittsfield, has sold his
trotting horse “Plymouth ltock,” to Boston
parties for $2000. Plymouth will probably receive

Reporter

PORTLAND,

233 MIDDLE

AUCTION SALE

MISS EDITH J CUMMINGS,

Irons our present store

changes made in the contract.
Josspli Brown has petitioned to be reimbursed for S500 worth of stamps stolen from the
post office at Newcastle, by burglars, and for
Which he as postmaster was held responsible.

ings. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday the
meetings will be held at the Payson Memorial

fulness.

Going

LINCOLN COUNTY

SOMERSET

to Move

+n

Christ at once. He closed his remarks with
an earnest appeal to sinners to
accept the offer
of Christ. The services closed with a
hymn
and benediction by Kev. Mr. McWhinnie.
EVENING

Thursday, January

on

George \Y. Lawrence of Damarisoetta, has
petitioned for extra compensation for additional labor and materials required for
building
gunboats for the government in consequence of

afterwards.

This salvation was not something
that we had to strive for, bnt simply something
offered U3 and all we have to do is to accept it
and then work for Christ.
His remarks were

closes with exercises of exami-

and graduation

usual

flimnlV

[ NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. _EDUCATIONAL.

STATE NEWS.

Church.

Cumberland

Pike —The alarm of fire about (j o'clock
last evening was caused by a fire iu the periodical store of Walter Cox cn Middle street. A
lamp exploded while Mr. Cox was lighting it
and the room was seon in flames.
The stock
was damaged both by fire
and water to the
extent of $500. He was insured for $1500 in
the agency ot Charles Davis. The smoke and
water reached the shop adjoining, kept by
Moses Hezzeburg, but he was iusured for $000

WORK.

Rev. Mr. luglis's Labors

shops yesterday.

»v. o.

At Odd Fellows’ Hail, Farrington Block, Congress
Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
eveniDgs; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampment- Machigonne, first and third Wednesday ; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesday; Portland, first and third Saturday.
Relief Association—Every third Tuesday in
the month.
Benefit Association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meets first Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.

THE REVIVAL

dlw

Office, 31 Plum Street, Portland.
where can be found a full assortment
for hand or machine use.

Silk,

Hill,

at

of all grades of

Saccarappa, Uaiur.

Jal9___dlw*

Desk Room to Let.
In one ot the most desirable first
floor offices in the city. Apply at
No. 38 Exchange Street.
no22

isdt/

For SaleA LATIN and Gmk Lcxi«.a f.r Mil.
XT at thi. olOrr, cheap.
«5
dtf

TTTTH

Currants and Gooseberries.
Although the horticulturalists of Europe
have for several years practiced the method
of grafting currants and gooseberries as standards. it has only within a half dozen years
been introduced in this country. The first
of these standards were brought from Germany to New Jersey, and have not been
largely extended beyond the limits of that
state, or the immediate vicinity of New York.
The Missouri currant, Ribesaureum, is the
stock used in the country and is grafted when
two years old—using the whip-graft method
or the cleft-graft for heavy stocks, wrapping
with waxed paper. Several grafts may he
Inserted in a single plant with a branching
head—of one or more varieties, either currants, or gooseberries. Some of the advantages of thus growing these small fruits are,
complete freedom from mildew and the borer,
earlier and increased productiveness and larger
and better fruit, while the plants themselves
are highly ornamental in gardens or pleasure
grounds. As the “Standards” are four to six
feet high when grafted, they should be securely tied to a stake. They should be set
out in good soil,well manured and heavily mul
ched—and not too much exposed to the heat.
The thirty plants that were exhibited at the
Centennial in the rear of Horticultural Hall,
were planted in April, and bore fine crops of
large and showy fruit without special caie.
They were exhibited by Mr A. Kuhn of
Hoboken, who first introduced them in this
conutry and from whose description this information has been derived.
Standard

The Plymouth Rocks
We do not imagine that any breed of poultry contain within themselves all the merits
belonging to the distinct races. Each one
has its own peculiarities, adapting it to different climates or situations, and the tastes or
necessities of individuals.

Some varieties are

regard to profit,
others merely for speculation, and in many
cases only that they may pick up the scattered waste of the farm. Profit, however, is
for ornament without

♦Vtn vtrinoinol

nVtiant in

nnultrir

bounlnrf

onri

this is derived mainly from eggs and the flesh
of chickens or of mature fowls.
After a
careful comparison of the statements of experienced poultry men who have made trial
of the leading breeds, we are inclined to believe that the weight of evidence is in favor
of the Plymouth Rocks. Not perhaps that
they surpass in all respects the other varieties, but that they possess on the whole the
largest combination of desirable qualities and
will prove the most profitable to the average
household. The general testimony to which
wo have referred, seems to establish the fact
that this breed are hardy, good layers, fit for
the table early, of good size when fully
grown, active enough when at liberty, and
contented under restraint. The mere bird
fancier will condemn the breed as not yet

fnlly established,
having tendency
revert to the original stock; but as at present
advised, without any experience iD keeping
them, we should give them the preference in
selecting a single variety for general use.
and as

a

to

Pruning Grapevines.
In many localities grape-growers are beginning to be discouraged, on account of the
increase ot disease among their vines; either
mildew, grape-rot, or Phylloxera. Whether
these serious evils are occasioned by the age
of the vine, the heat and moisture of the atmosphere, the condition of tbe soil, or are
mainly the result of parasite attacks, it is
not easy to determine. It may be well for
those who are apprehensive of trouble or
who have already suffered from these enemies of the vine, to return to first principles,
and take lessons from nature—in other words,
to refrain from excessive pruning.
This is
the suggestion also of intelligent and experienced vine-growers. In the forest, the wild
grape rarely rots or suffers from aDy disease.
There it has ample room, and excessive fruit
bearing is checked by the vigorous growth of
wood. Let the young vines have room, and
prune but little at first, and allow but few
clusters to ripen, and then we may look for
healthy vines and sound fruit. Under the
modern system of close pruning, and stimulated fruit growing, the hardiest and most reliable varieties are beginning to falter; and it
is quite time that reform in some direction
should begin.
Shcrp-Wool or Motion
Wool or mutton, which? Is the question
that many New England farmers aie now
considering. Is it more profitable to introduce the improved English mutton, sheep or
breed early iambs lor market, and raise a part
of them for the supply of the mutton market,

to stock with Merinoes to produce the
wools to supply the demand of the manufacturers of woolen goods ? The auswer to
inquiries of the kind suggested must depend
upon location and demand. It has seemed
to us from observation in New England, that
the mutton breeds of sheep are growinin in
favor among the farmers; at least, this is so
in certain localities we are quite certain,
while we grant, that in others wool'is the
or

nne

more

Cumberland Street.

CITY ADVERT1SEMENTS

can

THE FARM AM) HOUSEHOLD.

kept

in its season as often as we
find time to pull it up, and sometimes
green (odder corn, but the latter does not
She is
seem to increase the flow of milk.
stabled winter and summer; in cool weather
on the barn floor, tied in a stall about five
feet wido; in mid-summer in the barn cellar,
in a sort of box stall, about ten feet square,
where she can fight flies at her leisure. At
present prices of hay and mill feed, her cost
of keeping Is about 30 cents per day.”

laue, is furnished

PRESS.

staple poduction.

In the Western and some of the Southwestern States, wool, we have not a doubt is
a more profitable branch of
husbandry than
mutton, notwithstanding Kentucky is and
has long been famous lor its
large mutton
sheep in Faueuil Hall Market,—ay, perhaps
most so of any of the United States lurnishing mutton lor that celebrated market.

The Kentucky Live Stock Record published in Lexington, Ky., one of the brightest stock journals that we have on our exchange list, in speakir g of the best breed of
sheep lor tanners says:
The best sheep lor a farmer to keep are
those that yield the heaviest fleeces and the
greatest number ol pounds ol mutton. The
scrub sheep yield from 4 to 61bs. of wool
pet
head,while Merinoes rangb between 10 and 20
lbs., and thoroughbred Cotswoid even more.
W by is it that farmers do not raise the sheep
which give these heavy fleeces ? Then as to

mutton,the fine sheep produce a large amount
of flesh, and do not eat any more than a
scrub. But beside these facts, the well-ored
sheep yield not only larger fleeces per head,
but the wool is ol superior quality.
Tne
same is true of the flesh of fine-bred
sheep in
comparison with scrubs.
Southdowns, for instance, produce the finest mutton in the world, always commanding an extra price—a flesh which princes

desire —while

the fleece is medium.
Tne
next in mutton quality,
and are next to Cotswolds in fleeceB. The
profits of these breeds are very great in times
of ordinary prosperity, and under all circumstances it is best for the farmer to breed

Shropshires stand

them, because they pay better—the grand
result which is the supreme object of the
farmer—the highest possible remuneration
for his capital and labor.

And all this is true of fine breeds of cattle,
horses, hogs and poultry. In the lace ol
these facts, the mass of the people should
ignore scrub stock, and away with their
opposition to the fine breeds. There is one
supreme reason for this. The mass of people
do not read papers devoted to live-stock interests, and are wholly ignorant of the vast
progress that is making by the more intelligent ranks of farmers. There are sections of
Kentucky where the improved breeds of
stock are almost unknown. It is only a small
number of men who are alive to it. and keeD
themselves thoroughly informed in regard to
tne progress of
agricultural science and the
breeding of the best animals, while the
masses remain in the old
ruts, following after
the traditions of a hundred
years ago. If
larmers would elevate their
calling and render it more
remunerative, they must put
themselves in communication with the intellectual spirit of the age.

CITY OF FOKTLANIK

CONGRESS A

t»rain.

Apples.

Corn.new....

@

TO

High

...

@13 Sheet Iron.
@ 37£ Common....

35

Charcoal.

Pine.
Hard Wood,
Oak.
Birch, Ma-

@

12

@

15

@

17

ple.

Burned.

Pit

4
6
13

li. C.
Russia.

Saly.

9|@

Kegs^ lb...

121@
I2$@
14i@

Lard.

rierces^lb.
Pail.

Coal—(Retail).

New

Cumberland 7 00 @ 7 50
Pic to u. 6 50 @ 7 00
Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5 50
Franklin.... 7 00 @ 7 50
Lehigh & W.
Ash. 6 00 @ 6 50

13

12J
15

15J
9i

8J

York,

35
in.
Soft Pine..
Hard Pine
Hoops. 14 ft.
Shjrt do8 ft.16 00
7 ft.12 00
Pop’r staves. 16 00
Soruce r7gh.
R. O. Staves.

Copper.

@45 00

Cop. Bolts..

Y.M. sheathing..

32

@

19
19
28
34

@

Bronze do...
Y. M. Bolts.

@

32

Copbottomg
@
Cordage.
12 @
Amer’n p lb
13 @
Russia.
15 @
Manila.
Manila

Snruce

4

20
6
60
38

carb.
Asbes pot...

Balscopabla.
Beeswax....

Bleaching
powders...

5

@

25
8
70
42

@

5
16

@
@
@

4£

l£(g)
30

Copperas....

@

Cream tartar
Ex logwood
Gum Arabic.
Aloes cape.

@

12
25
15
38

Camphor..
Myrrh....

Opinm....

40
Shellac—
Indigo. 1 00
3 75

iodine....•
Ipecac......

15
34

licorice rt...
Cal ex.

Morphine....
Oil bergamot

4 85
Cod liver.. 1 25
Lemon.... 4 00
Oiive.1 25
Peppt. 3 50

Wmterg’n.

Potass

@

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

7
1
4
1

@

@
@
@
@

@

4
5
1
4
1
4
4

90
3
42
18
65
25
40
45
50
45
50
00
30
20
40
85
00
50
25
75
50
00

bro-

65 @ 75
33
28 @
2 75 @ 3 00
75
@
@ 3 10
75 @ 1 £0
40 @
50
10 @
17
15 @
25
3 50 @ 4 00
1 65 @ 2 50

mide

Chlorate...
Jodide....

Quicksilver

Quinine.
Rt rhubarb..
Rt snake....

Saltpetre....

Senna.
Seed canary.

Cardamons
Soda bi-carb.
Sal.
Sulphur
Sugar lead..
...

White

wax..

Vamillabeanl8 00
Vitrol blue.. 10
Duck*
No.l.
No. 3.

@20 00
@ 12
32

@

29
20

No. 10.

@
@

U

(„)

1ft

@
Dyewood*.
Barwood_
@
5 @
Brazilwood.
Camwood...
6@
Fustic.
2|@
Logwood,
2 @
Campeachy..
St. Domingo.
1|@
Peach Wood
@
KedWood..
@
Fish.
Cod, per qtl..

20

rv-r

10

ozs.

24

Shore 4 75
Bank 4 87
Small.... 3 87
Pollock. 2 25
Haddock... 1 75
Hake... 1 75

@

Herring,
Shore, &

3 50 @ 4 50
Scal’d^bx. 20 @ 25
14 @
17
No. 1.
bbl.

Mackerel,^ bbl.

Bay No. 1.15 00 @16 00
No. 2. 7 50 @ 9 00
Large 3... 8 00 @ 9 00
ShoreNo.l 17 00 @18 00
No. 2.... 8 50 @10 00

Bay

No. 3....

Medium... 6 50 @ 7 50
Clam Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00

Flour.
5 25
Superfine
Ex-Spring.,. 6 50
xx Spring... 7 25
Pat’t Spring
wheats.... 9 50
Mich’n ^Vinter best....

@ 5 75
@ 7 00

...

Lo

w
grade
Michigan..

6 75

@7 75

@10 50
@

...

Paints.

00

White,^ ton

@3

@ 20
Shelled....
@ 55
Peanuts.175 @ 2 25
C.Cron. 25 @ 30
9
Currants..,,
8£@
7 @
8
Dates.
Mgs. 14 @ 17
Prunes*..,,,
8@ 14
10
L. M. new. 2 40
New Val.
10
$> lb....
Lemons $?bx 4 00
Oranges \ al.

@
@

2 20
2 50

@ 11
@ 5 00

8 00

Gunpowder.
3 50 @4 00
Blasting
Sporting.... 5 50 @ 6 50
.,,.

Drv Goods

00

Sail,

Liverpool.

Soap.

@
@

8
7

No. 1.
@
6£
Spices.
38 @
42
Cassia, pure
Cloves. 45 @ 50
@ 20
Ginger.
Mace.
@ 1 25
Nutmegs.... 110 @ 1 20
PepDer.
@ 25
f
Starch.
s

@

9

Pearl.

Medium. 36..

Fine....36...

1H

10£@

102

@
@

log

G.

Syrups.

cc"!
ExC..,..
Teas.
25
35
do
choice 55
30
Japan.
do choice 50
21
22
Char. I. C... 815
Char. I. X...1025
Terue. 8 00
Coke. 8 00

roruaud

9J(eg

12

8J@

@

^

iu

@

7

5*@

@

common

Pink & bud

6*@

Medium

30

8

@

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44

44
44
44
44

44
44
44

D Strout. 1,692
Edward Gould. 3,483
Isaiah Daniels. 1,748
M E Thompson. 3,268
Mrs H Colburn. 3,526
John W Libby. 3,249
Ezra Russell. 4.300
James Berry. 3,220
J H Coolidge...-. 2,838
Mrs E Fairfield. 3,024

68 51
70 63
63 19
275 82
40 57
38 il
49 44
74 92
118 85
49 92
129 59
52 55
146 62
112 27
129 80
60 35
36 94
60 03
52 17
60 03
61 32
75 21
73 66
74 79
77 76
91 04
89 55
158 22
59 99
100 83
150 82
47 30
67 26

0.75
44
44
44

44
44
44
44

12
26
13
24
26
24
32
24
21
22

69

12
11
51
45
36
25
15
28
68

Mr. Snyder in the Rural New Yorker gives
an account of a cow he bought out of an ordinary lot, when she was giving eight quarts
of milk per day. From January 15 to October 30, he kept thejrecord as follows: 9,084
pounds of milk; the amount of butter made
from her milk during the same time was 320
pounds, which, adding the amount which
could have been made from 5(58 pounds of
milk sold and the total yield of butter during
the 290 days, is 341 pounds 7 ounces, or 18
83-100 ounces per day. Mr. Snyder gives his
manner of treatment:
“Her regular diet has been dry, uncut hay,

6*
5
7

Cost of

averaging 18 to 20 pounds per day, with lour
quarts ot mill feed, one-eighth meal, twoeighth bran, each morning, noon and evening, also about oue pint ot oil meal per day.
This and tbe mill feel is given in a pail of
Whenever we can get a bite ot
warm water.
grass for her she gets it, but she has not had
200 pounds of it in the two summers I have
owned her. That enterprising weed, purs-

Bonds,100.!

consolidated

E T
J V

Merrill, Agt.

Area.
2,184

Bradley. Agt. 1,790
Heirs of M C Osborne. 2,480
Ellen M Pickett. 4,0(6
L

Taylor. 3,270

3,300
3,315

H N

Pollard, Agt. 5,547

Haley. 2,096
raruugton.2,('88
1,275
Aaron Hodsdon. 1,603
Mrs Sarah Austin. 4,267
Geo Smith. 7.234
Heirs of Peter Mugford_4,105

9*

H T Plummer, Agt.2,961
Mrs Jane Lord.3,187
GF Jenkins..
3,217
....

Drinkwater..
Fullam.
Austin.
Chas Knapp.
Sewall Pollister.

O W
LD

,,,,
..

77
....

WM.A, GOODWIN, C. C. E.

City of Portland.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
January 2d, 1877. J
Ordered, That the assessments contained in the
foregoing report of the City Civil Engineer be made
upon the lots adjutant to the sewers thereindescribed
towards defraying the expense of constructing and
completing the same and that the City Clerk give le-

gal notice of such assessment returnable at the Aldermen’s room in Portland on the 15th day of February next, A. D., 1877, at 7.30 p. m., and certify
the same to the City Treasurer for collection; and it
is hereby determined that the lots assessed as aforesaid are benefitted by such sewers in proportion to the
rate of such assessment, and that said assessments
do not exceed such benefit, nor do they exceed in the
whole, two-thirds of the cost of said sewers, and we
deem them just and reasonable.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Amt.
Kate.
42 75-100 71 61

••

_did
ORDINANCES.

62.—The tenant or occupant, and in case there
should be no tenant, the owner, or any person having
the care of any building or lot of land bordering not
more than one hundred and fifty feet on any street,
lane, court, square or public place within the city,
where there is any toot-way or sidewalk, shall, after
the ceasing to fall of any vsnow, it in the day time
within three hours, and if in the night time, before
ten of the clock of the forenoon succeeding, cause
such snow to be removed from such foot-way or sidewalk, and, in default thereof, shall forfeit and pay a
sum not less than two dollars, nor more than ten
dollars; and tor each and every hour thereafter4hat
the same shall remain on such footway or sidewalk,
such tenant, occupant, owner or other person, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not le>s than one dollar, nor
more than ten dollars.
And if such building or lot
should extend more than one hundred aDd fifty feet,
on any street or land, it shall be the duty oi such
tenant or occupant, owner or other person, to remove
such snow from the footway or sidewalk for the space
of one hundred and fifty feet, according to the provisions and subject to the penalties aforesaid.
Sidewalks to be Samded.
64.—Whenever the sidewalk, or any part thereof
any
adjoining
building or lot of land on any street,
shall be encumbered with ice, it shall be the duty of
the occupant, and in case there is no occupant, the
owner, or any person having the care of such building or lot, to cause such siuewalk to be made safe
and convenient, by removing the ice therefrom, or
by covering the same with sand or some other suitable substance; and »n case such owner or occupant,
or other person, shall neglect so to do, for the
space
of six hours during the day time, he shall forfeit aDd
pay not less than two nor more than five dollars, and
a like sum for every day that the same shall continue
so encumbered.
C. K. BRIDGES,
dec27dtfCity Marshal.

11 28
10 94
17 39
32 26
35 46
11 68
2410

COASTING IN THE STREETS.
City Marshal’s Office, )
Portland, Dec 21, 1876. f
following streets have been designated on
which hoys can coast with sleds during the
winter, aod ou none others. If detected in coasting
on other public streets, the penalty ot the law will
be enforced

THE

On Mayo street.
On Fox. from Washington to Back Bay.
On New High, below Cumberland street.
On Mellen street.
On PieasaDt to Centre street.
On Atlantic to Fore street.
On Fore from Atlantic street.
On tirovo, from Congress to Portland etreet.
On Clark, from Salem to Summer street.
dec23dtf
C K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.

dec29dti

Central

9,790
3,407
2,857
2,910
2,797

Rate.
Amt.
39 93-100
8 72
7 15
••
9 95
16 00
13 06
1318
«•
13 26
2215
8 37
8 34
“
5 09
6 40
17 04
28 89
16 39
11 82
12 73
12 85
39 09
13 60
1141
1162
“
1117
••

Robin”),

91
50
88
90
91

AGERC«

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 87 Park Bow, New York

»

with

(author of
genial, pleasing

for Common Schools.
American School music Readers. Book 1,
(35 cts.) Book II, (50 cts.) Book III, (50 cts.) are
well-made Graded note readers, by Emerson &
Tilden.
As collections of cheerful sacred songs, such as
now enter so gracefully into School
Life, we comsongs

mend three books of uncommon
beauty, our Sabbath School Song Books, River of l^ife, (35 cts.)
Shining River, (35 cts.) Good News, (35 cts ).
Either book mailed, post free, for Retail Price.

OLIVER DITSON &

CO.,

Boston

C. II. Ditgon &C. I J. E. Diignn & Co.
711
Successors to Lec& Walker
Broadway,
New York.
|
Philadelphia.
Jal2iC
jal7W.SS.Sw2w

No.

4

Bulfinch St., Boston,

(Opposite Revere Ilonae.)

THE SCIENCE OF

LIFE;

Or, SFI.F-PREXERVATION.

Gold Medal Awarded to the Author by
the
‘‘National
Medical Association.” March 31st, l$7t>.
“Tlie untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of Life, or
Self Preservation.* Price $1 Vitality impaired by
the errors of youth or too close application to business, may be restored and manhood regained.
Also
another valuable medical work
treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases;
more than two hundred royal octavo
pages, 20
engravings, bound in substantial muslin
elegant
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”—
London Lancet.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” also contains MORE THAN FIFTY VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which is worth the price of the
book.
“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of th
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch
Street, Boston, Mass ."—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life Is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”—Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—

Philadelphia Enquirer.

“It should be read by the young, the middle-aged
and even the old ”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. Tbc presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most notice-

able medal ever struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. Tt. whs fairlv won and wnvthilv

stowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
B^P’Catalogue sent on receipt of Cc for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Physician,) No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. ReHouse.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
secrecy and experience. Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
P. M.
auglTTh&Sly&w31

vere

on execution and
on
tenth

auction
the
TAKEN
at 1 o’clock in

will be sold by public

day

of

February,

A. D.

the afternoon, at the store of
1877,
E. P. Oxnard, in Freeport, in said County, ail the
right in equity, which Elias H. Day, of F’reerort, in
the County of Cumberland, ^as to redeem the
following described Real Estate, situated in Freeport,
beginning
in said County, to wit: A ceriam lot ot land in
Freeport aforesaid, with the buildings thereon, consisting of three-tourlhs of an acre of land with a
Cost of Sewer. $3,919 79
two story dwelling house thereon, and
joining land
City’s proportion. 1,306 60 ot William Fields, at Mast Landing, so called, being
Sum to be assessed. 2,61319
the same premises conveyed to Elias H. Day by
Area assessed, as follows:
Ruth R. Ring. The above premises being subject to
Cumberland streeet, are.i 83,412 square feet,
a mortgage recorded in Registry of
Book 379,
rate $1 75.
1,459 70 Page 272, given by the said Elias H.Deeds,
Day to Ruih R.
State street, troni Cumberland to Sherman,
of Froeport, to secure a payment of a promisRing,
32,554 square feet, rate $1.50.
488 17 J sory note for one hundred and
dollars, dated
State street from Sherman tOj Grant, 42,649
j Oct. 8,1870, payable in two years fifty
Irom date thereof
426 49 I with Interest.
square feet, rate $1.00.
I. W. PARKER,
State street from Grant to Portland, 31,647
I
Deputy Sheriff.
238 83
square feet, rate 0.75 46 100.
w3wl
Freeport, December 29, 1876.

J

au31dtf

T? OTTTTT..

and after
Monday, Dec. 11, 1876, a
Sleeping Car will be attached at Nashua, at
6.30 p m., toNewYoik Express, leaving Portland
at 2.30 p. in and run directly through to New York
without change, via Worcester, Putnam, Middletown and New Haven, arriving at Grand Central
Depot at 5.45 a m.
Leave New York at 11 30 p. m., arriving at
Nashua at 9.30 a. m., and at Portland at 1.20 p. m.
Sleeping Car cn this train runs directly through
trom New York to Nashua without change.

ON

Expriftg Trains

connection

with

enrh way make
Maine
Central

Commencing Monday Oct. 9.1S76.
Passenger

Train* will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., and 3.00 p. m., arriving at Slostoo at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. hi., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5.00, 8.10 p. in.
For tVella, North Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
C»reai Falls, Rover, Newmarket, Exeter,
Hnverhill, North Andover, Lawrence
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00
p.

CATARRH.
TWELVE

YEARS

OF SUFFERING.
Gentlemen:—About twelve years ago, while trav-

eling with

Father

Kemp’s

Old Folks Concert Troupe
cold and was laid up
at Newark, N J. This cold brought on a severe attack of Catarrh, which I battled with every known
remedy for four weeks without avail, and was finally
obliged to give up a most desirable position and return home unable to sing a note. For three years
afterwards I was unable to sing at all. The first attack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
so sensitive that the slighest cold would bring on a
fresh attack, leaving me prostrated. In this way I
continued to sutler. The last attack, the severest I
ever had, was terrible,
I suffered the most excruciating pain in my head, was so hoarse as to be scarcely
able te speak, and coughed incessantly. I thought 1
was going into quick consumption, and I firmly believe that had tnese symptoms continued without relief they would have rendered me an easy victim.
When in this distressing condition, I commenced the
use of Sanford’s Radical Curb for Catarrh,
very reluctantly, I confess, as I had tried all the advertised remedies without benefit. The first dose of
this wonderful medicine gave me the greatest relief.
It is hardly possible for one whose head aches, eyes
ache, who can scarcely articulate distinctly on account of the choking accumulations in his throat, to
realize how much »eliefl obtained from the first
application of Sanford’s Radical Core. Under
its influence, both internal and external, I rapidly
recovered, and by an occasional use of the remedy
since have been entirely free from Catarrh, for the
first time in twelve years.
tenor

as a

singer, I took

a severe

Respectfully yours,

GEO.

W. HOLBROOK.

Waltham, Mass., Jan. 8, 1876.
P. S.—1 purchased the Radical Cure of GEO.
H. ROGERS, Druggist, Rumford Building,

SANFORD’S
RADICAL

CURE

For CATARRH
worked

evolution in the treatment ot
HASCatarrh. It has demonstrated
beyond all doubt
in its

that this disease,

a

severest forms, is curable*
and that comfort and happiness may be made to
follow years of misery, years of suffering, by a persistent use of it. The method ot treatment originated by Dr Sanford, viz: the local and constitutional
by a remedy prepared by distillation, is the only one
ever ottered to the public that will bear the test of

1

Through Tickets
and West

at

lowest

leave

!

Agents.
n__frm

all

Portland

Excursion Tickets

Month

rates.

&

Ogdensburg

trains

-TO—

PHILADELPHIA MD RETURN!
kv all the popular route*, via ROCHES
TEH and WORCE«IEK, NEW M>V
UO*. MTOIVVIVUSTON anti FA 1.1. KIVEK
LINEN; hIho to all point* WENT aud
MOUTH and
t'ALIEOKNIA, K il or
MiiamrrN, for *nlt* alike I.OW'ENT RM<
DUCED KATUN by

at

Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class

dinning

rooms

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sunt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7uti

W. D. LITTLE &
31

close
and

ACCIDENT

LINE.

AHEAD

dec22dtf

Oct.

follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.

|

16,1876,

73_

"boston7—

iston.
Mail

steamship Line.

Portland

Daily Press

—

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia,

England

BOl'R HTEAHERM PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fail
River.
Woods Received a* Depot.

Northwest. West and Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid

Dolly.

rolling

est time of any route from Portland to the West.
PULLMAN PA A ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

Boston & New

STEAMSHIP LINES.

and all points in the

with first-class

Phil*,

Insurance one half the rate o
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAOB TKX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. HAMBSON. Agent
Jn23-lyVO Con* Wharf. Boat*n.

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati lit. liouis, Omaha,
Haginaw, it. Paul, Hall Lake City,
Dearer, Man Francisco,

equipped

Wharfage,
From

Long Whan, Boston. 3 p.m

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates f

well

II ©

From Pine Street Wharf,
delphia, at 10 a. m.

To

is

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y.

m.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

THE

.

AND

Philadelphia

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

condition,

OTIIEIL

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bo*,
ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with th© entirely new and *uperb Stearaei Uhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, ami with the eleand popular steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams*, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D* Little & Co.*s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. F ILK IN 9,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag\t, Now York.
President,
ocl
dtf

tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
tram at 12,25 p. m lor Auburn and Lew-

From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p.

ALL

Sant
)

train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express tram for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as tollovc:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. in
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25 p.m.

OB

LINE
YORK,

(he Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

ARRANGEMENT

A*D

famished if
8e21dife2wto*tf

This is

ALTEKATION OF TRAINS.

—

TICKET**

FOR NEW

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

On and after MONDAY,
sMgggBr* trains
will run as

CO.,

STREET,

MTONIMGTON

For Berths in Pullman Cars, or Staterooms on
orwich Line Steamers, apply at 28 Exchange St.,
at Depot, loot ot Myrtle St.
J. M. LUNT, Suit.

Express

EXCHANGE

wanted.

J. W. P ETEUS, Gen’l Ticket Agent.

tt,r

53 Central Wharf, Bouton,
&. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. It.

r-.itdtf
Poiufs

vi„

E. SAMPSON, Agent,

I

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
and

i*ri>.

Keunebnnk

steamers

Central

trrv *..

freight or pasnage to Norfolk, Baltimore, WaahlngtOD, or other information apply to
For

m.

to

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. K., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnlngton street,
Boston.
Through bids of lading given by the above named

m.

For Manchester and Concord, N. II., (via
Newmarket Junction.) at 6.15 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
(via Lawrence,) at 9.00 a. ra.
For Rochester and Farmington. N. H., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeforo and Hennebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3 00, 5.30 p. m.

AND

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE
and afcCLELLAN.
aa
Providence every WED!\£MDAV
and 8ATIRDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfi ik to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jans
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

or

Express

week.

a

Viral Clam Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOLD.
Yreia Homou direct every
llt'diAV
and MATCIiOAY.

Low Fores, Fine Equipment, No Transfers.

WINTER

times

ifear
——

Train for New London leaves Portland at 2.30 p.
m., making close connection with Norwich Line
Steamers for New York, arriving at Pier 10 North
River, New York, at 6.00 a. m.

N

I.IIV*

»TSAJIKIIIP

Grand Trunk Railroads*

NORWICH

Baltimore & Washington

Boston & Maine

Trains will
for Portland at 7.20 a.

to New Fork.
WATT,

_decltitf

street.

Norfolk,

stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

Job

tion.

Printing

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16. 1876.
ap29dtf

Through Bills Lading given irom Boston anil principal points in New England to theSouih and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the "CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, Newberne and Washington.
d. n c, niNK,
GENERAL EREIGHT AGENT.
Janlldtf
136 Washington street.

"ALLAN LINE.
Montreal Ocean

■CHANTS’ QUICK DESPATCH

Steamship Co.

Under contract for the conveyance of
Passengers booked to London-

derry

and

Liverpool.

Return Tickets granted at
reduced rates. The Steamship

POLYNESIAN, Capt. Brown,
will sail from this port for Liverpool

Portland & Worcester Line
—

fob

—

Freight Reaniring Very Quick Despatch. OPPIIC K
Freight leaving

New York at 5.00 p. m.,
arrives in Portland 1.15 p. m. NEXT
DAY.
Freight leaving Portland at 2.30 p. m.«
arrives in New York 6.00 a. m. NEXT
mORNING.

Intermediate passage $40.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
I or freight or cabin passage
apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For steerage passage inward and
outward, and lor
ight drafts on England in sums to suit, apply to
JAAjES L FARMER, No. 3 India St.
Portland. Nov. 24, 187b.
nov22dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Faaiporl,

t'alni*

WINTER

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fish
Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Goods merchants. Whole
sale milliners and any others of Portland, who

ONE

are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yor* is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and further imfonnation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4, 1876.
mv4dtf

OCT.

and

John, Dishy,

Ml.

Windsor and Halifax.

aad

Eastern

on

Saturday, January ‘JOth*
immediately after the arrival oi the train of the
previous day irom Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
(according to accommodations,) $70 and $*©•

We would respectfully call the attention of
merchants and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

ARRANGEMENT

TKIP PER WEEK.

On anil after Monday, Jan. 1st,
the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of Stale Street,
Monday at b.00 P. M., lor
---——;—’every
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport every

Thursday

Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. .John for Digby. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac. Am-

Railroad,

even

herst, Pictou, Fredencktowu, and all stations on
Intercolonial Railway.
received on day of sailing until 4
^-•Freight
o'clock
m.
the

9, 1876.

p.

d*29dtf_A.

BOSTON

time.

R.

STUBBS. Agent.

STEAMERsT

winter arrangement.

WORD’S

RADICAL CURE

Prepared by

Pesters, Band Bills,

package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved InhaliugTube, with full directions tor its use in all
cases.
Price $1.00. For ale by all wholesale and
retail druggists throughout
the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.

COLLINS’

PASMENGER TRAIN* lenre Portland
for Scarboro*. *aco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells North Berwick. 8oath
Berwick,
Conwny Junction, Clio t>

Kntery,

Portsmouth,

^cvrbaryp*<rt,

*alem. Lynn. Chelsea mid Boston at
9.00 a. m., arriving in Boston at 1 40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford. Kennebunk, Kiltery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbury port,
*alem, Lynn. Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Boston at 7.30 p. ra., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.20 p m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 2.15 a, m., every day (except
Leave Boston at 7.30, 112.30 and at 8.00
p. »»., connecting with maine Central
and E. & N. A. Railway lor *t, John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with the
celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster, fanning
the grandest curative agent in the world of medicine
and utterlv surpassing all other Plasters heretofore
in use
The accomplish more in one week than the
old Plasters in a whole year. They do not palliate,

PORTLAND &W0RCESTE8 LIVE

they cube.

“A WONDERFUL REMEDY.”
Messrs. Weeks & Potter: GentlemenYour
Collins’ Voltaic Plasters is a wonderful
remedy. I have suffered with a weak and painful
back more than eight years before I sent lor your
Collins’ Voltaic Plasters The pain reached
from my back to ray sides and hips. My left side
and hip are feeling very well, but I think I require
another Plaster for my right side. I am so much
improved that I can walk and stand, but before IJgot
your Plaster I was unable to walk or stand.
MRS

RICHARD

Lynchburg, Va., July 22,1876.

GORMAN.

S.—Siuce I finished my letter some of my
neighbors have come in and wish me to send for some
more of your Plasters.
I am recommend them to
all my friends. Please send me six of your Collins’
Voltaic Plasters. Enclosed find $1.25.
MRS. GORMAN.
Sold by all druggists, for 25 cents. Sent to any
part ot the United States and Canadas on receipt
for 25 cents for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for
twelve, by WEEKS & POTIOR, Proprietors,
Boston, Mass.
ja20S&W2w
is hereby given, that the subscriber
Las been duly appointed and has taken upon
himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

NOTICE

AARON CLEAVES, late of Cumberland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same;and all persons indebted
to said estate are called upon to make payment to
in

AARON CLEAVES, JR., Adm’r.
w3w2*
Cumberland, Jan. 2d, 1877.

FRANKLIN fl HARF, Portland,

Monday. Wrdne.dnr, nod .Friday
**•
nnrt
D»A H HAHI.
S,A2.’5Llrcbevery
BOSTON.
1 ut.dny. Thur,day. and
Saiarday at 3 **. M.
ey.ry

FARE

Cards, Tags, Ac., printed

follows

Portland at 7.30 a in.,
and 0.40 p m.
7.30 A. m. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Leave

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable
night's rest and avoid the ex*
peuse and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night
Through Tickets to New York Tin the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
de30-76dtf
J. B, CO¥LE ,ir. Geu'l
Agt.

harpswell~

(ff*11

MTEATIEB .HAONET
,_rf'apt. Curtis, will leave en<l ot
Portland Pier Monday, Friday
and Saturday at 3 p. m. Returning, loave Harptwell Monday, Tuesday and Saturday at 8 a. m.—will touch at Long, Little and
l.reat Chebeague Islands eachway.
For freight
“td'ly t«
CAPTAIN, on hoard.
*

DECEMBER *, 1876.
run as

at short

for

Portland & Rochester R, R,
Trains will

JAN. 1st, the superior

FORENT CITY OR JOHN tiKOOK*
will, until further notice, run aa follows: Leave

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owes* rales. Pullman Car lickcts lor Seats and

Voltaic Plasters
AX

On and after MONDAY,
Sea Going Steamers

Mondays.)
RETURNIMG,

Berths at Ticket Office
Passengers bv this line avoid all change,
GEO. BATCHELBER. Supt.
oc9dtf

Respectfully yours,

Bill Beads.

Di filiation.

P.

Sheriffs Kale.
CUMBERLAND, SS.

T T.

Exchange

janlld3t

—

35 Miles Saved to New York.

xjci ub, iico huui every cuumuiiimuou
pure ami colorless. Thus the active medical constituents ot thousands of pounds of herbs may be conden od into a
In this way Sanford’s Radvery small compass
ical Cure is divested of the nauseating, worthless
features or all other remedies, whi e its curative
properties are increased tenfold. It is positively the
greatest medical triumph ot the age.

THE“Golden
Perkins,
WHIPPOORWILL.
is tilled

A

■NTTT.W

EVERY

a

Depot.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at tl2 35 a. id., 12.40 p. m.
Skowhegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, and Brunswick
tl2 35 a. m., (7.00 am., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick (7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m
Bath (7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 6.05 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. in.
The 112.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway for St. John and
Halitax
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
(Mixed.

Sleeping Cars

plant and herb that yields its medical essence to it is placed in an improved still, and
there mingled with a solvent liquid, which, by beat,
is made to pass over into a receiver, beating with it
the healing essences or juices of these plants and

a multitude
“proved
prized”
schools, and has songs in 2, 3 and 4 parts, by
Emerson & Tilden.
Equally good are the older Hour of Singing, ($1.) by Emerson & Tilden, Choice
Trio*, ($1,) for 3 Female Voices, by W. S Tilden, ana Uecm’i Solfeggi, (75 cts) which
has exercises in Italian style.
cts., or $7.50 per doz.) so sucTUP PflPflDP cessful
1HD LiTuUHL.
as a Singing School book,
is also a practically good class book for High
Schools.

Trains leave P. & R. Depot at 7.33 a. in. and 2.30 p.
m.; making close connection at Ayer Junction with
tbiough trains for the West.
Through Tickets and further information can bo
obtained at all principal Ticket Offices and at tbe

Morning

Is

ACADEMIES AM SEMINARIES.
THE HIGH and
SCHOOL CHOIR.
doz’) is already
book in
of

!i3 Jlilra Shorter and & llonm Quicker
than any other Route.

RAILROAD.

RAILROAD.

PORTLAND &W0MSTER LINE

Each

thence on a curve to right, a distance of 58 feet, to
north line of Cumberland street, thence northerly
through centre of State street, a distance of 704 feet,
to south line of Portland street, thence with a curve
to left across Portland street, a distance of 78 feet, to
norihline of Portland street, thence on a direct line a
distance of 71 feet, to a point 33 feet westerly from
west line State street, produced thereto, where it
empties into a gully in Deering’s Oaks.
The sewer is ol 12 inch glazed pipe in Cumberland
street and curve therefrom, a distance of 507 feet;
thence 15 inch do to the north line of Sherman
street, a distance of 257 feet; thence 18 inch do, a
distance of 580 feet: thence 18 inch plank drain 15
feet to terminus, making a total length of 1,359 teet
The depth being 9 feet from point
or 82 4-10 rods.
to north line of Portland street, ami 4
of
feet at terminus.

102
136
80

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov*

Owners.
Area.
Rate.
Amt.
Martin Ryan.2 171 $0.88 57-100 19 23
14 61
1,650
Heirs of J. Ring...,. 2,667
23 62
Daniel Nash. 1,050
9 30
Connelius Conley. 2 467
2185
M F King. 3,125
27 68
Patrick Kenney.1.312
1162
John Madigan..*. 1,700
15 06

Removing Snow from Sidewalks.

Amt.
21 77
29 93
21 77
21 77
21 77
21 77
2177
21 77
28 74
34 69
82 71
41 35
4190
42 21

Beginning at a pcint in the centre of Cumberland
street, 56 feet easterly from east line of High street,
thence westerly through centre of Cumberland street,
a distance of 448 feet, to east line of State street,

S. ITS. PEJTTENGILL & CO.’S

nces.

344 Oxford Street.
For sale by all Druggists.

The

Attention is called to the following City Ordinances, which will he strictly enforced:

COIBGKLAND AND STATE STREET
SEWER.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

AUVEUTISING

GROWS,

just

Cost of Sewer...$214 45
City’s proportion.71.48
Sum to be assessed...
142 97
Area assessed. 16,142 sqr. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft. 0.88 57-100

sewer.$477 35
$159 12

Names.

Company,..
Company,....” 7. 50.7.7.*.*.
7.. 75
loo7!7 *100 .,..102
...

deep throughout.

Sum to he assessed. 318 23
Area assessed, 79,086 square feet.
Rate per 100 square feet, $0.39 93-100.

,...145
....136
...137
...

at a point in the centre of Canton
feet from north line of Potters Lane; thence
northerly through centre of Canton street, a distance
of 165 feet to old sewer.
The sewer is of 12 inch glazed pipe laid of 9 feet

City’s proportion.

...

...

Maine

More Than One Million Copies Sold.

Beginning

CITY

Beginning at a point in the centre of Cumberland
street. 125 ieet westerly from west line of lull h
street, theuce through centre of Cumberland street,
a distance of 73 teet to cast line of
Mayo street,
thence on a curve to right a distance of 46 feet to
Dorth line of Cumberland street, thence through
centre ot Mayo street, a distance oi 384 feet, to south
lino of Oxford street, thence a distance ot 10 leet to
where it enters old sewer. Total length, 513 feet.
Sewer is of 12 inch cement pipe, laid 9 feet deep to
a point within 50 feet ot terminus, and 7 feet
deep at
terminus,

Gold,...1068... 1068
Government 6’s, 1881,. ..114$....114$
Government5-20’s, 1865,......109$. ...109§
Government5-20’s, July, 1865,.. .110$....liof
Government 5-20’s. July, 1867,.113$.,,. 112§
1164
Government 5-20’b; July, 1868,.115$
Govemmentl0-40’a,......
.113$ ... 113g
Maine
oi
State
Bonds,.109$..,.110$
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,....102$.,. .104$
102
Portland City Bonds aid R. R.100
Bath City Bonds,......101 ... .102$
20
102$... .103$
Bangor City Bonds, years,..
Calais City Bonds,.. ......* ...100 .,.,102
Cumberland National Bank,... 40. 63 .... 55

*

R.

J.

1UCI1QU SUCCb)

street 150

ja!5

inch cement pipe, laid 9 ieet deep

.5,617

Offered Asked

Canal National Bank. 100.143
First National Bank.100.135
Casco National
Bank,.100.136
Mercb ants’ National Bank,.. .75.101
National Traders’ Bank...... $100.135
Portland
70
Portland Cas
.73
Ocean Insurance Company,...
A. & K.R.R. Bonds..
89
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100. 40
Maine Central R. R.Bonds,7*s#,.......85
Leeds &F’rm’gton R. R.
88
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 89

VC11LIC U1

City Clerk’s Office,)
f
January 4. 1877
Notice is hereby given that a hearing be had by the
Officers
of
the
Municipal
City of Portland, upon the
subject matter of the above described assessuents, at
the Alderman’s Room in City Building, on THURSDAY, the 15th day of February next, A. D., 1877, at
7J o’clock p. m., wheu and where all persons dissatisfied with the same, may appear and object thereto.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.

assessed.$454.12

Owneis,
Area.
Ciiv of Portland.16,730
L Dam. 2,640
CAB Morse. 2,500
Heirs oi Daniel Johnson. 4,069
C H Jonnson
7,546
PFVarnum. 8,2S4
2,731

Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investincu
Bankers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value.

llic

CANTON NTBEET SEWER.

NEWER.

6

medium

Amt.

MATO AND CUMBERLAND NTREET

jo

111

Owners.*
Rate.
Amt*
Area.
Z- K. Harmon. 7.924 1.21 22-100 96 06
W G Davis.. 6.781
82 21
F N Dow. 8,663
105 02
Neal Dow. 8,811
106 81
W H Walker. 6,475
78 50
Neal Dow. 4,177
50 65
Heirs of L Fitch.12,224
14819
RoHins & Adams. 8.844
107 31
41
F J Rollins. 7,880
95 53

Arer assessed, 50 207 sboare ieet.
Rate per 100 square, feet, $0.42 75-100,

Market.

guwu.

OVWW

....

Cost of sewer.$32193
City’s proportion..
$107 32
Sum to bo assessed. 214 61

34
24
43
75

@
@

14
44

L

throughout.

Varnish.
25 @ 1 75
Damar.
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
Furniture.. 125 @ 2 50

@

UUl

Cost of Sewer...$1,305.27
435.09
City proportion
Sum to be assessed.
870 18
Area as-essed.71,779 sqr. ft.
Kate per 100 sqr. ft... .$1.2122-100

..

A G«od Cow.

Put ip and prepared bj

Will uutil further notice, leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at ‘J
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accomodations for passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including Slate
Good destined beyond
Meals extra.
Room. $5.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. «.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

and Hoosac Tunnel Lines.

U.45 A. M. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
‘4.45 P. M for Upper Bartlett anil intermediate
stations,
Arrive in Portland:
11.50 A. m. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. M. trom Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
ja8dtf
Portland, Jan. 8,1877.

Line to New York.

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

l

Portland & Worcester
PnaMUger Trains Leave Portland.

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

VIA

a

length 585 5 feet. The first 80 feet of Sewer is
inch, the remainder of 15 inch cement pipe
laid 8 6 feet deep at a point ot beginning, 12.5 feet
deep at east line of MeHen street, 13 feet deep at
north line of Congress street, and 8.5 feet deep at
terminus.

Portion all Earth.

old sewer.
Sewer is of 12

9

Tobacco,
Fives and Tens,
Bestbr’ndfe 65 @ 75
55 @
60
Medium...
48 @
52
common..
Half tbs.
55
50 @
Nat’l Leaf...
90 @ 1 10
Navy lbs..,. 65 @ 62

Wool.
Fl’ce wash’d. 30
:lo unwash’d 22
Pull’d.Super 40
Lamb Skins,
65

tlllCIP

street, a d stance of 275 ieet to a point 26 feet north
of the north line of Spruce street, where it enters

uauy rreaa stocuLlat

Descriptions

Grows’ Liniment

73
86
73
81

Total
of 12

Beginning at a point in the centre of Brackett
stieet, 102 ieet southerly from south line of Bradford
street, theuce southerly through centre of Brackett

...

Light.

Nl'RE CUBE

A

SEWER.

BRACKETT STREET SEWER,
Between Brackett and Spruce streets.

@ 23
@ 23
@8 50
@10 50
@ 9 OC
@ 8 25
@ 20

...

English...,,.

Antimony...

45
50
80
40
75

@

44

..

io*

@
@
@

2.10 2-10

Owners.
Rate.
Area.
Edwin Boyden. 3,200 68 02-100
Watson. 4,400
Albert Hawes.
3,200
Wm McLeod. 3,200
John Gibson. 3,200
Patrick McMann
3,200
A L Mitchell. 3,200
David Lowell. 3.200
Heirs of J S Clark. 4,225
..
5,130
Preble heirs.12100
S B Beckett. 6,080
Hetrs Wm Boyd. 6,100
Preble heirs. 6,205

12|

@

Souchong....
Oolong.

Rate.

....

Sum to be

60 @
70
Eagle Sugar Refinery,

Prints best....

7&
8
0

THROAT.

Route Maine
—

MB

MONDAY, OCT. 9, 1ST6.

SORE

TO THE

—

WORLD’* CHOICE.

CENTENNIAL DECISION.
Competent judges representing the civilized people
of the world, appointed for the
knowledge ot particular arts or sciences, convened at Philadelphia for
six months, to decide upon the comparative merits
of the various inventions of mankind, awarded to
the manufacturers ot Benson’s Caprine Porous Plaster, after a careful test and comparison of this remarkable remedy with ordinary porous and other
kinds of plasters,the highest and only medal, above all
foreign and American competitors, on the ground of
its great Bupeiiority over other
plaster, ana its wonderful pain relieving, strengthening, and curative
properties. Remember that this decision was made
by tour practical and skilled physicians.
Remember that no nostrum was allowed to be exhibited at the Centennial Remember when you are
suffering from any ache or patn that Benson’s Capcine Plaster D the best reine
iy ever devised for all
external difficulties. Sold everywhere.
Price 25
cents. W, F. PHILLIPS & CO..
Agents.
Jal
eod&wlm

Short

STEAMERS.

*

A

point in Congress street 5 feet
the centre thereof, and distant 223
northerly
feet from west line of State street, or on the easterly
line of the passage way between land of heirs of L.
Fitch and F J Ro’lins; thence westerly through
Congress street 5 feet northerly from and parallel
with the centre, a distance of 452 5 feet to east line
of Melien stteet; th< nee with a curve to right a distance of 45 feet to north liDe of Congress street 4 feet
east of centre of Melien street ; thence northerly
through Melien street on a parallel liDe with, and 4
feet easterly from centre a distance of 88 feet where

Area assessed 007.60 Eqr. ft.
Rate per lcO sqr. ft. $0.08 02-100.

Woolens.
Bv’rsU’ns6-4 137*@2 25
Shirtings..28.. 4£@
Flannels heavy 22 @ 3£ ! “Moscow6-4.2 75 @5 00
medium 12£@ 20 Cassimere blk.l 00 @1 75
Bleached Cottons.
fancy 62 @150
Good.
.36in 10 @ 13 Coatings
3-4.1 00 @1 75
Medium 36..
3-4 1 50 @4 00
74@ 8 \
7 Doe8k*sbl* 3-4.100 @4 00
Light....36.
Sheetings.9-8.. 13 @ 17 Jeans Kent’y. 16 @ 32
..5-4.. 12J@ 16 Repellants..,.. 75 @1 00
..10-4.. 22 @ 30 Satinets. 25 @ 50
Miscellaneous.
Blankets.
Denims good.. 14 @ 17 Camp 7ft.1 00 @120
medium. 11 (eg 14 Colored ^ pr. .1 75 @3 00
White 10-4... 2 00 @6 50
Corset Jeans—
Bleach’d and
Cotton Hatting.
8 (a; 10 501b bales 1 lb
slate.
Brown.. 8 (eg 10
rolls......... 10 @ 13*
Sateens—
Warp Earn*,
@ 20
Blch’d&bi’n 10 @ 11 Twine. 19 @ 22
Medium.
@ S Wicking. 25 @ 27*
F roc kings.
Cambric.
(eg 5 \
Delaines cotton
All wool 3-4... 45 @ 50
and wool
12 @ 15
7-8... 55 @ 60
All wool.... 32 @ 40
78 ex. 65 @ 70
Crash.
Spot wool.
27£(7g 32 l
Ginghams good 9 (a) 10 Heavy. 12*@ 16
8 @
9
Medium.
Medium.
6*@ 10
Brills.
Tckinggood.. 15 @ 17
Medium. 11 (eg 14 Brown h’vy 30 9 @ 10
6@

5,937

..

at
Beginningfrom

Cost of Sewer.$061.18
City’s propoition
$227.00

10£

Sugar.
Granulated..
@
Coffee A..,,#
Extra C.
@

uiiuur,

width, prici
Standard36in 7J@ *
Heavy. ..36.. 7*@ *

THE

New

Change of Time Jan. S, iSJJ.

Send one dollar with your address plainly written,
and yon will receive the remedy without other expense, that must cure vou. Address
DR. F. E. MOORE,
jal6dlw*
Box 1483, Portland, Me.

CONGRESS AND NELLEN STREET

Beginning at a point in the centre of Morning
street and 417.5 feet northwesterly from the northwest line ot Promenade;
thence southeasterly
through centre of Morning street, a distance of 417 5
feet to northwest line ot Promeuade; thence on a
curve to right a distance of 69 feet to southwest line
of MorniDg street and centre Promenade; thence
southwesterly through centre of Promenade a
distance ot 210 feet to old sewer.
Total length,
695.5 feet.
The sewer at point of beginning is 9 feet deep,
8 9 feet deep at line of Promenade, 6 feet deep at
southwest line ot Morning street, and 9 feet deep at
terminus. Cement pipe 12 inch.

1 75

nCCUN.

Family......

Area.

G Townsend. 3,006
John Russell.13,122
Mrs C R Shaw. 1,930
Heirs of Sarah Johuson. 1,813
E A Jordan. 2 352
Misses S and E Ross. 3,564
Eliza Lewis. 5.654
N I Mitchell.. 2,375
City of Portland. 6,165
Jas Clapp. 2,500
Eli Webb. 6,975
C L Williams. 5,341
F W Baptist Societ y. 6,175
GD Blake. 2,871
JRHawkes. 1,757
DOMcIntire. 2,856
Mrs W E Stevens. 2,482
Cbas Small
2 856
Henry Heseltine. 2,917
Prentice Manning. 3,578
Geo. C Shaw.
3,504
Wm O Hough.. 3.558
Geo Fessenden. 3,704
F&C BNash....,. 4,331
Joseph Russell. 4,260
S J Anderson. 7,527
G L Churchill.. 2,854
Heirs ot Sam’l Simmons. 4,797
Mrs A M Reed. 7,175
R S Rand. 2,250
Sam’l Libby. 3,200

Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell & Co.
Drwnn

Deering

WEAKNESS,

75 46-100 39 43
32 27
37
46
37
44

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RB.

Nervousness, Confusion, Palo
Bluish Skin, Loss of Vitality in either
sex, at
any age or condition in life, married or single, in the
young epecially,all can be cured by a simple remedy.

irom Grant to Portland street.

Preble neirs. 4,275
5,000
Deeriug heirs. 6,210
Preble
5,000
11

MORNING STREET AND EASTERN
PROMENADE SEWER.

Duty paid. 2 25 @ 2 50
In bond... 1 37}@ 1 75
Gr’nd butter
20
box
Llv.fine sack 1 75 @ 2 00

Wholesale

Sheetings

6,000

Deering heirs... 5,225

IIANOVER

Mrs

Turks Is. W
bhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2 50
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2 50

13i}@

AND

Henderson, (Mrs V
Bonuey, Agt). 3,259
Mrs V Bonney. 3,360

Blue.
@ 2 75
Grou'd.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
Calcined.bls. 2 75 @ 3 00
Produce.
Beef Side....
9@ 12
Veal..
8@ 10
12 @
13
Mutton......
Chickens.... 1214
15 @
18
Turkeys.
Eggs,^doz. 28 @ 30
Potatoes
75 @ 90
Onions, bbl.. 3 50 @ 4 00
Bermuda..
none
Round hogs..
8 @
9
Provisions.
Mess Beef... .10 00 @10 50
Ex Mess.. 11 00 @12 00
Plate.13 00 @14 00
Ex Plata. .14 25 @15 00
Pork,
Backs ....22 75 @23 25
Clear.21 75 @22 25
Mess.10 75 @20 25
12 j@
Hams.
12}
Rice.
Rice, ^ lb...
6}@
7}
Salerata..
0 @
7
Salerat’e-p lb

Zinc.

19
40

State street

Mrs H F

Port. Lead..
@10 00
PureGr’ddo
@10 00
Pure Dry do.10 00 @10 50
Am. Zinc..
10 @
12
Rochelle Yel.
3@
3$
3 @
3*
Eng.Ven.red
Red Lead....
10 @ 11
Plaster.

Tin.

Fruit*
Almonds,

aisius,
Layer.new 2

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@ 110
@ 1 50
@ 125
@ 67

85
85
60
45
Porgie. 45
66
Linseed.
Boiled do....
71
Lard
95
Castor. 1 40
112
Neatsfoot..
65
Elaine.

CASCO

Owners.

33
42
2 00
90
60
50
50

Whale.
Bank.
Shore.

Straits...

@7

«•

Portion all Ledge.

@38

Sperm.1

8 25

t.Louis winter fair.... 7 75 @ 8 25
Win’rgood 9 < 0 @ 9 50
best. 9 75*@10 00
Soft Shell.

Oil.
Kerosene...
Port. Ref. P’tr
Devoe Brill’t

ExSt’mRTd

@

61 75
52 25
48 75
53 75
43 87
46 12
60 00
60 00

1.00

5,225
4,875
5,375

...

Area assessed, 164114 sq. ft.
Sum to be assessed on portion all ledge.
Area 134,068 sq. ft., Rate per 100 sq
It.
$2.10 2-10
.$2,818 06
Sum to be assessed on portion all earth
Aiea 30,348 sq. It., rate per 100 sq ft, $0.75..
227 61

Naval Stores.
Tar, & bbl..
@ 3 75
Pitch (C.Tar)
@4 00
Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin. 4 00 @ 6 0C
Turp’tine.gl. 50 @ 55

2}

2 25
2 25

175

4,387
Preble Heirs.4.612
Grant street (100 feet back)... 6,000
*•

Cost of sewer.$5,076 17
2,030 46
City’s proportion, two-tifths
Sum to be assessed. 3,045 67

lb.... 10£@
17
54 Red Top bag 3 CO @ 3 25
H. Grass,bu. 2 25 @ 2 37£

5 00
5 25
@4 25
2
@ 75

Deering

Congress

2\ Clover,

@
(§)

L’ge
L’ge

Preble heirs. 6

Beginning at a point in the centre of Casco Sc.,
118 ft, northerly from north line of
St.,
thence through the centre of Casco St., a dist mce of
413.5 ft to a point 25 ft south of south line df Cumberland St., thence on a curve to left, a distance of
71.7 ft to centre of Cumberland St., thence with a
reversed curve a distance of 71.8 ft. to a point in the
centre of Hanover St.,25 ft. north of the north line of
Cumberland St., thence on a direct line through the
centre of Hanover St., a distance of 403 ft., to a
point 7 ft north of the north line of Portland St.,
where it enters old sewer.
Again, beginning at a point in the centre of Prospect St., 53 ft, east of east line < f Oak St., thence
through the centre of Prospect St., a distance of
240 5 ft., to west line of Casco St., thence with a
curve to left, a distance of 23 ft,
where it eniers a
The
brick connection between 12 and 15 in. Pipe.
sewer in Prospect St. is ot 12 mcb cement pipe, laid
7 ft deep throughout;iu Cisco St, from point of beginning to a | oint 17 ft. south of north line of ProBpect Si, is ot 12 in.,the remainder of 15 in. cement
pipe, laid 8 ft. deep in Casco St. and 9 fc. deep in
Cumberland and Hanover Sts. Total length 1223 5
ft.

@ 1 75
@ 1 75
@ 2 25

..

Cadiz in b’nd
3
7
7
3

27

50
C5
80
85
70
50
50

Grant street*

State litre*t from Sherman to

STS. SEWER.

Star, p1 gros. 2 00 @ 210
molasses.
Po
Rico..
50 @
05
j Cienfuegos... 47 @ 48
43 @
Muscovado..
45
New Orleans
65 @
75
Barbadoes... 50 @ 52
Saguu. 44 @ 45

16J

@
@
@

3
13
4

Borax.
Brimstone..
Cochineal....

PROSPECT,

Nails.
13J
@ 3 50
13J Cask.

@

Ammonia

1 50
1 50

matches

Drugs and Dyes.
Acid Oxalic.. 15 @ 20
60
55 @
tart.
Alcohol & gl 2 30 @ 2 40
Alum.

ee

Pine..

Bolt

Rope.

..

Laths,spr’

16

41
67
68
40
48
56
82
82

1.55

8100.

WORTH

RAILROADS.

Portland, Oct. 9,1876.

Spruce ex.25 00 @30 00
do No.l 12 00 @14 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00
Shingles.
Cedar ex... 3 00 @ 3 50

@24 00
@24 00
@25 00
@25 00
@17 00
@14 00
@17 00
@14 00

2,751
4,500
4,537
2,720
IhOB Wildes. 3,257
••
3,780
Sherman street (100 feet back) 5,500
•«
5,500

RAILROADS,

Weight.

Clapboards,

Spruce,

Sher-

street.

,1 T Wood
A H Atwood.
Preble heirs...
Wiu G Hart.

Owners.
Rate. Amount.
Area.
203 35
IP Farrington, (back land).ll,620 1.75
I P Farrington, (front “). ..13,345 2 55 05-100 340 37
481 28
First Parish Church.18,870
98 07
M Lvnch. 3,845
106 82
Dr E Clark. 4.188
192 28
J B Curtis. 7,539
97 25
Heirs of Asiiur Ware. 3.813
44
56 20
Heirs of Dr Robinson. 2,203
79 42
Dr BB Foster. 3,114
166 40
M Lynch. 6,524
30 22
A B Stevens.1,185
186 75
Heirs Mis O E S Frink. 7,322 4 4

27 @
SO
29 @
32
30
32
Heavy.
@
Slaughter...
37 @
41
Sd Dam’g’d
26 @
28
A.m. Calf.... 1 00 @ 1 10
Lime.
Cotter.
29J@ 304 Rockland c’sk.
@ 1 10
Java, p lb
I umber.
Rio. 20£@ 23£
Clear Pine,
Cooperage,
Hhd. Shooks and Heads, Nos. 1 & 2.. 45 00 @55 00
Mol. City..
@ 2 451 No. 3. 35 00 @40 00
No 4.20 00 @30 00
Shipping.. 15 00 @20 00
Sug. C’try. 1 45 @ 1*50
! Spruce.11 50 @14 00
Pine Sugar
box shooks 68 00 @70 00 | Hemlock... .10 00 @12 00

hd. Headings,

Cumberlaud to

mau

Cost toCity.$1110.70

Light.
Mid.

State Mtrcet fr©m

•*

14
12

lb*Sf3

a

of sewer,.$3057.61
$1019.20
City’s proportion.
Sum to be assessed. 2038.41
Area assessed (Front land) 71948 sqr. ft.
11620
(back
Rate per 100 sqr. ft (Froqt land) $2.55 5-100
(Back
) 1.75
Cost of Culvert on west corner of
91.50
Congress and Chestnut street.

fij

@19 Caddies. 15J@
Maple.
Lead.
9 @
@ 14 Sheet & Pipe
Verm’t,t>
8 @
Maine.
131@ 14£ Pig.
16
Leather.
N. y. Factory 15£@

Amt.
$74 81
48 33
74 81
48 33
87 50
49 09
87 50
52 06
87 50
CO 36
87 50
85 22
75 55
68 64
53 55
33 99
52 64
33 34
67 11
144 37
87 50

Cyrus Cressey.4,317

Cost

41

@
@
@

MEDICAL.

Rate.
§1.75

Wadsworth Lewis. 3,922
3,060
*•
Wm Allen. Jr.J»J42
Waiter Tolman. .. 3,008
C
Geo Peters.
A G Schlottcrbeck.“
State street (100 feet back)... 0,250
Preble heirs. 5,000

thence northeasterly through centre of Congress
street a distance of 259.3 feet to a point; thence on a
curve to left a distance ol 72.3 teet to north line of
Congress street; thence northwesterly through centre
of Chestnut street a distance ot 286.4 feet, where it
enters old sewer.
Sewer at point of beginning is 10 feet deep, 9 f» et.
deep at point of curve, 9 feet deep at line of Congress
street, and 7 5 feet deep at ten. lnus.
The sewer is of cement Pipe 12 inch in Congress
street, and 15 inch in Chestnut street.

Mixed
Ashes.
bag lots 71 @ 72
@ 70
Pearl, p lb. 11 @ 11£ deal.
8
Pot.
iye.
@ 1 15
6£@
75 @ 85
BeauH.
Parley..
Jats.
50 @ 55
Pea. 3 00 @ 3 25
2 25 @ 2 50
^ine Feed.
Mediums
@30 00
fellow Eyes. 2 25 @ 2 50 ! iborts.
@25 00
Box Shooks.
llay.
Pine. 50 @ 55 ?res*d,$>ton.l8 00 @19 00
Bread.
k>ose.17 00 @18 00
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00 ; itraw. 9 00 @10 00
do ex 1001b. 7 «0 @ 8 00
Iroa.
2J
Ship. 5 00 @ 5 50 Common....
2*@
3
tielined.
Crackers p
2£@
6
100.
33 @ 40 Sorway.
6i@
20
17 @
Cast Steel...
Butter.
14
12
lb
28
33
Serroan
St’l.
@
@
Family, p
5
Store. 20 @ 25 Shoe Steel...
4J@
8 @ 11
Candles.
Spring Steel.

Mould, p lb.
Sperm.

CHESTNUT STREET
SEWER.

point in centre of Congress Street
and centre line of lane, between First Parish Church
lot and I. P. Farrington’s lot, produced thereto,
Beginning at

Area.
4,275

AW Smith......2,762
Deering heirs. 4,275
Peter Elder. 2,762
Deering heirs. 5,000
Lewis Whitney. 2,805
C H Merrill. 5.000
Wm Williams. 2,975
C H Merrill. 5,000
Jas Biekford. 3.449
Preble heirs. .5,000
Avon street (100 feet back)... 4,870

Sewer Assessments.

Pertlnnd Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Pkesb to Jan. 17, 1876.
Green. 1 50 @ 2 50
9
6 @
Dri’d West’n
8
5 @
do Eastern.

Owner.
E S Merrill.

00114

_d£wtt_

notice

^25. £50. £100. £200. £50(1.

4.30, 0.30

Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. in.,
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West
4.30 P. m. Nteniubcnf Kxpress
to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and threat
Falls, at Kppiug for Wauchester and
i'ourord at Nnsbun for Lowell and
Kostou, at Aver •’inaction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New York at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line’* for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Tier No, 40, North
Kirer New York, at 6.00a. m.
5.30 p. m. mixed Train for Rochester.
n.-iO P. m. Local for Gorhnm
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11. 5 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
$5.10 p ra.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland «.40

through

a. m.

$Mixed
♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale. Alfred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads,
J. M. LENT, Supt.
deldtf

eiKl,t *'a£e weekly paper, culled
?hpbvv^?ihaJ?*'lsoni?
^*nsiicial Kepojt, which
send free

r!

,y

they

o any address. In
addition to a large number ot edicnais on financial and other
topics, it contains very
uu ami accurate
of the sales and standing
reports
)r
every stock, bona and security t'ealt in at the
Mock Exchange. .?Ir»«r« frKOTHliVGlIAITI
are extensive brokers, of large
experience
ind tried integrity.
In addition to their stock brokjrage business, they sell what are termed ••Privieges,” or Puts and Calls.” now one of the favorite
netbodsof legitimate speculation. Their advice is
raluablc, and by following it many have made tor,unes —Heio 1 ork
Metropolis.

^_dS&Wtf

1». H. BARNES,

ACOOMtait

DOOKS opened, examined, balanced, and closed
Jr
Balanoes ami Ca<h Accounts iftvcstigat-

in;iV^'i‘.,tatC(

aocou"’s "Mustcd.
Special atten"utters, the settlement of estates.
aftenclea,and
other
?*
matters
requiring
I
of a thorough accountant
Orders lett
1 1*1^5™?’
exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded ,by
nail, promtly atended to.

““g^f_WASsep30ti
GKMS «E BEB.1UN

"NUPF

LIFE

SED.”

I IlflE above sent to any address on
receipt of 10
M. eents and
stamp. GERMAN NOVELTY*Co.
w2m#1
Boston

Maes.

